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A bstract

The design of faster relational database query processors to improve the data

retrieval capability of a database was the goal of this research. The emphasis was on

evaluating the potential of parallel implementations to allow use of multiprocessing.

First, the theoretical properties of applying relational operations to distributed data

were considered to provide an underlying data distribution and parallel processing

environment model. Next, analytical models were constructed to evaluate various

implementations of the select,project, and join relational operations and the update

operations of addition, deletion, and modification for a range of data structures and

architectural configurations. To simulate the performance of the query processor for

all cases, the individual operator models needed to be extended for complex queries

consisting of several relational operations. A solution to modeling multi-step queries

was the use of a general normal form to express a query. This normal form query

tree used combined operations to express relational algebra equivalent queries in a

standard form. This standard tree form was then used to construct analytical models

for multi-step queries. These models provide the capability to simulate the potential

of different forms of parallelism in solving complex queries. The analysis of results of

the analytical models presents a logical design for a multiprocessor query processor.

This logical query processor using multiple processors and employing parallelism

illustrated the potential for an improved query processor when the analytical model

A, results of complex queries were compared to a benchmark of some current database

systems.
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A METHODOLOGY. BASED ON ANALYTICAL MODELIN.G.

FOR THE DESIGN OF PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED

ARCHITECTURES FOR RELATIONAL DATABASE QUERY

PROCESSORS

.

I. Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The demand for efficient and timely management of data is growing stronger

every day. The database management systems (DBMS) of the 70s were supposed

to be the solution to the need for better data management facilities [79.19]. The

DBMS provided a partial solution, however the widespread expansion of affordable

computers has caused an increased expectation and demand in non-numeric pro-

cessing [601. The expectations of the data management facilities include managing

larger data bases, easier manipulation of the data, and faster access to the data. The

size of databases the DBMS needs to manage is growing [60]. Although the DBMS

solution may provide better data sharing and easier methods of managing data. it

still lacks the performance to find and retrieve data as quickly as needed for many

applications using these large data bases. A possible near-future solution to the data

management performance problem is the database machine.

Database machines provide the same database management tools as a conven-

tional DBMS but provide improved performance. The improved performance of the

database machine is due to several reasons [20,41]. First. since the database machine

is a dedicated hardware system that is a back-end to the conventional host. there

___ is some inherent parallelism [20]. The dedicated hardware allows the environment

d1



of the DBMS to be tailored for the system demands. In the general purpose (share r

the machine with many other applications) computer system, the database manage-

ment system must compete in the general environment for resources and services

and in some cases the DBMS duplicates functions of the operating systems [76]. I

By dedicating the hardware to a single purpose, specialized hardware may be used.

Eliminating the operating system of the computer and building a unique database

operating system may also increase performance [74]. Further discussion of possible

performance improvements in database machines follows in a later section. Although

performance is the main advantage of a database machine, there are several other

* attractive features of the database machine.

The database machine has all of the advantages associated with a conventional

DBMS plus the following additional improvements [20,51,52]:

Reliability The conventional software database management system is a large com-

plex software system. Since the conventional system is so large and complex.

it is difficult to verify and may be prone to failure. The database machine

provides the capability to implement in hardware some normally software func-

tions (i.e., sorts and merges) [51] to possibly reduce the size and complexity of

the software. Thus, the reliability may be improved.

Security The database machine is a back-end machine of the host. Therefore. the

host filters the requests that are sent to the database machine creating another

layer of security [20]. Also, the database may improve security checking since

it is dedicated to only data management and not supporting many different

applications.

Host Independence and Modularity The database machine is a standalone svs-

tem that runs separate from the host. A physical channel(s) connection to the

host is all that is required to pass requests and datw This allows more database

machine modules to be added to the system as nc, -d.

% "N.'.



Multiple Hosts and Database Sharing The database machine may be accessed

by several different, dissimilar hosts. This provides the ability for databases to 3

be shared by many different users and applications, thus reducing the need for

expensive replication of data.

Cost/Performance The database machine reduces the demands on the host I/O

system by providing its own I/O system. This allows the host to provide better

support for its applications. Also, since the database machine supports only a

specific task, its disk and I/O hardware may be more efficiently utilized.

The database machine provides the potential for faster, more secure, and re- ..

liable data processing than the conventional DBMS [20], but the current database

machines do not present the definitive solution to database management and still p

have areas where further advancements may be possible. First, most of the database

machine researchers define an architecture or specific hardware device first. then de-

velop algorithms or methods to complete the system, causing a less than optimum

solution for the total system. Next, although the relational data model is the data

model of choice at the current time, other data models or storage configurations of

data must not be forgotten. And last, the future seems to require more processing

power, and at this time the only feasible way to do this (due to the high cost and

limited availability of specialized hardware) is with parallel processing.

Multiprocessing or parallel processing is already being explored in research of

database machines [21,30.31,43,56,62,66,70]. However, the architectures using multi- '

processing at the current time all have expansion limitations [14]. Ideally. a database

machine could be expanded by just adding modules (processors) and more storage

devices (disks). Modular expansion capability requires a flexible, expandable control I

structure, generic processors and some form of processor communication network.

The largest problem of networking is controlling the processors and distributing data

so that all the processors can be efficiently utilized (i.e.. each processor handles an
equal amount of data without using excessive time to distribute the data or tellingtT

3
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the processors what to do). This will require some form of decentralized control of

the processors. effective distribution of the data for processing [14], and algorithms

designed for the environment.

If the processor network can be efficiently controlled, the data still must be

stored on secondary storage to be efficiently retrieved. Magnetic and laser disk

technology have provided disks that can store very large amounts of data. But. in

what format should the data be stored on disk and how should the data be distributed",
on the disk drives? These are both questions that have been examined [27] but no

definitive solution has been found for all cases.

The last area of neglected research in database machine theory is "data up-

dating". The goal of current database machines and database machine research is

optimizing data retrievals [60]. This goal is appropriate since the demand of the

user community has been for faster retrievals. But, in optimizing the retrievals little

consideration is given to how including concurrent data updating affects the perfor-

mance of the data retrievals. For many new applications, efficient updating may be

as important as the retrievals. One example of this is the Strategic Defense Initia- 'e

tive's need to have inputs from thousands of sensor and detector devices to be used

in making decisions. This data must be shared with many processes and still stored

for later decisions. This requires efficient updating of the data as well as providing

immediate retrieval capabilities for numerous users.

1.2 Problem

The focus of this research was to develop a methodology and tools to design

a multiprocessor database machine that could provide improved performance by

decreasing the time required to execute queries. The methodology development

examined the individual components of the problem and integrated the results to

provide the capability to design a multiprocessor database machine. The conclusion-

of this development is a logical architecture and set of analytical models -o guide

4
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the development of a database query processor.

The individual relational operators were theoretically examined and analyzed

to determine the "optimal" method of utilizing parallel processing for relational op-

erators in a multiprccessor system, the most efficient implementation (in terms of

time required to complete the operation) of data retrieval and data update algo-

rithms in a multiprocessor environment, and the effects of the data structure on the

performance of retrieval and updates. The results and analysis of these objectives

was extended to provide the ability to evaluate the performance of complex queries

consisting of several retrieval steps. This provides the basis for a logical database

machine architecture and a methodology for designing a database machine.

1.3 Scope and Assumptions

Theoretical complications and practical limitations necessitate the imposition

'-- of some assumptions and conditions on the problem.

1. This research assumed an environment that consisted of multiple processors.
".,

where each processor can operate independently and each processor may com-

municate with other processors. Each processing unit will be a generic type

processing unit containing a processor, memory, and the ability to execute a

stored program.

2. The database machine is assumed to be capable of handling any size database

(to some reasonable maximum size). This removes the restriction that the

database must be small enough to fit in main memory [26].

3. The focus of the research was improving the performance of data retrievals and

data updates. Therefore, backup, checkpoints, and recovery were not consid-

ered in the design of the system. These are essential features of a production

system but are peripheral to the design of the database machine for improved

query processing.

v~ .-]• -.A
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4. The performance improvement strived for by this research concentrated on

improvement through the use of parallel processing and efficient utilization -

of resources. Optimization by reordering query steps and other optimization

techniques of this nature [73,82] were not considered as critical elements in this t

research. However, any design should be modular enough to allow incorporat-

ing these techniques at a later time.

5. The performance of any database machine design is assumed to be overwhelmed

by volume of data or transactions at some point. This causes the need for p

modular expansion of the system. Since modular expansion is not always

possible, the ability to easily expand the capability was a critical design factor

in this database machine research.
S

6. The design of the database machine did not consider possible limitations of

currently available multiprocessor systems or the availability of multiprocessor

systems.
p

7. The only non-procedural query languages currently used are relational calculus

and relational algebra. Since relational algebra and relational calculus are

equivalent [79], the non-procedural retrievals are considered to be relational

operators.
4-

1.4 Background

The term "database machine" does not mean a specific type of hardware svs-

tem for implementing a database management system. Instead this term is applied

to a range of ideas and methods to improve the performance of a database manage-

ment system. The implementations discussed here are grouped into the following

areas: the conventional back-end system, intelligent disk controllers and data filter-

ing, multiprocessor systems, and specialized hardware systems. See Figures 1- 3. on

the following pages, for simple block diagrams of the various coni.gurations. Other

6
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Figure 1. Back-End Conventional System

classifications schemes may separate implementations by software oriented versus

hardware oriented or specific types of hardware 11,20,25.33.43.65].

1.4.1 Back-end Conventional System. The conventional back-end system is

the easiest system to implement. It consists of a general purpose computer system

running only a database management system as a back-end machine to the host pro-

cessor. The host processor runs the applications that need data from the databases.

The host sends the request for data to the back-end machine which processes the

request and returns the response.

The conventional back-end system just duplicates the general purpose type

hardware of the host, but by providing a dedicated environment, better performance

should be realized. This type of back-end system illustrates an important consider-

ation when downloading work to another processor to try to get an improvement in

performance: communication overhead. Every time a task is downloaded it requires

at least two messages between the systems. If the overhead of the message traffic is

* .77
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.-,. more time expensive than processing the task on the host system, then downloading

is not time efficient. Date [20] provides an excellent illustration of this point. This

communication is the main reason that all the current investigations of database ma-

chines provide support only for nonprocedural query processing, like the relational

data model.

'

1.4.2 Intelligent Controllers. The intelligent controller category of database

machines consists of architectures that improve the performance of database man-

agement by improving the data retrieval from secondary storage devices. The idea

of intelligent controllers is to move some of the processing logic for determining the

data needed from the processor to the memory device or controller of the memory
..

device. This improves performance of the processor by providing it with less data

to manipulate. This reduces the communication overhead on the bus. reducing the

potential for a bottleneck of the system.

The concept of intelligent controllers applies to magnetic disk technology. blt

many of the intelligent controller concepts were developed with the idea that other

storage technologies, such as magnetic bubble memory and CCD. would eventually

replace the magnetic disk. The other storage technologies eliminated the read/write

head of disk technology, making them more appropriate for the intelligent controller

concepts. Instead, at the current time, disk technology (magnetic and laser) has

made the great advances in reducing the cost per byte of storage and the amount of

storage space available on a device. Therefore. software improvements may be more

important than intelligent controllers. The intelligent controller concepts may be

divided into the following groups: associative disks, processor-per- head. and filters.

The first type of intelligent controller is an associative !.,k or processor-per-

track device [29]. Figure 4 provides a simple diagram of a processor-per-track system.

The concept of the processor-per-track device is to process selection operations "'on

the fly" [25]. This concept of providing processing on every cell or track is alo
. -.
,.' ;
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Figure 4. Processor-Per-Track '-

q-'. referred to as cellular-logic [77]. CASSM [50] and RAP [68,69] are examples of ,4

; systems designed using cellular-logic.

Cellular-logic provides the capability to scan the set of data in one revolution

* of the storage device. The processing logic scans the data at each track, selects the

appropriate data, and places the selected data in an output buffer.

The next type of controller, the processor-per-head. provides the same type of

processing as the processor-per-track except on a more limited basis (see Figure 5 j.

Processor-per-head devices have a moving head that may move from track-to-track.

The head reads the data from the disk and places it in an input buffer for the

processor for the selection logic to be applied. DBC was designed with this type

device [4.43].
S-.

Filtering, or a processor-per-disk, is the last type of controller to be examined

(see Figure 6). This method utilizes a standard disk drive and processor. All data

from the disk is provided to the processor where selection logic selects the desired

10
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Figure 5. Processor-Per- Head

data. Therefore, the processor acts as a filter on the data before the data enters into

the actual database management system. VERSO [3] and SABRE [32] are systems

that incorporate filtering with other architecture features. With the advent of cheap

"-" disk technology and VLSI design of the filter, this could become an add-on feature

for many conventional systems [72].

The performance of the intelligent controllers is very good for the tasks they

are designed to do [25.33]. But, because of the specialized nature of the intellierit

controller, they may not perform other tasks as well. This illustrates the fact that

most architectures are developed before the complete implementation of the systemi-

is considered. Therefore, the software algorithms to implement many operations

have to work around the hardware architecture. not work with it.

1.4.3 Multiprocessor Systems. Increasing the throughput of the system by

using some form of parallel processing is the concept of multiprocessor systems.

Multiprocessor systems include many different hardware configurations. Fiuires

I1

.4.
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.-%.)., 8 and 9 provide some examples of different multiprocessor systems configurations.

Some provide cache between the disk and processors [8] to allow faster data access.

Others use the multiprocessing almost as disk filters '34,42]'.

The architecture of the multiprocessor systems must provide some means of

providing communication and data transfer among processors. This communication

capability is normally implemented using a bus to connect all the processors or

using some form of a point-to-point network structure [67]. The different processor

interconnection schemes provide different capabilities and opportunities to distribute

data to the various processors for the best utilization of resources and to provide the

most effective parallel processing. The following descriptions will examine some of

the multiprocessor architectures and the associated features of each.

The Muitibackend Database System (NIDBS) 134.421 uses a processor for ec,.

disk of the system plus a single processor to control all of the disk processors ,-,

Figure 7). When a query enters the system, the controller directs the processors ,l

the disk to retrieve the data. Each disk processor then retrieves its :ortion of ,

12
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: , data from its disk and processes it. This makes this svstem seem to be a SIMD type

architecture. The gain of this type of system as claimed by the developers is almost

a linear decrease in query processing time when additional disk processors and disks

are added and the data redistributed.

A more conventional use of multiprocessors is to employ a MINID type archi-

tecture, where each processor may operate independently. There are many different

configurations of database machines of MIMD type architecture [15.12.23.30.31.56.

62.66.67,70,81] but DIRECT (see Figure 9) is probably the most recognized. DI-

RECT [15,12.21.23] uses the multiprocessors in a MINID type architecture with a

single control processor. DIRECT also uses cache with an interconnection device to

allow sharing of disk data among processors. The combination of the daa sharint .

and processor control structure of DIRECT makes it very efficient for many relational

query operations [25,33].

The controlling of the processors and sharing data are two of the main issuets in

a NIINID type architecture. Boral and DeWitt use the concept of data-lhow 112' an,,

." 14
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dynamic allocation of tasks to processors [15] to provide efficient implementation

of query algorithms in DIRECT. Others also address the controlling of processors

and how to optimize query execution with multiple processors [31.62.64.66.811. The

combination of dynamic allocation of tasks, load-balancing of the :-rocessing 661.

and data-flow (or process-flow) concepts [15,62] provide areas of potential gain us-

lug different MIMD type structures such as the hypercube type network computer

structures.

1.4.4 Special Hardware Systems. This category is added to the types of

database machines because the advances in VLSI technology have made it possi-

ble to build specialized processors. These specialized processors may provide sorting

functions, special join functions [53], or aggregate functions. By using the special

hardware in the development of the query algorithms, specialized query processors

may be constructed [38,37,44,47,48,581.

The idea of using specialized hardware for more than just intelligent controllers

is not new. The first ideas using specialized hardware centered around using associa-

tive memory [2,6,46,49]. Associative processors use an associative memory capable of

access by content, not location. This technology (hardware and software of associa-

tive memories) has not progressed as quickly as the development of disk technology

and VLSI chip technology. Therefore, the idea of associative processors and memory

is not being used much in new research.

1.4.5 Commercial Database Machines. The concepts for implementing databa ,,

machines presented to this point all represent hypothetical database machines or ma-

chines that have only been prototyped for research. Currently there are only two

commercially available database machines [28,59.1]. the Britton-Lee and Teradata

machines. There have been other cormpanies announce database machines. such as"

Intel and their iDBP, [57,71] but the machines have either been withdrawn or never

marketed.

*o".- 15 ".
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The Britton-Lee IDM-500 series database machine is the most well known and

widelv used database machine. The IDM is basically a uniprocessor machine with

an optimized disk system. An optional database accelerator is available but it is not

known exactly what function the accelerator performs. The Britton-Lee machine

has been implemented in several sites and has been tested with seemingly -good"
:.-,

results (good compared with conventional DBMS support) [35,52.84].

The other commercially available database machine is the Teradata DBC/1012.

This machine is a multiprocessor system using microprocessors for parallel process-

ing. The microprocessors are connected by Teradata's patented Ynet [1] (see Fig-

ure 10). The Ynet is the network that connects the processors plus provides some

merging capabilities with some selection logic. This allows the DBC/1012 to use

tournament merge operations to implement join operations. Test results of applica-

tions using the DBC/1012 are not readily available at this time.

16I ,.4
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1.5 Approach

Current approaches to the design of database machines are based primarily

on intuition and experience. Modeling and simulation of simple queries, to aid in C.

the design process, are becoming more popular. However, the modeling of complex

queries/query trees has had very limited exposure, especially modeling query trees

for a general type architecture [16]. The current methods provide "'good" designs

for their purpose, but often fail to fully evaluate the expected performance of an

entire system for a full range activity. This lack of a complete evaluation of the

performance of the system comes from concentrating on a component or small part

of the system rather than designing a complete database machine. Approaching

the design in this manner does not provide for evaluation of alternatives outside of

the concentration area. Therefore, the design process of a database machine needs

to include the modeling of all phases of system activity. The design methodology

developed approaches the problem using a method of engineering analysis.

Engineering analysis involves model-building and evaluation. The evaluation of

a database machine compares the performance time to complete a query or update

of a database. The first step in this analysis is to develop an understanding of

the problem by building a mathematical abstraction (i.e.. a parametric model) of

the important features to be investigated. This model is then used to evaluate

alternatives and to show the relationship between components or features of the

system. [10]

The design of a database machine has fc ar phases: requirement analysis, the

theoretical phase, the analysis phase, and the design. These phases roughly corre-

spond with the engineering design steps 158]. The theoretical/modeling phase was

emphasized since previous research only provided limited evaluation and explanation

why a particular component or area of a database machine was selected for consid-

eration to improve the design. The theoretical model provides the basis for analysis

of various alternatives of components, algorithms, and relationships in a database ]
17",
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system. A model of this type also allows evaluation of the potential of new compo-

nents or methods after a system has been implemented to determine their feasibilitv.

This type of theoretical model forms the basis of the methodology for designing a

database machine and eventually it could be to an expert system to aid in the design

of specialized database machines or systems.

The other phases are traditional steps in the design process. The design

methodology and tools presented here were developed using these design principles.

.- They also illustrate the use of the theoretical model as a tool to speed the design for

a given set of requirements. The following paragraphs provide further explanation

of the approach of each phase:

The requirements phase consisted of developing the workload model and system

constraints to be used in the detailed design. The workload model was based on two

sources of published baseline tests of database machines. The basic workload of a

.5.' database machine is the retrieval of data in response to user queries for data. Using

the published workload models [9,831, there were four basic queries that appeared.

These basic query steps were then combined to provide other queries. The four basic

query steps are:

1. Select with the results consisting of one or two tuples

2. Select with the results consisting of a larger group of tuples or percentage of

the size of the relation

3. Project

4. Joining two relations

These steps are combined to form more complex queries. Although the workload

models do not include the other relational operators. the database machine must be

capable of handling any query. Therefore. the concentration of the workload model

and further phases was on the select, project, and join operators. But implemen-

,e", tation for the other operators was provided, to insure that the database machine

18
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provides complete support for any relational query. The workload model also in-

cluded the need for the database to be maintained. This includes the insert. delete.

and modification of tuples as required operations of the database machine.

The next phase after the requirements analysis was the theoretical phase. The

purpose of the theoretical phase was to develop a general theoretical model of a

database machine. The abstract model was developed incrementally. First. the

relational operators were examined to determine the feasibility of relational operators

in a parallel processing environment. This also included the relational operators use

of different forms of distributed data and the theoretical feasibility of the operators in

this environment. Next, abstract model representation for the execution of a single

basic query step was developed. The models developed in the theoretical phase are

abstract mathematical models to provide the basis for the next phase. The next

phase began the analysis of determining the "best" performance model for each of

p,-,. the basic query operator and update operator.

The analysis phase used the abstract models to compare the performance of
.-,

, various operator implementations under various situations. The purpose of this phase

was to provide comparison of the performance of operators necessary to execute a

user query. The individual operator models were evaluated under various workload

conditions to provide a set of parameters under which a "best" model of an operator

was determined. These models were then combined with the models for the update

operations to determine the best set of implementations for a given user requirement.

Then the information gathered during the analysis of the individual operators was

combined to form the model of a general multi-step query.

The final phase was the design phase. The design phase took the results of the

previous phase and translated them into a system design for a database machine. The

system design considers the user attributes of transaction rate, storage requirement.

and predictability of access to data [29]. However, the design incorporates flexibility

to tailor the system for the individual user requirements by providing modilarity of

19
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components and expansion capability. Therefore, the final design phase presented a

logical design of a database machine. A final database machine design for implemen- S

tation would map the logical architecture (determine exact number of processors and

disks and their placement in the architecture) for the individual user requirements.

This phase would apply the user's storage requirement and query workload using

the parameters developed to provide the final query processor design.

1.6 Organization S

The sequence of presentation parallels the development of the database ma-

chine design process. The design process began by examining the feasibility of ap-

plying parallel processing to executing relational operators. Chapter II presents the

results. Next, Chapter III, IV, and V present the analytical modeling of the individ-

ual operators. Then, the performance models of the update operations are described

- - in Chapter VI. Chapter VII presents the conclusions of the analytical modeling.

The effect of considering the execution of multi-step queries and how this changes

the analytical model conclusions is presented in Chapter VIII. Finally, Chapter IX

presents a logical database machine architecture and describes how to map the logical

architecture into a physical design. S
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II. The Feasibility of Relational Operators with Partition ed

Relations
-' '

The relational model is based upon mathematical principles that allow proof of

correctness of its features [18]. This also provides an ad hoc query capability because

the data is not physically related in storage, instead, relationship of data is done by

logical connections within the data [17], providing data independence. The following

sections use the mathematical principles of the relations to prove the ability of the

relational operators to execute with partitioned data.

The retrieval of data from secondary storage continues to be a bottleneck in

database machines [22]. The purpose of distributing data is to allow concurrent pro-

cessing (parallel processing) and retrieval of data by multiple processors and data
storage units. This ability to concurrently retrieve and process the data reduces

the time to retrieve the data allowing the application needing the data to provide

better performance. However. relations of a relational database cannot be arbitrar-

ily distributed without the potential of losing some of the logical connections that

are needed to accurately retrieve data. Therefore, the first step is to examine the

properties of distributed data.

2.1 Data Partitioning

Relations may be distributed for processing in three ways. The first is storing

or processing complete relations (not distributing the data). The second method

distributes the relation using horizontal fragments of the relation. The final way dis-

tributes the data as vertical fragments. The next section will describe the properties

of fragments of relations.
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Figure 11. Horizontal Partitioning

.2.2 Horizontal Partitioning

A relation may be split into fragments either horizontally or vertically. Split-

ting a relation horizontally results in a subset of the complete set of tuples in each

fragment. Thus, horizontally splitting a relation is done with a select type operator.

h-split. Figure 11 illustrates horizontal fragmentation with h-split.

The h-split operator produces horizontal fragments of the relation. In Fig-

ure 11, the relation was partitioned by department. This produces fragments that

consist of tuples of the original relation. The smallest fragment possible by horizon-

tal splitting is a single tuple. Normally. the split is chosen either to provide cnw "

logical grouping of the data (i.e., grouping by dept.) or to provide an even uiistribu-

tion of data. In the latter case. the split condition could be a number of tuple, to

go in each fragment. 1. the even distribution of data (disjoint sets of tuples) is the
goal of the partitioning, each fragment would be 1/n (for n fragments) of the origi-

nal relation. To provide the original relation from the fragments. the fragmnents are

combined using the union operator. Therefore, for the set of horizontal fragrnonts.

R. R 2, R-- , R,7 the complete, original relation is represented as:

* n
R=R1 UR 2 UR 3 ... R, 1 U R, or R= U?,

22= 1
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The union operator combines all the horizontal fragments (subsets of tuples'

to form the original relation. The normal operation of the h- split provides disjoint

fragments. But. the fragments produced do not have to be disjoint. If the fragments

are not disjoint sets, the union operator eliminates duplicate tuples -o form the

proper relation. In the case of the fragments being disjoint sets. the union operator

only has to concatenate the fragments to produce the complete relation.

2.3 Vertical Partitioning

Vertical fragmentation of a relation splits the relation by attributes. Vertical

fragmentation has been widely studied in connection with normalization of relations.

Vertical fragmentation without losing information is impossible to guarantee when

a relation is normalized to at least third normal form j19]. Therefore. vertical frag-

mentation in an operational environment seems to have limited practical application.

Also. vertical fragmentation does not provide the opportunity for even distribution

of data for storage such as the horizontal partitioning. However. the cases of fully

indexing a relation have not been fully researched and this closely resembles vertical

fragmentation. It is examined here to insure a complete discussion of possible cases

and to allow its development for its use in logical applications such as views.

Vertical fragmentation splits the relation by using repeated projections of the

original relation. The original relation must be obtainable by joining the fragments

without losing data due to eliminating some of the logical connections. Therefore. if

the relation has already been normalized, each fragment must contain an attribute s)

that provides a key for the relation to provide valid fragments. Therefore, the small-

est vertical fragment possible would be a single attribute that was a key for the

relation. Figure 12 shows the vertical fragmentation operator, v-split.

The vertical fragments may be recombined using natural joins to produce the

original relation. To recombine several fragments. repeated joins may be necessary.

23
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Figure 12. Vertical Partitioning

For the set of vertical fragments, R 1, R 2,-• R, -,, R,, this is shown by the equation:

n
R=Ri MR 2 M R3 ... R,_1 M R, or R= 1Rji=1

2.4 Relational Operators

Next, models of the relational operators will explore the processing when the

complete relation(s), vertical fragments, or horizontal fragments are provided for

processing. First, the mathematical properties of relational operators are examined.

The mathematical properties of relational operators depend upon the equiva-

lence of two expressions. Remembering that a relation is a set of mappings of at-

tributes to values, then a relational algebra expression whose operands are relation

variables RI, R 2 ,..., Rk defines a mapping from k-tuples of relations (ri, r ..... r

The mapping results in a single relation which results when each r, is substitu,'?d

for Ri and the expression evaluated. Two expressions El and E,2 are equivalent i

they represent the same mapping. This means when the same relations for identical

,-, names are substituted for identical names in equivalent expressions. the results art,

'2
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the same [79]. Using this definition of equivalence, properties of relational operators

can be defined.

Ulman provides the following properties of relational operators L791. These .
%"

properties are used by many (i.e., Smith and Chang [73]) for query optimization.

Some additional properties will be shown for distributing operators over relation

fragments. The laws and properties will be used in the individual discussions of 

operators to prove their validity for the different types of fragments encountered. 1

Property 1 Joins and Products are Commutative. :.

E M E2  E2 M E:

El x E2  E2 X El
-I%

Property 2 Joins and Products are Associative.

(El ME 2) M E3  El M(E 2 IE 3)

(El X E2 ) x E3  El x (E2 X E3 )

Property 3 Cascade of Projections.

7rA, ... A,,(r ... B.(E )) = ,'rA ... ,A,(E )

where A1 ... A,, contained in B, ... B,,

Property 4 Cascade of Selections.

aF ( F (E )) = OF A 7F,(W)

Since F1 AF = F2AF 1 , it follows immediately that selections ran be commute(d.

i.e..

O'F,(aF (E) )  = ,(,F,(E-).

25 ".
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Property 5 Commuting Selectzon and Projection.

If condition F involves only attributes .41 .... 4,

..,
71.Al,...., (O'F (E)) = ' F( A ....., (E )) %

More generally, if F also involves attributes B 1,. B.,, that are not among .41 ...... A-

then

.... . B 1... B , IE )),

Property 6 Commuting Selection with Cartesian Product.

If all attributes mentioned in F are attributes of E, then

O'F(E1 X E2) = 0F(E) X E.,

Corollarv formed by using rules (1), (4), and (6). When F is of the form "

F1 A F. where F, involves onlv attributes of El, and F involves only attributes of

E2

oF(Ei X E2) = oFv(El) X F2(E2)

Also, if F involves only attributes of Ei, but F' involves attributes of both E,

and E2, we can still assert

cF(E1 x E2) - oF2(oF,(E1 x E2))

This can also be extended to joins since a join is a product-select ion. Therefore.

using the attribute involvements of the previous products, we also have:

O F(E M ' E2) - ,YF(EI) M E.,

oF(Ei M E2) 2 iF(EI) M 7F,(E,)

.. .. eF(Ei i E2) =(7 2F(F(E X £,

26
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Property 7 Commuting selection writh a Union.

Given the expression E = El U E., it may be assumed the attributes ui 11- and E,

have the same names as those of E. or at least, that there is a given correspondence ""

that associates each attribute of E with a unique attribute of El and a unique

attribute of E 2. Thus
4o

O'F(Ej U E2) = F, (Ei) U F, (E,)

If the attribute names for El and/or E2 actually differ from those of E. -hen the

formulas F on the right must be modified to use the appropriate names.
',p

Property 8 Commuting Selection with a Set Difference.

..

: O7F(E1 - E2) oF- OF(Ei) - oF, (E2) "

As in (7). if the attributes names of E1 and E2 differ, we must replace the

attributes in F on the right by the corresponding names for El.

Property 9 Commuting a Projection with a Cartesian Product.

',.4j 4..4,.(Ej X E2) B...(E) X(E,)

where B1 ... B,, and C, ... C,, are contained in .4A1 ... A,

and B ... B,, and C. C,, are attributes of El and E. respectively.

Property 10 Commuting a projection with a Un.

,1-'C

7-4A,-. 4 ,4Ei U E2  A ...1,(E 1) U 7-4 .. ,E

4le

. %.
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2. .1 Additional Properties. The following properties are properties not de- ,

fined bv Ullman [791 because Ullman [79], Smith and Chang '73], and others who

described the laws and properties of relational operators were mainly concerned with

using them for algebraic manipulations for query optimization. However. these ad-

ditional properties have been proven in classical set and relation theory [75]. These

additional properties are described here because they are used in defining and prov-

ng the correctness of the relational operators for partitioned relations. Pelgatti and

Schriber [61] were concerned with partitioned data but were not concerned with

proving the correctness of all the operators for all partitioned cases.

% Property 11 Commuting a product with a Union.

.4 x (B U C) - (A x B) U (.4 X C)

, See Stanat and McAllister [75] for proof)

Note: It is not true that

,A U(B x C) (.4 UB) x(4 UC)

Since, here it must be assumed that the definition of A must equal the definition

of B x C. but this does not imply anything about the definitions of B and

C being equal to the definition of A. Therefore. this property is not valid for

all cases.

Corollary 12 Commuting join with union.

.4 M (B U C)(4 M B) u.4 N C

A join is a product-select-project. Therefore, this property can be easily shown 'siri'

properties (6). (7). (9), (10). and (11).

.2S
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-" Relational operators are the tools used to retrieve data from a relational

database. The model of each operator examines its features and capabilities. The re-

lational operators modeled are project, select (restriction). union. difference. Carte-

sian product, and join. Other relational operators, such as intersection, division.

and aggregation. are not examined here because they can be defined in terms of the

other relational operators or are not necessary to provide the retrieval operations of a

relational complete system [79]. Each operator will also be examined for its process-

ing capability of distributed (fragmented) data. Also. the possibility of combining

retrieval operations to make multiple and n-way operations will be explored.

2.5 Select

The selection operator provides a "horizontal" subset of a given relation. The

subset consists of tuples within the given relation that satisfy a given condition(s).

The subset of the relation is also a relation because no change is made to the at-

tributes, in particular the key field(s) are not disrupted. Thus. the result still con-

tains only unique tuples that are a subset of the original set of unique tuples that

constituted the original relation.

Implementing the select for an unordered relation, the select would scan each

tuple of the relation to determine if the tuple satisfies the select condition. The tuples

that satisfy the select condition(s) are the results of the select. Figure 13 shows some

examples of the select operation. The next sections examine the feasibility of tiing

the select operator with fragments of relations.

2.5.1 Horizontal Fragment Selects. Horizontal fragmentation divides the given

relation into subsets of tuples, similar to the select. The only difference is that the

h-split produces subsets that may be recombined with a union operator to form the

original relation. Therefore, the h-split is a specialized case of repeated applicationl

of the select operation. This leads to the proof that perf',-:ng a select upon all

29
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Sample Relation Select from Sample Select where A ='a'

A B C where A B C
b 1 A < B and C > 1 a b 1

ab c a3
b c A B C Select where C > 1
c d 5 b c 3
d a A B C

C d 5
b c 3
c d 5
d a 2

Figure 13. Examples of the Select Operation

the horizontal fragments of a relation is equivalent to performing the select on the

relation. The proof follows as:

R= U R

R=R 1 U R2 U R3 " U R., U R,

a(R) =o(RI U R 2 U R3 ' U R,- U R,)

.. o (R ) =o(R ) U o(R -2) U o(R 3) ... U ,(R ,,,) U o(R ,)

The proof uses the laws of relational algebra that were presented previously.

This allows it to be easily shown that the selection over all the horizontal fragments

of a relation is equivalent to performing the selection on the original relation. (For

an alternate proof see [62].) The importance of this property is discussed next

The time to execute the select over a set of horizontal fragments depends

upon the number of processors available and the I/O time required to distribute

the fragments to processors. The execution of a select by using the h-split operator

to form fragments and then executing the select on each fragment is not feasible

because the time to execute the h-split would be O(n) (assuming the relation is

size n), which is the same amount of time to process the select. Therefore. to use

horizontal fragments it is assumed that the fragments are created as the relation is

stored and stored on separate storage devices. Then the time to execute the elect

:30
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over the fragments is n/p, where p is the number of processors available. Thus. if p

= n the time to execute the select would be 1 plus the time required to combine the

results.

The results of the selects of the fragments are combined by the union operator '-

to form the final results. The union operator eliminates any duplicates but in the

case of th, f. gments being disjoint sets the union operator simply concatenates the

partial :- -ulLs to provide the complete result.

2.5.2 Vertical Fragment Selects. Vertical fragmentation causes a unique prob-

lem for the selection operator. The problem varies depending upon the conditions

expressed for the selection operator. In some cases, the select condition may only

need to examine one of the fragments to select the tuples that satisfy the selection
4..

condition. But, the iesults of that selection must then be joined with all the other

vertical fragments to produce the complete results. For other selection conditions.

fragments may have to be joined before the selection condition may be evaluated .

(e.g., select where A = B but A and B are contained in separate vertical fragments).
.,%

Figure 14 shows some examples of selects using vertical fragments.

The properties of relational operators prove the correct results can be produced.

This is done as follows:

R= kiR,
i=1 ,

0'F(R)0OF( MR,)

OF(R) aF(Rl MR 2 W R 3 .. NR,- 1

OrF(R) O F,(R1) -7F2(jt) M OF3 3) N aF_,(R,_) N (3.-.,,(R.)

Where the attributes of F must be present in the corresponding fragment. If a

fragment does not contain an attribute that is part of the expression F. then 1,

contains nothing so all tupies of fragment R, are selected.

The select over vertical fragments does provide the correct resulls. but it does

not seem to meet the goal of fragmentation which is to allow more opportunity for
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Vertical Fragments SELECT where SELECT where
B=C D='a'

F1 F2

A B A C
a b a c
b b b c -/It
d d d a F2
C C ¢ a CY F3F

F33+

A D
a b F1
b b
d d F1 F2c c F3

Figure 14. Examples of Selection with Vertical Fragments

parallel processing. This is caused because the select must examine all of one or
C'5°

- more fragments which may or may not be less work than doing the select over the

entire relation. This coupled with the fact that in a database that was normalized

N; to at least third normal form (normalization is a method of database design and an

explanation can be found in many classical database books, such as, Date [19] and

Ullman [79]) or more there does not exist much opportunity for vertical partitioning

to occur without losing data. Therefore, vertical fragmentation does not provide a

good opportunity for optimization of retrievals using the select operator.

2.6 Projection

The projection operator extracts attributes from the relation yielding a "ver-

tical" subset of the relation. The projection operator (as defined by Codd !1]) also

eliminates duplicate tuples from the results. Duplicate tuples may occur because the

projection may eliminate the key attribute(s). Figure 15 shows an exampie of the

projection operation. In some instances, the duplicate elimination may be delaved

until after other operations (i.e.. select, join. even another project). This ldoes not
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Sample Relation Project from Sample [B,C]

A B C B C

a b I b Notice that theb c 1 bkey was removedc b 1 a 2 by the projection.d a 2 so duplicates wereremoved

Project from Sample [A,C]

A C
*This projection

a 1 did not affect
b 3 the key, so no
c 1 duplicates were
d 2 introduced

Figure 15. Examples of the Projection Operation

cause any variation in the final results other than allowing more data to be handled

than necessary.

The implementation of the projection operator scans the relation retaining

only the attributes indicated in the command. For a relation of size n. the time

required to execute a projection is n plus the time required to eliminate duplicates.

This assumes using a single processor. The elimination of duplicates may add O(m

* log m), where m is the size of the results. This is derived from the normal method

of removing the duplicates which is sorting. Other methods of duplicate removal

might compare each resultant tuple with each other resultant tuple but this would

be O(m*m), which is more time consuming.

2.6.1 Horizontal Fragmentation Project. The projection on horizontal frag-

ments of a relation provides the opportunity for greater parallel processing. Like

the select operator, the time to perform the project would be n/p, where p is the

number of processors available. Duplicate removal is an integral part of the union

operator that must be used to recombine the fragments to provide the complete

relation: thus, eliminating the need for duplicate removal at each node. It is shown
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below that projection over horizontal fragments is valid.

R= UR, W

R=R 1 U R2 U R3 "" U R,,-, UR '.

,r(R)=7r(Ri UR 2 UR 3.. UR, 1 UR,)

7r(R)= =r(R 1 ) U 7r(R,2 ) U r(R3 )-.. U T( ,) U r(R )

2.6.2 Vertical Fragmentation Project. Vertical fragmentation distributes the

relation by projecting out attributes for each fragment. Further application of the

projection operator may cause loss of data because the keys used to recombine the

fragments may be eliminated. Therefore, the fragments may have to be combined

before the projection is performed. If the attributes eliminated were not needed as

keys for the recombination of the fragments, the project was successful. Therefore.

vertical fragmentation could immediately provide the needed results or the vertical

fragments could provide the correct results without reforming the entire relation

and then performing the projection. Thus, the projection with vertical fragments
.

does guarantee correct results without special consideration which may require pro-
.

viding the complete origina! relation before the projection can occur. Therefore.

vertical fragmentation can not be used for possible performance improvement of the

projection operation without special considerations.

2.7 Cartesian Product

The Cartesian Product (product) constructs a relation by concatenating tuples

from two relations (written as, R x S, for relations R and S). The product con-

catenates each tuple from one input relation with each tuple from the other input

relation. This is shown in Figure 16. Normally, a product is not used: instead, a

join operation is performed. The join operation is defined to be a product combined

with a select and a project, that yields the desired limited results. The term join

may be confusing because it implies several different situations of limiting results.

The first, the natural join is a product, a select (performing a select on common
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Relation R Relation S R X S

A B C D E A B C D E

a b a b c a b a b c
C d d e f a b d e f

g h i a b g h i
c d a b c
c d d e f
c d g h i

Figure 16. The Product Operation

attributes), and a project to remove any duplicate attributes. The naturai join is

the join used in the vertical fragmentation. The term join is also used to define

when select is performed on to find equal attribute values on attributes defined on a

common domain but are not the same attribute name. This is situation is called an

equi-join. And the last join situation is when the select criteria compares for other

than an equality condition. The equi-join of the join will be examined in a later

section. However. it must be remembered that the join used to combine horizontal

fragments is the natural join.

The product requires each tuple of the relations to be combined. This is ar.

O(m*n) operation, where m and n are the number of tuples in the relations to

be operated on. However, the performance consideration of the operation may be

extended in many cases to consider data access time. The goal of parallel processing

is to reduce the time required to execute the product from O(m*n) to O((mn),/pi.

where p is the number of processors employed.

2.7.1 Horizontal Fragment Product. The following shows that using horizon-

tal partitions for the Cartesian Product is deterministic:

n m

R= UR, and S= US,i=I i--1

R x S = (RI U I 2 U ... R,._ U Xi.) x S

.-. = (RI x S) U (R,_ x 5)U R, x 5)

3.5



K : U (R& X (Si U ... U Sm - US)) ,.%

= (R X S ) U (Ri X S,,.-) U (R1 X S,)

SU (R,- X Si) U (R- x Smi-,) U (R -, x S,)

U (R, x SI) U (R, X Sm-i) U (R, X Sm)

.b,

The problem with doing the product with horizontal fragments is the number of

individual products necessary to complete the operation. This may over complicate

the problem because of the added control necessary to read and move all of the

fragments to the correct place for processing. However, the performance is reduced

from m*n to (m/p)*n by using p processors. If the problem in this completely

distributed form becomes too complex, one of the intermediate steps in the proof

may be used to complete the problem. Using one complete relation and fragments

of the other relation is an example of this. This may provide a more appropriate

distribution of the problem.
5-

2.7.? Vertical Fragment Product. The product with vertical fragments is de-

terministic because the product does not eliminate any data from either relation.

This leaves the keys for each fragment and relation in place allowing the recombi-

nation of fragments. The proof of this is shown below. (The proof uses property of S.

the join that it is defined as a product-select-project or in mathematical notation.

R M S = ,r(Y(R X S)).)

R= ['R, and S= NS,

R x S = (RI R, M1 R,) X (S1 N SI S,,I

.6
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= 'rR(O'(RI X ... x R,)) x 7s(as(S X ... S, X Sm))

= ,rRS(CRS((RI X R,,-, X R,) X (Si x ... S,,- Sm,,)))

,.= 7RS(ORS(R1 X ...R-, x R,~ x S, x ... x Sm))

The grouping of operations could be done in any fashion now since the product is

associative and commutative. If m = n one grouping would be:

7Rs(aRs((RI X S1) X ...(R,- X Sr,_1 ) X (R, X Sm,)))

Then moving the individual select and project conditions to the grouping they op-

* erate on provides the general form:

A (R X S) W ... (R- X Sm-i) (R, X Sm)

-.

It should be noted that some of the natural joins, in the general form, do not

A, -have attributes to compare and the join only performs the product portion of the

join. Therefore, the grouping of operations may affect the efficiency of the operations

by reducing the size of the results at intermediate steps,thus utilizing the reduction

of the select and project of the natural join whereever possible.

The performance time of the product with vertical fragments is similar to

the time for a product with horizontal fragments except that the vertical fragments

require that the fragments be combined with a join operation which is a modification

of the product. Therefore, the product of vertical fragments will not always perform

better than doing the product with relations stored in a single entity.

2.8 Join

The join operator is a Cartesian Product combined with a select and in some

situations a project. The join normally selects only the tuples from the product where

two attributes (one attribute from each input relation) have an equal value. This

c.'.::: type of join is called an equi-join but in most of the current literature this is the type
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Relation R Relation S JOIN R and S where
A=C or RM<S .A B C D E

a b a b c A B C D E
d C d e f9 h i a b a b c -,

d c d e f

Figure 17. The Join (Equi-Join) Operation

of join referred to by the join operation. The natural join used to combine horizontal

fragments is a special situation of the equi-join where the attributes compared have

the same attribute names and duplicate attributes are removed by projection in the

results. The join may also indicate unequal conditions for the selection but these

cases are normally ignored because the most efficient implementations of unequal

joins are the same as the implementation of the product operator. Therefore. it is

assumed that join means equi-join for this discussion but not necessarily natural join

(See Figure 17).

The implementation of the join has been widely researched because it is the

most time consuming operation that is used extensively in queries. The various

implementations are done for many different architectures and data storage schemes.

These will be examined later. The purpose now is to provide proof that the join can

operate correctly where the data is fragmented.

2.8.1 Horizontal Fragment Join. The joining of two relations, where the re-

lations have been partitioned horizontally, is possible but as the proof shows. the

number of fragment joins becomes very large. The large number of joins involvingz

the fragments may cause a large overhead to control the joins. This has caused

some [23] to use the intermediate form, of considering fragments from one relation

but treating the other relation as a single entity. The following shows that joining
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vertical fragments is feasible.

R=UR, and S= Usii=1 iD.

R NS = (R1 UR2 U ... R,- U R) NS
= (R1 NS) U ... (R.- MS) U(R, NS)

= (Ri (S U . U S,-_. U S,))
-p-

U (R,_ N (Si U ... U Sm-i U S,)')

u ( (s, u ... u sll_, u s11))":
(R 1M Si) U URiMSmi-, U (iM)) ,

= (R,- M S1 ) U (R ,- M Sm,-) U (R -m

C-..

(R 1 N! U~ U"R *. (Rn-. 1 N ) U (R 1-m NSm

U (R, N S) U ... (R, N S,-i) U (R, N Sm)

The performance improvement possible using horizontal fragments with the

join operation is difficult to define. However, given p processors, each processor

would compare (x/p) • y blocks versus the x • y comparisons required of a single

processor. The results would have to then be combined by performing the union

operation. If the special consideration of having disjoint partitions is considered. the

union now becomes only a concatenation which reduces the time required to perform

the union. Therefore, the horizontal fragmentation combined with the join operation

may utilize multiple processors to reduce the execution time.

2.8.2 Vertical Fragment Join. Joining vertical fragments of two relations in-

volves multiple levels of joins. The first level join would join the fragments of the

different relations. The higher level joins would join the results of the low level joins

to produce the complete results. This requires that the order of join vertical frag-

ments be maintained so the proper join attributes are available. Also. the low level
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joins may not be possible because the fragments of the two reiations may. not n ar,

the join attribute. This makes the joining of vertically partitionedi relations a vtrv
,r.

demanding operation to insure correct order and positioning the fragments so the

fragments have the correct join attribute. The following shows the derivation of the

mathematical scheme for joining vertical fragmented relations.

R= 1R, and S= _=S,i= 1  
_= "

R NS = (R 1 N "".R-1 M R,) N( 1 IN X 5,

= (O RS(RI R"1 M.N S, N ' - I X S,-*'

The grouping of operations could be done in any fashion now since the product is

associative and commutative. f m = n one grouping would be:

(R N S1 ) N .(R_ N S,,_) N (R, N 0m)

Performance improvement through the use of multiprocessing for the join with

" vertical fragments is very difficult to define due to the various groupings of processing

that could be used to complete the operation. Multiple processors could be used

to compare the individual fragments but then the fragment join results must be

joined. This combined with the constraint of some of the joins being prOd)cts makes

the performance improvement through the use of multiple processor, ,lfficult to

compute for the general case.

2.9 Union

The union operator combines the tuples of two relations, eliminating any dii-

plicate tuples. The only requirement of the union operator is that the relations are

union compatible. Union compatibility means the relations have an equal de4,i ion.

which requires the relations to have the same number of attributes and the same do-

mains for corresponding attributes. Figure 18 illustrates the union of two relations.

'piv
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Relation A Relation B A U B

R S T R S T R S T

a b c a d c a b c
b c d b c d a d c

e f g C a b b c d

h i j C a b
e f g

h

Figure 18. The Union Operation

2.9.1 Horizontal Fragment Union. The union of relations that have been

partitioned into horizontal fragments involves the union of unions. Since the union

operator is both commutative and associative, there exists no constraints to the order

in which the unions are performed. Therefore, the union of horizontal fragments is

unconstrained and feasible.

2.9.2 Vertical Fragment Union. The union of vertically fragmented relations

involves the union of joined fragments. To distribute this for parallel processing

would involve distributing the union over join. This coupled with the fact that the

fragments to be joined do not have to have the same definition causes the distributing

of the union over the Join to be infeasible.

R= AR, and S= RSii=1 i=1

R US = (R M R2 .R,,- R,) US

5 (R1 U S) .(R,_ 1 U S) M (R, U S)

This is not equal because the union requires the same attributes for each input

relation (or fragment). Therefore, only R and S are sure to have the same attribute

definitions and unions of the fragments are not always possible. In the case where the

relations were partitioned exactly the same. unions J -le corresponding fragments -

would be possible.
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•  Relation A Relation B (A - B) (B - A)

R S T R S T R S T R S T

a b c a d c a b ¢ a d c

b c d b c d e f g c a b

e f g c a b X Y Z

h i j h i
x y z .

Figure 19. Difference operation

2.10 Difference

The difference operator provides all the tuples of the first relation that are

not duplicated in the second input relation. This requires the input relations to be

defined with the same attributes (union compatible). Since the results are the tuples

of the first relation that did not match a tuple in the second relation, difference is

not commutative. Figure 19 illustrates the action of the difference operator.

2.10.1 Horizontal Fragment Difference. The key to the difference operator is

that it provides all the tuples from the first relation that do not match with a tuple of

the second relation. Because of this, it may be possible to perform a difference with

horizontal fragments. The constraints to successfully completing the difference with

horizontal fragments are the relations must be union compatible and each fragment

of the first relation must be operated on by the entire second relation. This provides

results that may be combined to provide correct complete results. The followint .

shows this and explains possible further extensions to this.

n m

R= U R, and S= US,.i= I i= 1 '

R-S = (Ri U R2 U ... R,_ U R,-S

= (R 1 -S) U ... (R, -i-S) U (R-"

42'
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Note: The results in each case have been determined by comparing a fragment with an

entire relation. Since, the second relation is the controlling factor this provides

accurate results. Figure 20 shows an example of this using the data from the

example in Figure 19. The second relation can also be fragmented and still

provide a correct response without first recombining the fragments to form the

whole relation. The following shows how this is possible.
k J

The equation, using the fragmented S is:

R-S = (R 1 -(Si U ... S,- U Sm))

U (R,, -(S, U ... S,i U Sm,))
p2

U(R,-(S, U ... S, U Sm))

Looking at only the line of the equation using R 1, you might expect:

(R- Si) U ...(RI S,-) U (Ri Sm)

but this does not work because combining the results with the union operator rein-

troduces tuples that had matched and been eliminated in one of the fragment differ-

ences. In this case, the tuples desired are the ones that are produced in ever-, result.

with the fragment of the first relation being used as the control element. Applying

the theorem of set theory [75]. A - (B U C) = (A - B) n (.4 - C), the correct

operation is the intersection of the results of the fragment differences for a given

fragment of the first relation. Then the results of these differences are combined

with a union to provided the final result (Figure 21 shows an example). The final

equation is in the form:

R - S ((? - s,) n (RI- nm_) 1 (R, - Sm))

.13
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For relation A and B, with A fragmented:

Relation A 1  Relation A, Relation A 3  Relation B

R S IT R S T R S T R S T

a b c b c d e f g a d c
h i j b c d

c a b
h i
x y z

From above:

A- B= ( Al- B) U(A 2 -B) U( A 3 - B)

A 1 - B A 2 -B A 3 - B

R S T T R T

a b c e f g

or

then combining the results with the union operation

A- B= R S T

a b ce f g .. ,

Figure 20. Difference with Horizontal Fragments and :t Relation

* 4-1
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U ((R,_ 1 -s) n ... (R,_1 - S-_,) n (R,_1 - 5,m ,), ,,

u ((R, -si)n N(Rn -. j) n (R, S,,

2.10.2 Vertical Fragment Difference. The difference of vertical fragments is

not feasible except for one special case. It is not feasible because the fragments

are not necessarily union compatible. For the difference of vertical fragments to

operate, the relations must be partitioned to provide compatible fragments. This

means that the definition of the corresponding fragments must be union compatible
(i.e., R, = S1, R,2 = S52, " .In this case, the differen~ce may be accomplished using a

vertical fragments but only for this limited case.

R= F< R, and S= T1 Si-"
i=1 =1"

R-S = (R NR 2 M .. R_- M R,)-.

- (R 1 - S) M ... (R,.- - S) M (R, -S)

This is not equal because the fragments are not union compatible with the entire

relation.

2.11 Multi-way Operations

The purpose of multi-way or n-way operations is to extend binary operations

to handle more than two inputs. Since they are defined as binary operations. this

literally cannot happen; however, by using partial results from one step as an input

to the next step, it is considered a multi-way operation. An example of this type

operation is the addition problem 12 + 23 + 34. When you add these number. you

might add in this pattern. (2 + 3 + 4) + (10 + 20 -t 30). This provides the same

result but allows you to add only single digit numbers since we logically maintain the

tens place. This multi-way operation is more efficient for us to handle than doinr

(12 + 23) + 3-1. Such is the purpose of determining if any of the binary relational

* .-operators can be done as a multi-way operator.

4.
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Difference using horizontal fragments

A - B (Al 1 - B 1 ) n ( A,- B 2  n ( (A, 1 B 3

U ((A2 i )n ( 2 -2 ) fn (A,- B ))3

U ((A 3  B ) n (A 3 - B 2 ) n (A 3 - B 3 ))
with fragments

A, A 3  BI B"

R S T R S T R S T R S T

a b c e f g a d c c a b
h i j b c d h i

A2  B 3

R S T R S T ,.

b c d x y z e

A1  - B1  fl An - B2  f A1  - B 3 = A, - B
R S T R S T R S T R S T
a b c a b c a b c a b c

U
A2 - B1  fl A2 - B2 nl A 2 - B 3  2 A - B0 R S T R S T 0

b c d b c du

A 3 - B1 n A 3 - B 2 n A 3 - B 3 = A 3 - B
R S T R S T R S T R S T

e f g e f g e f g e f g
h i J h i

Therefore, after the union
R S T

A - B= a b c
e f g

, '

.. Figure 21. Difference with Horizontal Fragments
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The first properties that a binary operator must have before being considered

in a multi-way environment are the commutative and associative properties. These

properties allow the order of processing to not affect the results. Of the binary rela-

tional operators: product, join, union, and difference, difference is not commutative.

This eliminates the difference operator from consideration. The other operators are

commutative and associative.

The associative and commutative properties provide the opportunity that an

operation may be feasible for multi-way situations but does not guarantee it. First.

it must be remembered that join, union, and product require one relation to be

compared or combined with another relation ( this actually means each tuple must

be compared or combined). The union compares complete tuples and all of the

tuples must have the same definition. Therefore. there is no constraint for the

union process, making it feasible for multi-way operation. The product also has no

restriction on the definition of the relations it operates on. making it feasible. The

join does need the restriction that the inputs share a join attribute. If the inputs do

not contain the join attribute, the join must default to a product and later joins must

join over all the common attributes, to allow the join operation to be feasible. The

actual implementation of a multi-way operation is done by the order of operation. A

simple example is the union of three relations. One method of performing the union

is to sort the inputs and then compare the top value of each ordered relation to see if

they are duplicates. To extend this to a multi-way operation. the comparison would

be of x values where x is the number of input relations. The process is not an actual

multi-way operation because only two values can be compared at a time but like the

mathematical example presented earlier a method of grouping the processing. This

means that even though the union. join, and product may be feasible for multi-way

operations, the efficiency of the actual implementation of the operation may be better

suited to a series of binary operations rather than doing a multi-way operation.

-17
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Horizontal Vertical
Fragments Fragments

Select Yes Yes
Project Yes No
Join Yes Yes
Product Yes Yes
Union Yes No'
Difference No' No-

may be feasible for special cases or
under certain constrained conditions

Table 1. Feasibility of Operators with Fragments

The discussions of the retrieval operators proved the feasibility of using frag-

ments with the operators. Table 1 summarizes the feasibility of a given relational

operator with fragmented data.

The purpose of exploring fragmentation was to provide the basis for distribut-

ing the storage and processing of the relations of a relational database. This is

important because the time required to retrieve data from secondary storage is the

major bottleneck of a database system [22]. By partitioning the data to several

secondary storage devices (disk), each device needs only to retrieve a portion of the

data, assuming the data is evenly distributed, providing the opportunity for faster

database operations. If the data has to be recombined into the original relation

before processing, the data would have to be stored back on disk. eliminating the

improvement in performance caused by the distributed data storage. Therefore. it

is important that the fragments may be processed independently to maintain the

speedup gained from the distributed data.

Cases such as the selection with horizontal fragments illustrate the potential

improvements possible by using fragmented relations and multiple storage devices

and multiple processors. The first step of the select is to get the tuples from the

disk for processing. If there are n disks. each with an equal portion of the data. the

48
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data can be retrieved in 1/n the time of a single disk. And if there is a processor
&a

associated with each disk, it can process the data as fast as it is retrieved. However.

for the case of the selection with the vertical fragments. only one fragment contains

the condition to be compared for the select. This causes a smaller amount of data to

be retrieved but any processing gain is reduced and depends upon the specific case.

The potential for improved retrievals by parallel processing depends upon two

factors: distributing the data for storage and the capability to process the frag-

ments independently. When the operation is not feasible with fragments, such as

Sthe difference operation, the fragments must be recombined before processing. This

reduces the efficiency of using distributed data. Table 1 shows that the difference

operator must operate on the original relations to insure the correct response. But.

all the other operations are feasible with horizontal fragments. However. vertical

fragments cause difficulty in processing with several operators. This causes the hori-

. ... zontal partitioning of fragments to better suited for exploring potential performance

improvements through the use of parallel processing. Therefore, this is the start-

ing point for further research into using distributed storage and multiprocessing to

design a database machine for improved database operations.

The results presented indicate that horizontal partitioning provides more op-

portunity for improvements in data retrieval. The vertical partitioning of relations

constrains the relational operations by the lack of union compatibility for some cases

and the constant concern to retain the key so the logical connections for data re-

trievals are not lost. Therefore, only horizontal partitioning is considered in the

further evaluation.

1.1
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III. Modeling the Performance of the Select Operator

A database system is very seldom measured by ease of use or lack of or abun-
dance of features. Instead, the primary method of comparison is performance time.

Performance time consists of the time necessary to compile a user query, retrieve

the necessary data using relational operators, and either store the results for later

user use or send the data to the user's terminal. Obviously, the major factor in the

performance of a database system is the retrieval operation. Therefore, this chapter

explores the many components of retrieval operations and specifically the select op-

erator. Later chapters discuss the project and join operators and updating the data

in the database.

The retrieval operations consists of reading the data from secondary storage

and evaluating the data to determine if it satisfies the retrieval criteria (the query

conditions). This over-simplifies the retrieval process. There are several factors of

performance time of retrievals: the operator necessary for the retrieval (i.e.. select.

project, join), the structure of the data in secondary storage, the number of secondary

storage units, the number of processors units and the physical capabilities of each

processor, the volume of data that must be retrieved and evaluated, the algorithms

used to control the retrievals, and the number of users trying to use the system.

Obviously, it is impossible to examine all possible combinations of the performance

factors. Therefore, to allow the evaluation of various factors and their interactions .

some simplification must be done. The first step taken is to evaluate performance in a

dedicated environment. This means that the system is processing a query consisting

of only one relational operator for only one user.

The relational operators used for the retrievals can be select. proje'ct. join.

union, difference, product, division, or intersection. However, the majority of th'

retrievais can be completed using only select, project. and join. Therefore. these

are the relational operators that will be used for the evaluation of the performance

50
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effects of other features. Since performance is a measure of time. the exploratioii ,i

performance will consist of the development of equations expressed in parameters ,uiI hardware performance measures. This will allow improved hardware parameters to

be substituted to evaluate the effect of new and improved hardware. The discussion

will be divided into four sections. These sections will evaluate the operator for
the four different hardware configurations possible. These configurations are: single"

processor-single disk (disk here means secondary storage since at this time di1sk

storage is the only viable method of secondary storage), single processor-multi -e

lisks. multiple processors-single disk, and multiple processors-multiple disks.

All of the architectures are assumed to have no restrictions. This means that

for the multiple processors-single disk environment that all of the processors can

access the disk and that each processor could communicate with each other proces-

sor (communication may not be direct but can be accomplished through interme-

diate processors). The processor communication is also assumed for the multiple

1)rocessors-multiple disks architecture. The multiple disks of this environment are

assumed to support all processors. Thus, no time delay for accessing tie disk

included in the multiple processors-multiple disks models that follow.

The two final features that must be evaluated within each section are the ,laia

storage structure and the algorithm used for the relational operator. The purpose

of this chapter is to determine the effects and performance of various algorituims

with different storage structures. First. the different potential data structures wiln

be exanined.

..I Data Storage Structures

Data structures for a relational database system are hase, ,ipi lie rl,.!

.\ relaT ion is defined as follows:

Definition Giv.n a collection of sets DI. D. D. i not necesarily ,tdi ,( .

".. a r !ahoi oil those n sets it it is a set of ordered ri-i ihs .K 'I . "

op
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.', such that dl belongs to DI, d belongs to D... el .to-. D .)!

D1 . D 2,. • , D, are the domains of R. An attribute represents the use o'

domain within a relation.

The previous chapter showed how relations may be partitioned for processin- .-'

and it was concluded that vertical partitioning of data did not provide any advantages

for implementing parallel processing. Therefore. it is assumed that the onl% parti-

tioning of data done will be horizontal partitioning. Next. the different structures-

for a single data store will be discussed and in the following section the structures

of multiple data stores will be examined.

3.1.1 Single Data Storage Structures. The single disk or data store does 11t
I

allow an' potential for partitioning of data to allow parallel retrieval of the relation.

Thus. data may be stored in an arbitrary manner which will be called unordered

or in a sequential order (sorted order) which will be called ordered. However. one

additional feature may be present. That is an index of the data. It is assumed that

any index involved here can provide a logarithmic type tree structure for the index

and that the leaves of the index are the only place that the actual index is contained.

The logarithmic type tree models any type of index tree structure by changing ilie

parameter that depicts the number of keys contained in each block of the index. B,

only allowing the leaves to hold the tuple addresses, the leaves can be accessed

provide sequential accessing of the key values. Therefore. the combinations to 1w
I

examined for single disk cases are: 1) unordered, no index: 2) ordered, no index; :3

unordered, indexed: and 4) ordered and indexed.

Indexed means that an index exists for the attribute(s) necessary for tie ro, -
I

Tional operator. If an index exists but not for the proper attribute s) for the operal'I.

tire corresponding unindexed case provides the appropriate perforna,,nce mief,'!

lalion. It is assumed that the index is stored on dis-. T'lierefore. all Ili, .... ,

_ ,,m lili luls ar, covered by the fouir cases.

. I5.2.
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3.1.2 Multiple Data Storage Structures. Multiple disks provide many oppor-

t':nities for distributing the data. The first cases are obviously the cases where The

relations are not partitioned and are stored on a single disk unit as described above.

It is assumed that only horizontal partitioning (see previous chapter) is used for p.

distributing the relation among data stores. The purpose of distributing the data

among data stores is to reduce the performance time by allowing parallel retrievals

of the data. Therefore, any method of dividing the data must provide approximately

even distribution across the disks. If the method of partitioning the data does noi

provide an even distribution, then the retrieval parameters are the same as the sinz.

disk case. eliminating the advantage of the parallel retrieval of the multiple disks.

There are three primary methods of partitioning a relation across the data

stores. The first method provides an even distribution by using a round robin assign-

ment method. This insures an even distribution but does not provide any grouping

of the data, so this method is called the unordered distribution. The method called

-' the ordered distribution is accomplished by maintaining the relation in sorted order

with the number of blocks evenly distributed among the disks. Maintaining the ev'o

distribution for new insertions may cause a. reorganization of the relation reqtiirin.u

lhe reading and writing of several portions of the relation. Potentially. for the w,,st

case condition, the entire relation must be read and then written back to iisk 

insert a single tuple.

Another method of distributing the data is by hashing each tuple and assi i,

certain boundaries to each disk. This makes each disk similar to a bucket inI a buIicketl

sort. This method does not require reorganization like the ordered (list ril,,t ion 1l,i

but it. does provide some grouping of the data hy value. unlike the round rohin ,1),

,ribution. However, the bucket distribution does not uzuarante an e ualijtrim ,

ht be boundaries of the buckets are fixed values-. if an even disirirt ,i :t, ,,

-'rv. the buckel boundaries will have to be readj,.lted, r,, ilirirn1 a rrtr i,' :.

, the data. TIhe bucket or hashing nethod also allhw'., Thc i ,ilvilial1  , ,K,-.

. ..... , )3
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be maintained in an ordered or sorted manner if this will orovide any perfturmance

advantage.

The final storage structure that can be added for multiple data stores is some

form of index. Obviously. each disk may have its own index. But. there may ,'

centralized indices for all of the disks. If an index :s centralized, then we have T:,

:ame case as the single data store with index until the actual retrieval of the tupi,..

occurs. This and other considerations will be examined during the deveiopment t .

each performance equation.

•).2 Select Performance Models

The select operator restricts the results to only the tuples that satisfy the

-selection condition. For this evaluation two different cases will be considered. The-

first. called NIT, where %IT stands for "many tuples' in the results. This selectiot.

.' case results when the selection criteria desires a range of values or the given conditio:l

applies to many tuples. A simple example of this would be a query that desired all the

names of employees of a given department when the department had 1000 employees.

The other case is the FT case. The FT case is when the results contain a

fee tuples" (such as, 10 or fewer tuples and always less than one block of results.

The implication of this type of select case is that a very specific piece of information

is desired. The FT selection is a special case of the %IT case. It is included a,

a separate case because the selectivity factor i a percentage of ihe input i lacks :,,r

-ensitivitv to evaluate this case accurately. This case is one of the common lv ,lehineI

,iieries of a database. An example of this type of select would be when we ",,,,i

to retrieve the phone number of an employee given the employe*'s n-ame.

Flie two different cases of the type of iesult, fur the "ec, wi , ,-,

t,, level,,p etuatiolis to predict the performance of ,itferenit hardwar, conftiirat ,-

and retrieval algorithmns. I'he performance pararneters are li1t,1, ii l, t, 2, 1 K.'-

-.iratieters are a>,,d tipon the parameiters h%. ,v I),.\V'it at, law: 3

I.%
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cause these parameters provide a common basis with which to evaluate database "

machine performance. These parameters will be used for the evaluation of all algo-

rithms and hardware configurations.

The different cases to be developed for each hardware configuration are:

Case a. Unordered-Unindexed-FT

Case b. Unordered- Unindexed-NIT

Case c. Unordered-ndexed-FT
Case d. Unordered-Indexed-FT

Case d. Unordered-Indexed-NIT

Case e. Ordered-Unindexed-FT

Case f. Ordered-Unindexed-MT

Case g. Ordered-Indexed-FT

,.' Case h. Ordered-Indexed-NIT

The first hardware configuration to be examined is the Single Processor- i:,,

Disk cases for the select operator.

.3.2. ICase 1. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk.

3.2.1.1 Case Ia. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk - UoI ,d-

Snirndexed-FT. The purpose of the select is to provide the tuples that satisfy 'li,

given condition. When the relation has been stored in a random manner. he pr-

cessing of the select requires the relation to be read and scanned by the pr,,c-,,

If the relation was stored in sorted order but the conditions of the -elect anii .: ! -

ribute(sl other than the attribtetsi of the sort key. 'is iin,,rder,, 'o iti ,n v, ,

also exist.

The first component of he perfrmance equtial n :* 1,; Ciripi, I ' , i

Nxt. the tirst block of the relatio) nm st be fu, undt,, l ' k n ' I ,'ii r,.- . -

access. T. N w . thc' ock Pi readt andt t t orilit it, iil t, i, ... B t er. 1'. 1 !w

- -

-'... t; ow s a stho block com tp/rini, thce lcc,,i con lit i, ,i, :Tli 'ho, pr,,per, - :.:,. a' '

IN:.:
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f - selectivity factor
d!, - duplicate factor occurring in a project

f join selectivity factor
p - total number of processors
(I - number of disks
N number of disk processors
p - blocks of memory per processor
b blocks per track on the disk
T. time to compile query
Tm time to send a message to/from back-end
T, average disk access time
T, seek time of one track on the disk
T,U block read/write time
c time to scan block

- time to send block to back-end
T, time to process block with complex operation. like Join
IrMi time to fetch and examine an index page
R, number of tuples in relation R

- number of tuples in relation S
- number of tuples selected

I? number of blocks in relation R OR, r/B
. number of blocks in relation S is * .)/B.

B -number of bytes per block
- attribute size

r tuple size

- tuple size
1 1 index size in bytes

Table 2. Performance eq,uat io naranme er-

U..
W-
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Ilple to determine if thle tuple satisfies the select condition. This time to per;ornm

,,he scan of a block. T,. is based upon approximateiv 100 tuples per block. The p

tim t scn-he block also includes the tim' omv any tuple that meets the

elect condition to an output buffer. Now the processor is ready for another block to

process. Since this is the FT case and few tuples are expected in he results. it is not

expected that more than one buffer full of results will be collected. This allows the

isk Lead to remain positioned at the position where the relation was found. allow",111

he retrieval of thle next block to consist of only the 1/0. This wou1d coinulile il

the head of thle disk needs to move to the next track of the disk whicn wvill requillet

1A seek. T,. fhe number of seeks necessary is determined by dividing tne nuner(-

of blocks in the relation by the number of blocks contained in a track or cvlliider

depending on if the disk has multiple platters. The finral tep of this welect operat io"

is to do something with the results If the re-sults are sent back to the uiser. tiler. !!et

time parameter usedi is the block transfer time. T~t Ithe results are stored onl 1i k.

thle t ime parameter is the combination of a disk acces. T,. and the ti~me c x.riie

'at a. T,. The complete equation for Ca-se la. using t he scaning iir et hi,

ne -.elec' w ith R blocks inthe relation, when the inutare stored

Model S I

.) int he resulIt are, ent to the user.

Model S -2

I. - - I? T' R > b -- *1', 11 1'*

e "11lds-in riot rce(ive and ispl;av- t he f,'~ *.
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The equations formed previously did not consider the fact that the processor

may allow double buffering of the input. This means that the one buffer could be

receiving data from the disk while the data in the other buffer was being processed.

This allows the overlapping of processing and retrieval time. The equation for thil,

Model S - 3

((R - 1) T r")

'.- - 771 -.. - max or T"+, Td -- 1  !,

(((R/b)- T,) + ((R- 1)* T,)

'..

Model S - 4

((R - 1) ,,)

7. -,- T- max or - - T, 1

(((R,/b -1) T,) + ((R - 1),,)

,iepeiding upon the placement of the output.

The reason no other algorithm was considered was because to use some form ol

Index. an iMdex would have to be created which requires at a minimum the scanninQ

I h,, relation phus time to build the in dex. This wvould require more time than hlr,

T .ilple scan t,, con.pare the select conditions.

.2.'. 1.2 ("a. lb .. I ct - .Sirqlc Procrss.or-Singlr Disk - t niord( r -

/ ,dUm tid-.\lF The select with laroer results is similar to the FT case except th1t

" " ' :,ir e ,,~ ,,f the results may interfere with the readinig of the data frkTnl hrlt,

*-::K rq :irine ri:ore, ctv lisk accesses. This is exact lv two for each block of r, i:-,s

.,.::,..:n t, :},,. ,iisu. One dti>k accss is necessary to procure the pro ,r plo, :',

:.hei

d..''-, .. " -;, , , --. ,- ; .'-- -. -,---•-,-- "-- : - : - -- = - -" "-->:-- ' -'" ":
S, I 0 1 ,' r • - ,, " I + : " " ," " a - | - + 1 . .
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to retrieve the next block of the input relation. The equation for this includes an.

arbitrary parameter, called the selectivity factor, f. that will determine the volume

of the results. The equation for this using double buffering follows:

Model S -5

((R- 1) * T,.)

or

T,+Td+To+max (((R*f)-1)*2Td) + T+ T + ( 5

+(((R/b) -1) •T,)

+([(R -1) + ((R * f) 1] * Ti.))

This equation may have fewer disk seeks if some of the disk accesses after

writing results overlap with a necessary seek. But this is a small segment of the total

execution time, so it was retained to insure at least the minimum time required. It

should be noted at this time that any performance equation that cannot be truly

expressed for all cases will take the conservative view of expressing the worst case

rather than the best case.

The performance model for sending the results to the back-end reflect the

reduced disk accesses due to no conflict between reading and writing data to the

disk. Therefore, the performance model when the results are sent to a back-end is:

'd

Model S - 6

((R - 1)• T,) + (((R f) - 1)•Tbt)

T, + Td + T, + max or + T., + T6 t (6)

(((R/b) - 1) *T,) + ((R -1) * T,)

3.2.1.3 Case 1c. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk - Unordered-

Indt'zed-FT. The indexed case indicates that an index exists for the attribute nec-

-arv for the evaluation of the selection condition. The indexed case becomes very

I: At t,, model when the selection criteria depends upon multiple attributes beinlz
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" compared to determine if they satisfy the selection condition. If multiple attributes

are required to .;valuate the selection criteria, then more than one index may have

to be used. In this case, the normal method is to build a list of tuple identifiers

(TID) for each condition and then combine the TID lists to determine the tuple(s

that satisfy the selection condition.

The indexed case is ideally suited to the situation where only a few tuples

must be retrieved. Assuming the index is searched for an equality condition (e.g..

find the name of the person with ID of R2D2), the index reduces the amount of

data to be scanned and only the few blocks containing the tuples satisfying the

condition are retrieved. However, as the number of tuples that satisfy the selection

conditions increase, the effectiveness of the index retrieval decreases because of the

increased number of blocks to be retrieved to get the necessary tuples, assuming the

-, tuples are randomly distributed. Also, selection conditions other than equality or

equality comparison of two attributes could require the entire index to be searched

to determine the tuple addresses or require comparison of more than one index which

reduces the advantage of using the indexed retrieval.

In the indexed case it is difficult to predict the performance time because it is

very data dependent. Therefore, for this evaluation it is assumed that the number

of tuples to be retrieved, t P, is very small (such as 10 or less) and that each tuple

resides in a different block. The performance equation has some fixed parameters

for retrievals plus the cost of accessing the index. The cost of accessing the index is

determined by computing the depth of the logarithmic index. The other option is

to scan all of the leaf nodes of the index but this is not appropriate for finding a few
tuples that satisfy a given very specific condition.

The first step of the performance equation is to determine the number of leaf

nodes in the index and the number of values that can be referenced from an index

node. This is shown by:

number of values per index or leaf block B ' + in) (T)

60
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leaf blocks =(R (B/r))/(B/(v + in)) (""

The number of values contained in an index block is the number of bytes in a block
%.

divided by the size of the attribute being indexed plus the number of bytes used for

the index value. The number of values contained in an index block is then used to

compute the number of leaf blocks necessary to index the entire relation. The next p

step is to determine the number of levels of index necessary to index the number of

leaf blocks. This is determined by the logarithm of the number of leaf blocks usim.

the number of values indexed by a block as the base of the logarithm.

levels of index (L1 ) [log(B/(,J+i,))(R (B/r))/(B/(,., + in))] (9)

This value then is used to determine the number of blocks that must be read

and scanned to reach the appropriate leaf node. From the leaf node the tuple iden-

tifier list is compiled. Then the tuples are retrieve:. Since it is assumed that the

tuples are randomly distributed, it is assumed that each tuple retrieved requires a

disk access plus the time to read and scan the block. The time to complete the query

includes a final disk access and I/O to write the results back to disk (if results are

going to the user substitute Tbt for Td + T,). The equation is:

Model S- 7

Since the number of tuples that satisfy the selection condition is assumed to be

a small number of tuples, the results produced are assumed to fit in a single block.

If the results are to be sent to the back-end, then the model is:

Model S -8

T + ((L I + 1) •T,,) + ((Td 4 T .o + T,,) *t ,)+ t ( 1
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3-2.1..; Case Id. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk - Unorderd-

Indexed-.IT. The indexed case of the selection operation when more than just a few

tuples will be retrieved is very interesting because it is very difficult to accurately

predict the performance time. The difficulty arises when determining the number

of blocks of the index that must be accessed and scanned and then determining

the distribution of the identified tuples among the blocks of the relation. Here it

was assumed that the index was of a B-tree type with all actual values and their

associated TIDs only contained in the leaf nodes. This allows. for the worst case.

only the leaf nodes to be retrieved and scanned. This provides a better method of

processing than accessing all of the relation. But the index only provides the address

of the tuple, it does not provide the tuple. Since the tuples are stored in an unordered

fashion, it has to be assumed the tuples needed are in random blocks. Thus. if the

tuples are retrieved as identified during the scanning of the leaf nodes, each tuple

.. retrieval would consist of a disk access + block read + scanning the block. The cost

of retrieving more than just a few tuple may be more costly than just scanning the

entire relation because reading the entire relation utilizes some disk optimization

to reduce the disk access time plus random accesses may re-read blocks multiple

times. Therefore, for the index to operate somewhat better it is assumed that the

tuple identifiers would be gathered and sorted before any tuple retrievals started.

The worst case then requires the leaf blocks to be processed and at most each block

of the relation accessed once. The advantage of the index is that it may require

only a portion of the leaf nodes to be accessed and then after identifying the tuples.

require only a few blocks of the relation to be accessed. The performance equation

for case Id (assuming no restrictions on the number of times a block may be re-read

to retrieve tuples) is:
.-.

Model S - 9

T, + ((LI + 1) •T,,d) + [(Td + T.. + T, ) *T p] + ((Td + ,,) *(R ) 2 -

w where Tp ([(B/r) R] f).
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If the results are presented to the user instead of being stored on disk the

equation is:

Model S - 10

T: + ((LI + 1) *T,,d)+ [(Td+ T. + T, ) *([(Br) *R]* f)] + (Tt* (R* f)) (13

The previous equations could require some blocks of the relation to be read

several times. each time retrieving just a single tuple. Therefore. this method would

need to store the addresses and place them in a sorted order to allow an improved

retrieval environment. This method would allow each block of the relation to be read

once at most, reducing the number of block reads (especially, reducing the reads as

the selectivity factor increases). The performance equations providing this optimized

technique are:

where Tp = (((B/r) * R) * f)

Model S - 11

T. + ((Li + 1) * Tnd)

Tb+ Td+ max or

(R• T.) + ((R/b) T,)

+ (Tp in)/B) min or

Tb+ Td+ max or

(T.P * Tio) + ((T.,/b) * T,)

+ ((2Td+ To) •(Rf)) (14)

If the results are presented to the user instead of being stored on disk the

equation is where Tp= (((Bir) * R) * f)

63
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Model S- 12

T: + ((Lr +, lI),T,

ft-NR T'"'

Tb + T + max or
(R ,T,) + ((R/b T,)

+((,* in)/B) * mn or

T,, T'C

T6 + Td + max or

(T,* T..) + ((T •b) *'.

+ (Tht *(R •f),5 .

3.2.1.5 Case le. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk - Ordered- Unind ,-  "

FT. The ordered case means the relation is stored in a sorted order based upon

attribute being used for the selection criteria of the query. Ordering the relation

does not mean that it can be determined which of the disk blocks to start with.

What this means is that the data is sequential. This means that the only method

that can be applied for all disk configurations (if blocks on a disk are mapped in

the disk index, a binary search could be used but when blocks are linked together.

sequential access is necessary) is the simple scanning method described for cases la

and lb. But the processing may be terminated before the entire relation is scanned

with the ordered relation. This early termination occurs because the sorted order

insures that once the attribute value exceeds the selection criteria, no smaller values

will be discovered in later blocks. On the average this would suggest that the ex-

pected value of the number of blocks to be scanned would be 1/2 the total number

of blocks of the relation. The equation for this is the same as case la except the

number of blocks to be retrieved and scanned is assumed to be 1/2 * R. realizing

of course that the worst case would be exactly the same as case la. But this does

64
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provide for comparison purposes that the ordered case on the awera.e will perfor:n:

better and even for the worst case will perform equally well.

The performance equations are:

Model S - 13

.5(R • T,,)
T.+ T, + T",o max or --Tj - T1o j 6 2:

.5[((R/b) - 1) • ", -,- (.SR T ",

or

Model S - 14

.5(R * T, )

T, + Td + T, + max or + T(t 17'

.5[((R/b) -1) T T,] + (.5R To)

depending upon the placement of the output.

3.2.1.6 Case if. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk - Ordered-Unind x ,i-

AfT. This case is the same as the previous case in that it only reduces the number

of blocks that may have to be processed from case lb. However, here it is assumed

that the expected value to find the starting location of the desired tuples is half of

the remaining blocks after the size of the results is subtracted from the size of the

relation (.5(R - (R * f))). Then, the results must be read and either stored back

on the disk as results or sent to the back-end. The first step in this model then

determines the number of blocks to be read to find the starting point of the results

and retrieve the results. (bl).

bi =.3(R-(R f))+ (R f)

The performance equations using b, are:
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Model S 15

o" r

or or

T+ T + T, + max [((R f) - 1) *2 Tj T, -

--[((b,/b) - 1) •T

+([(b -1) + ((R f) - 1)] T,)

and

Model S - 16

(b, Tc) + [((R • f) - 1) • Tb,]

or "

T + Td + T. + max + T5t 20
[((b,/b)- 1) .L]

+((bi 1 ), To)

" .* 3.2.1.7 Case ig. Select - Single Processor-Single Disk - Ordered-Indeid-

FT. This case is similar to case ic except that now it is not necessary to assume the

random distribution of the tuple. Therefore, for the case of retrieving the very few

tuples at most the tuples should be contained within two blocks. Thus, modifyingz

the equation from case Ic by replacing the number of TIDs with the maximum of

two blocks, produces:

Model S - 17

T + ((LI + 1) •Trd) + ((Td + Ti. + Ts) *2) + Td + T, ( 21

and

Model S- 18

T + ((LI + 1) * Tid) + ((Td + T.o + T",) ,2) + T, " ,
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""T . I_, ae lh. Se,'ect -Stngle Processor-Stnql Dl,k (Jrdtr d-[rzt ::i-
.1iT. This case is similar to case Id but for case Id no e(:uation wvas deve~oped I),--

cause it was said that for the average case it would perform worse than case la an,.
it was very query dependent. However, by adding an index the situation chanies

greatly. Now. the necessary tuples are grouped and they may be directly accessed,

through the use of the index. Thus, this case requires only the number of blocks of

the relation to be retrieved that are really necessary. This means that its performance

should be overall the best.

The actual performance equation includes three segments. The first shows the %

time to use the index to find the address of the starting block for processing. Next.

the time to retrieve and process the blocks of the relation and the last segment shows

the time for storing the results on disk. Again, it must be remembered that time for

storing the result can be replaced by the time to send the results to some front-end

processor for processing to the user. Both equations will be presented to illustrate

the difference.

Model S - 19

T, + ((LI + 1) • Tind) + ((2T + 2T, + T,,) • (R • f)) 23)

or

Model S - 20

T, ((L + 1) ,Tnd) + ((Td + Td o + T,,) (R f)) + (R f) Tt 24)

3.2.2 Case 2. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks. The use of multiple

disks allows more options in the storage and retrieval of the relations. There are
now three different ways that data may be stored. The first is to use a round-robin

method of assigning new data to the disks, This method insures an even (list rilbt 10n
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over the disks used. However, this method provides no sequencing or ordering of l.,

data.

The next method provides some grouping of the data by value but does not

guarantee that the even distribution of the data is maintained without periodic

maintenance. This method, which will be called the hashed method, hashes each

tuple upon some attribute(s) and distributes the data based upon this hash value

and the boundaries established for each disk. This is the same concept used for a

bucket sort. Then within each disk the data may be stored in an unordered manner

or it mav be sorted and maintained in ordered fashion.

The final method of storage is the fully ordered method. This method orders

the data across all the disks that store the data. This method provides ordered data

and allows even distribution over the disks. This allows the first block of each disk

to be retrieved and examined to find the disks that contain tuples that meet the

selection condition.

The multiple storage units do not provide significant differences in the methods

for performing the select operator with a single processor. Therefore, the same basic

cases that were examined for the single processor-single disk scenario will be used

for exploring the single processor-multiple disks environment.

3.2.2.1 Case 2a. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks - Unordered-

Unindexed FT. The use of multiple storage units does not effect the processing

necessary to perform the select operation. The processor must still scan the entire

relation, selecting the tuples that satisfy the selectiun condition. The only variance

from the single processor-single disk case la is that the disk operations (seeks and

accesses) may" be overlapped, since more than one disk is used. This is caused because

the processor can issue the same command. i.e., find first block of relation NY. to all

the disks. Then after a disk has transferred all the blocks on the cylinder, another

.disk can transfer data while the other diskis) seek the next track. The rscll;i-

6 ..



the overlapped disk operations. This produces the foIIowing performnance tqliat lro I

(assuming double buffering):

Model S - 21 %

R-1I) *T"'

T. -- Ti + T, -- max or T-.- Td + 7,2.

((R - 1)/d) T,

It must be remembered that this is the case where very limited results are

expected. Therefore, the results written back to disk fit in one block and the time

to write that block, (Td + ,). occurs after the processing is complete. Also. if the

results are sent to a back-end, the equation would be:

Nodel S - 22

(R - 1) T:,

T, + Td + T,, + max or +T + Tt (26)
',F.

((R - 1)/d) Tr,

3.2.2.2 Case 2b. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks - Unordered-

Unindezed MT. The more inclusive case provides for more extensive results: how-

ever, this case produces the same modifications of the single disk case - reduction of

disk accesses and seeks - as the just completed FT case. The-efore. the only modi-

fication is to reduce the seek and accesses through overlapping them. It is assumed

that to store the results a disk access is necessary. If one disk was no longer needed

for retrieving the relation, it cnuld be dedicated to storing results and thus reduce

time to access the proper location on the disk. The following equation distribute,

the results to free disks to reduce the disk processing time

Model S - 23

(R -1) 

T,+ i + T, max or + T,,+T-T,, (27,"

-.+ [(( - 1 )/,d) + (( r .) - i )'d)i * F,

G9
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If the results were sent directly to the user for processing the results would be:

Model S - 24
I

((R - I ) d) T,

S,(R- f)-1 T~t "
T. - T, - i, -max i T6, f2)...:T:

or

(R- 1I T,o

3.2.2.3 Case 2c. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks - Unordered- I

Indexed FT. The definition of indexed lacks some clarity when used in the multiple

disks case. The question becomes what is indexed? Is it an index of the data

• .contained on each disk with the index stored on the disk it indexes or is it a central

index that tells only on which disk a value is contained or is it a centralized complete

index that provides a complete reference for each tuple, including disk. track, and

block? The first type of index, a localized index, causes the processing of the select

to be a series of single disk retrievals. This case will not be considered here because

it can be easily modeled using the equation from case Ic in a repeated fashion for

the number of disks involved.

The second case, a centralized index with limited index, provides no more

information than could be determined using the hashing method of storing the data.

This case will be examined in a later section. Therefore, here it :s assumed that

the indexed case means a centralized index, providing complete references for the

location of each tuple.

The concept of a centralized index is that it is located in one place. Theuefr•'.

it is assumed that a centralized index is located ii one place. The , ,

i. "hat the processing of the index is not Improved I)% havin, nwiltiple lit * , u, ..

*, ** ..* . . . .- -, -,.
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% But. the processing of an ndex is always a ran. ,: r,,s .pe hat ,ot. :: t ,.,

preseekin2 of the necessary information. Tlierefor'. n)t,rfrniance ' i:l.a, mo-r

closely resembles is the previous case for the s .in ',s ca>e.

The last step in processing the select usin- in index is retrievina ne tu*h s

hat satisfy the "eiection condition. For this case. wher- the result are assumed to

very few tuples. the retrievals do not consume rnueii time. Bit. for later cases where

the number of tuple increases, this processing time of the random tuples retrevals

N an become significant.

The performance equations for the single processor-multiple disks - unordered-

indexed - limited results case are:

Model S - 25

T, + ((LI + 1) •Td) + ((Td + T . ,o )l t~p) + Td T~o (29)

and

Model S - 26

1T + ((LI + 1) • Tid) + ((T + To - T ) t..) + Tb, (30)

See case Ic for explanation of LI).

3.2.2-4 Case 2d. Select - Single Proccs.sor-.lultiple Disks - Unordcrl-

Indexed IT. The indexed case for multiple disks as explained in the previous section

does not present any significant performance increase over the performance of t I.e

single disk case because of the index processing and the random retrieval of th,

tuples. Therefore, the equation developed for case It is also valid for this as,,. I,.

one alternative possible with multiple disks is to proc hs index andt rz ,

of the TIDs satisfying the selection condition. In. >urt he' 1I)D ni :,,::,,',

- .7*. the necessary blocks as shown in Case 11. ('It: i!,nie ' h& .



disks may be overlapped for improved processing, the models are: where t,

f)

Model S - 27

Tb + Td + (R*, T,.)

TI + ((L! + 1) Trd) + ((tP * in)/B) min or

T+ Td+ (tP •To)

+ ((Td ~o (R , ) 3' , "

and

Model S - 28

T5 + Td ± (R T,)

+ ((LI + 1) * Tid) + ((t.P * in)/B) * min or

T6 + T,+ (t,, r,

+ Tb, * (R • f)

However, even using the optimized technique of orderin , :ii, .

number of TIDs approaches the number of blocks of the rela "

appropriate tuples will exceed the simpler scan every ::."

3.2.2.5 Case 2e. Selct - SInq, /",

Unindexed FT. The ordered -ase iwn

order based upon the value k f , <,

condition. Htowever. . :'I

sequet l ai mar:
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This performance equation uses the assumption that the blocks within a disk

may have to be processed sequentially but that each disk can be accessed indepen-

dently. This means that to determine the correct disk to start processing, each disk

could be sampled to provide the smallest value contained upon that disk. If the disk

ordering is known (all the values on disk A are smaller than on disk B. etc.), then

the average case would require one-half the disks to retrieve one block to determine

the correct disk to start processing.

The processing of the data from the disks is done in an ordered manner. This

does require the sequential processing of the data from the disks, not allowing over-

lapping of the disk seeks and disk accesses as was done in cases 2a and 2b. But, it is

assumed that any results would be stored on a different disk than the disk currently

providing the original relation. This does reduce some of the conflicting disk access-

ing. Therefore, the equation has three significant parts: the sampling of the disks.

.5d * [Td + Ti + T,,] (assuming on the average only .5 of the disk must be accessed to

find the correct position to begin); the processing of the necessary data + any seeks

and disk accesses necessary including the blocks from the disk necessary to reach the V
V.

correct block on the disk; and the storing of the results. The finding of the proper

place on the disk could require reading all of the blocks from the disk. However.

again the expect value will be used to approximate the number of blocks to be read

as one-half the blocks stored on the disk plus the number of blocks that contain the
'-V

tuples that satisfy the selection condition. For the FT case, the number of tuples is

so small, it is assumed retrieving the necessary tuples causes one additional block r

read and scan. If it is assumed that there is double buffering the processing of the

data and the retrieval and storing of the results can be overlapped. The resulting

equation is:

Model S -29

T + Td + T, + max 5d*T + T + T,
Td + T.o
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.5(R/d) •T

+ max or + Tl + Td + To (33)

(.5(R/d) • T,.) + ((.5(R/d)/b) • T,)

The performance equation first expresses the search of the disk. Then the first

block from the disk is read, T + Tio. Next, the double buffering allows the processor

to start scanning the block as more blocks are retrieved. In total there are .5(R/d)+ 1

blocks read and scanned. The final block must be scanned and the results written.

to account for the final segment of the equation.

The equation when the results are sent to the back-end is:

Model S - 30

.5d * r.P

TC + Td + To + max or + Td +T

Td +TO0

.5(R/d) T,,

+ max or + T. + Tbt (34)

(.5(R/d) * Ti.) + ((.5(R/d)/b) * T.)

3.2.2.6 Case 2f. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks - Ordered-

Unindexed MT. This case uses the same criteria as the previous case but this time

the number of tuples that satisfy it is more indeterminate. Therefore, after the

proper disk is found, one- half the blocks are assumed to be retrieved before the

correct location is found. Then, (R*f) blocks are retrieved to provide the tuples that

satisfy the select condition. Since there are multiple disks available, it is assumed

that the results are stored on another available disk. This allows no additional

disk accesses, only disk seeks when a track or cylinder becomes full. The resulting

equations are (assuming that .5(R/d) + ((R * f) - 1)is less than R):
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Model S - 31 .

.5d • TIC S

TC + Td + Ti. max or + Td + To

.5d * [Td + T.1<

[-5(R/d) + ((R *f) - 1)] * T.

or
max + Tsc + Td + Tio (15) PJ,

([(.5(R/d) - 1) + (2 * (R f) - 1)] Tio)  
P%.P

+((.5(R/d)/b) + ((R • f)/b) * T,) p

and

Model S - 32

.5d •TC

T + Td + Tmax or + Td + To ..

.5d • [Td + To,

[.5(R/d) + ((R *f) -1)] *c

+((R f) - 1) Tbt

+ max or + Tc + Tbt (36)

([(.5(R/d) - 1) + ((R * f) - 1)], To)

+((.5(R/d)/b) + ((R * f)/b) * T.)

3.2.2.7 Case 2g. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks - Ordered-
Indexed FT. The index takes the previous cases, 2e and 2f. and reduces the search

time. Depending upon the level of the index, the index could point to the correct

disk or it could point to the correct block upon the disk. The more detailed the A

index, the more processing time would be required to retrieve and examine the "C

index. Therefore. there is a trade-off between the complete index that directs the

reference to the correct block versus the partial index that references only the correct

disk. In either case, the ordering of the relation in storage means that the index is or

- .- - A A . . -- -- - " "'- - -



used only to find the initial processing point and all of the tuples to be selected are

grouped together at this point. Remembering that if the ordering of the relation

is not upon the necessary attribute(s) for the selection criteria, the unordered case

must be used. ,_

The performance equation assumes that a complete index is used. This replaces
the disk searching of the previous cases with the index processing and eliminates the.-,

searching within the disk for the proper block of information. The performance

equations reflect this (assuming two blocks contain all the desired tuples). The

equations are: .:

Model S - 33

T: + ((LI + 1)• Td) + 2 (Td + T,o + Tv + Td + T, (37)

and

Model S- 34

T + ((LI + 1) Tind) + 2 (Td + To + Tc) + Tbt (38)

(See case lc for explanation of LI).

3.2.2.8 Case 2h. Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks - Ordered-

Indexed MT. This case is very similar to the previous case only this time the results

can not be assumed to be all located within a single block. Therefore, the perfor-

mance equation has been modified to reflect the time to read the necessary blocks

from the disk and the writing of the results to a different disk.

Model S - 35
' [((R f) -1)] *T,, "

or
T + ((L I + 1)* T,,d) + Td+ Tio +max or+T.+Td+T,. (39)

+(((R f)/b) • T,)
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If the results are to be sent directly to the user the processing time must include the

transfer time.

Model S - 36

[((R • f) - 1)1 (T ,c+ Tbt)

or

TC + ((L + 1) *Tid) + Td + Ti + max + Tc + Tbt (40)
([((R f) - 1)] T i,)

+(((R f)/b) T')

(See case Ic for explanation of L1 ).

3.2.3 Case 3. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk. The multiple processor-

single disk case is not often referred to because it is normally indicated that the disk

is the slowest part of the system [11]. However, the multiple processors with large

main memories present the opportunity to use more pipelined processing that may

eliminate the repeated writing of temporary results back to the disk. This method

of pipelining, if it proves successful, could possibly be applied to cases when multiple

disks were used in conjunction with multiple processors. Although cost has not been 'V

directly referenced here, it must always be remembered that the ideal system can

probably never be implemented because reality either makes the cost too much or

there is some physical impossibility.

The main question for the processing of the select operator with many proces- p

sors and a single data store is "How many processors can be gainful be employed?"

Since the select is a rather simple operator that requires very little processing time

and a lot of data retrieval time, there is not a need to pipeline any processing.

3.2.3.1 Case 3a. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk - Unordered-

Unindexed FT. The multiple processors select is done by having each processor scan

a portion of the data. This means that the time to scan the data is 1/p times the

time for one processor to scan the relation to find the tupies that satisfy the select ion

77 ,'
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criteria. The performance equation reflects that the processing time may not be the

dominant factor in the execution of the select operator by several processors that

share a single data store. The disk controller is assumed to be smart enough to

handle requests for the next block of a file even though the request may be coming

from several processors. The resulting performance model is:

Model S - 37

((R/p) T T,.)
I

T + T. + Td + To + max or

[((R/b)-1) ,T.] + ((R -1) Ti.) (41)

+Td + (p To) + ((p/b) T.)

This method shows several blocks (p5) of results being stored on disk. However, this

is not the true amount of results. By definition, it was said there would by no more

than one block of results. The problem results from each processor having to transfer

the smallest unit of transfer, a block, to the disk. The disk cannot be expected to be

smart enough to be able to combine the partial blocks of results from each processor
Il

and eliminate the unused portion of each block passed to it. Therefore, this result

needs to be modified to model the time when the results are sent to a single processor

and this processor combines the results to form the final results which are assumed

for this case to all fit in one block. This performance equation is:

Model S - 38

((Rip) • T,)

T + T,m + Tj + T. + max or

[((Rb) - 1) ,T,] + ((R - 1) ,T,) (42) .,

+((P 1)* (bt + d,)) + Td + rTo
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The results show all the processors sending their blocks to a single processor

and this processor combining the data, ((p - 1) * (Tt + T,,)), and the final step of

storing the one block of results on the disk, Td + Tio. This method lacks efficiency

because of the chokepoint of retrieving the data from the single disk and then having

to recombine the data at a single point for storage. However, this model may provide

a better performance if the results are to be sent directly to the user. Since sending

the results to the user always requires the results to be collected at a single point. V

the combination of the partial block does not present a problem. Therefore, sending

the results to a back-end produces the following performance equation: "'r

Model S - 39

((R/p) •Tr

T, + T,,, + Td + T + max or + (p* Tt) (43)

[((R/b) 1).*T,] +((R -1) *Ti) "

3.2.3.2 Case 3b. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk - Unordered-

Unindexed MT. This case is very similar to the conditions presented in the previous

case except that it is not known the results will be so limited. This causes the

performance model to have to provide for the results by using the selectivity factor.

The results of doing this is partial blocks of results which will be harder to identify

and combine. Therefore. the problem becomes one of should the results all be passed

to a single processor and be scanned or should partial blocks of results be stored. .

In the first situation, there is wasted processor time and in the second, there is

wasted time to store blank data on the disk and wasted space upon the disk. This

problem is magnified when the number of processors is increased. For example, if

6 processors produced 6 blocks of results, with no wasted space, then 12 processors

would produce 12 blocks of results with each block being only half used (assuming

even distribution of the data). This means that there would be twice as many disk

I/Os and half the disk space used would be empty. However. the processing time

for each processor should be reduced by a factor of 2 since there were twice as many
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processors to scan the data. But, as earlier stated, the slowest part of the multiple

processors-single disk system for the select operator is the disk. Therefore, for any

situation it is best to identify the weakest part of the system and attempt to improve

this before improving a stronger part of the system.

The performance equation for this case is presented three ways: the first shows

storing the results on disk without combining - wasting space and disk time: the

second equation shows the results being recombined by a single processor before 'a

being stored on disk; and the third shows the result being transferred to a back-end

to be displayed for the user.

Storing all results:

Model S - 40

(((R/p) - 1) To )

or

• + . T+ , + Td + To + max [((R *f) - p) * 2Td]

+[((R/b) - 1) * T.]

+([(R - 1) + ((R • f) - p)] * Ti.)

+ T, + Td + (T* p) + ((p/b)• T) (44)

Combining results at end of processing:

Model S - 41

((R/p) • Tc)

or

Tc + T. + Td + T,. + max [((R. f) *((R/p) - I)/(R/p)) 2Td]

+[((R/b) - 1) * T] + ([(R - 1)

+(((R f)* ((R/p) - 1)/(R/p)))] . T..)

+((p- 1) * (Tbt + Ts)) + Td

+[((R f) - [(R * f) ((Rip) - 1)/(R/p)]), Ti.]

+ [((R • f) - [(R • f) * ((R/p) - 1)/(R/p)l)/b T. (4.5)
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Sending results to user:

Model S - 42

(.5(R/p) *.,

[(R • f) * ((Rip)- 1)/(R/p) * Tbt] .5
Tc + T11 + Td + T. + max or + (p *Tbt) (46)

[((R/b) - 1) * T.]+((R -1) Ti.) '::

3.2.3.3 Case 3c and 3d. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk

Unordered-Indexed FT and MT. The indexed case for multiple processors is no .

different than the indexed case described when only a single processor was available

(case 1c and case 1d). The reason is that the index cannot be evaluated by more

than one processor because the index directs which block is to be retrieved next

(some parallel processing experiments try to process the index at a lower level in

a hit or miss situation but the retrievals from the disk would be greater than the

single processor approach for this environment). Therefore, determining the tuple :.J,

to be retrieved is done by one processor. The next step retrieves the tuples, which

can be controlled by a single processor. Therefore, there is no advantage to having

multiple processors available for this case.

3.2.3.4 Case 3e. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk - Ordered-

Unindexed FT. The ordered data case without an index is very similar to the un-

ordered case without an index. The only difference is that not all of the data must be

examined because it can be determined from the ordering when no more tuples will

be selected. This on the average says that only half of the data must be processed. P

Of course the worst case situation results in the same performance as the unordered

case, case 3a. The advantage of this case over the unordered data case with multiple

processors is that the partial blocks of results are not a problem because the tuples

to be selected are grouped together by the ordering of the data. Therefore. only one
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A, processor would find tuples that satisfied the selection condition (or two processors if

a block break occurred). Therefore, the performance model does not have to include

the potential partial blocks of results but some form of early termination message

must be included to allow processors to not request more blocks than necessary. The

performance equation when storing the results is:

Model S - 43

(((.5R/p) + 1) * T,) + (p Tm)
Tv + Tmn + Td + To + max or + Td + T, (47)

[((.5R/b) - 1) * T] + (.5R * T,)

If the results are sent directly to the user, the performance model is:

Model S - 44

(((.5R/p) + 1) * T) + (p • Tm)

T: + Tm + Td + To + max or + Tbt (48)

[((.5R/b) - 1). T,] + (.5R • Tjo)

3.2.3.5 Case 3f. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk - Ordered-

Unindexed MT. This case is the same as the previous case in that it only reduces

the number of blocks that may have to be processed from case 3b. Therefore the

equations for this case is:

Model S - 45

(((.5R/p) + (R * f)) • T, ) + (p * T,)

or

Tc + T. + Td+ Tio+max [((R *f)- 1)* 2T] + T+ T,o (49.

+[((.5R/b) - 1) * T,]

+([(.5R- 1) + ((R • f) - 1)] * T.)

When the results are sent directly to the user the results are:
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Model S -46

[((.5R + (R * f))/p) * T] + (p * Tm)

[((R f)- 1)*Tbt]

Tc + T. + Td + To + max or +Tb (50)

[(((.5R + (R * f))/b) - 1)* T,]

+[((.5R + (R • f)) -1) • To]

Both cases assume that .5R + (R * f) is less than R. If this is not true. it

is constrained to R since R is the number of blocks in the entire relation and the

maximum number of blocks to be read.

3.2.3.6 Case 3g and 3h. Select - Multiple Processors-Single Disk -

Ordered-Inde. ,d FT and MT. This case provides an index of the data. Therefore. as

explained for case 3c, this case is the same has case Ig and case lh, respectively. The

advantage of the index and ordering of the data is that the processing can start at

the exact block that contains some of the desired data and only continues to process

until the desired data is completely obtained. This reduces the number of blocks to

be processed significantly, making the problem primarily a disk retrieval exercise.

3.2.4 Case 4. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks. The architecture

that provides both multiple disks and multiple processors provides both flexibility

in the method that the relations are stored and in the manner that relations are

processed during retrievals. One difficulty in developing performance equations for

multiple processors and multiple disks is providing a general performance equation

without tying the results to a specific hardware configuration. More specifically. this

involves determining the time it takes for processors to communicate without specif-

ically stating the type of processor communication environment involved. Another

point of the system architecture is whether it is assumed that each disk is connected

to a single processor or the disk can be used by retrievals by any of the processors

or only a group of processors.
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The multiple disks provide numerous ways of storing the data on the disks

(see Select - Single Processor-Multiple Disks for complete explanation). Therefore.

unordered means that the data is evenly distributed over all the disks but the distri- %

bution of the data was done only by order of input no grouping of the data has been

done by value. The unordered case also applies when the data has been grouped

by the value of an attribute(s) and the selection condition of the query involves a N

different attribute(s). Hashed means that the data has been grouped into buckets

by value but within the individual disk the data could be stored in an unordered A
or sorted sequence. Ordered means that the complete relation has been stored in

sorted order. The individual blocks of the sorted relation are stored on the various

disks.

3.2-.4.1 Case 4a. Select - Afultiple Processors-M1ultiple Disks - Unordered-

Unindexed - FT. The multiple processors-multiple disks case attempts to use parallel

processing to improve the efficiency of the select operation. If for each there is an

associated processor, this is often referred to as filtering. Filtering the data assumes

that the processor can scan the data as quickly as the disk can retrieve data. This

concept has been proposed for several special hardware database machines, such as

processor per disk head and a processor per track designs [2,33].

The advantage of using data filtering is that the select operation now consists of
d, where d is the number of disk and associated processors, independent operations.
Thus, allowing the select to be completed in 1/d time, assuming equal distribution of

the data. However, data filtering defines that each disk have an associated processor.

Here it is assumed that it would be nice to have as many processors as disks but that

this is not necessary. Therefore, the performance equation recognizes the capability

of having more or less processors than the number of disks that data is stored on.

Advantages of this are that the number of disks necessary to store that data may

increase or decrease without changing the number of processors and that the number

of processors may be less than the number of disk which may be the case in a multi-
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user database system.

The performance equation, assuming the data has not been ordered or indexed.

is evenly distributed across the disks, and remembering this is the few tuples of results

case, is:

Model S -47

((R/p) - 1) •T.-

or
T, + Tm + Td + Tio + max + T +Td+To (51)

[(((R/d),/b) - 1) T,]+

(((Rid)- 1) * Ti.)

This shows the results being stored back to disk, Td + Ti,. This assumes that

there is a processor for each disk. To modify this for the case where there may

be more processors than disks, the number of processors is divided by the number
-.4 .Aof disks and the results rounded up to the next integer value. This results in the

equation:

Model S - 48
I

((Rip) - 1) *T,"

or
T, + T, + Td + To + max + T,, + (pd) (Td + To) (52)

[(((R/d)ib) - 1), T]

(((Rid) - 1) * Ti.)

This accounts for the storing of some results from each processor. Notice that

the results have not been combined or sent to a centralized location. The following
I

equation accounts for sending the results to the user or a back-end to combine the

results.
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Model S -49

((R/p) - 1) • , e .''

or
T:+Tm+Td+T o+max +T,,+(p*Tb,) (53)

[((R/d)/b) ]

(((R/d)- 1). To)

Sending the results to the back-end, p * Tbt, implies that a complete block was

transferred. This may not be true but the overhead of passing the data requires a

disproportionate amount of message passing, so rather than try to redefine the time

to pass a partial block of data the complete block time was used.

The equations presented above assume that the data is evenly distributed

among the disks. If the data was not evenly distributed the one disk processing time

would dominate the others, reducing the advantage of using multiple processors and

multiple disks.

3.2-4.2 Case 4b. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks - Unordered- -

Unindexed - MT. The select case incorporating the concept of more results is very ..

similar to the previous case. Again the data is unordered and evenly distributed

across all the disks. The even distribution also assumes a uniform distribution of

the values of the attribute(s) used for the selection condition. Then the performance

equation including the selection factor are: .

Model S - 50

((R/p) - 1) T..:

or

Tc + T, + Td + Tio + max [(((Rid)/b) - 1) * 7"j+

(((Rid) - 1 ,,)+

[(((R* f) - p)/d) (2Td T-,

+ T,: + (p/d) • (Td + To) -7)4

S6- ." :,.
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The equation includes two disk accesses for each block stored since it is assumed

that the results could not be stored on the same track as the relation being retrieved

for processing. This causes an disk access to store the results and a access to find

the correct place to retrieve more of the input relation. Also, each disk receives an

equal portion of the results. This fact relies heavily on the fact that the values are

randomly distributed. In reality, a true random distribution of tuples satisfying the

select conditions would not be likely, resulting in more results at one processor than '.

another. However, this equation does have a margin of time included in the storing

of the final results, (p/d) * (Td + Tio), since the number of blocks of results. (R * f)
..

is always rounded up to the next integer value. -5-.

The sending of the results modifies the equation to give:

Model S- 51

. (((R/p)- 1) * T..)

+(((R • f) - p)/p) *T,

T + T + Td + To+ max or + T + (p* Tt) (55)

[(((R/d)/b) - 1)* T].

+(((Rd) - 1) * To)

This shows the results being sent to the back-end. The one area of this equation

that could be inaccurate is the sending of the results to the back-end. However. it

is assumed that the back-end has a buffer to store results so as not to delay other

messages and data from coming in and that the overhead of sending the block allows

a small portion for procuring the bus (or sending the message on a network without

collision or getting the attention of the receiving processor) to send the block.

3.2.4.3 Case 4c. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks - Unordered-

Indexed - FT. The indexed case with the data stored on several disks may imply

several different data structures. First. it may be assumed that one centralized index

is maintained that includes not only the tuple identifier of block and location within
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the block but also the disk where the block is located. Second. indexing may mean

,he relation is evenly distributed over several disk and that for each disk there is

an index. And finally, indexing could imply that each tuple has been assigned to

a given disk based upon some hash value. This is not true indexing but is a form .e
of finding the tuple based upon value and since in the corresponding previous cases

there was nothing that corresponds to the hash-placed case, it will be included here.

The first index type is a centralized complete index. This type of index would

have two parts to its processing. The first part of the processing wouid examine the

index to find the disk and tuple identifiers of the tuples that satisfied the selection 'p

condition. Then the addresses of the tuple would be used to retrieve the results.

The index processing, since it is a single centralized index, would be done by a single

processor with a connected disk. The tuple retrieval would require several disks to

retrieve the data and possibly several processors to control the retrieval and remove

just the desired tuples from the blocks retrieved. This results in the following two

part equation.

Index processing - T, + ((LI + 1) * T,,d) (56)

L= Flog(B/(v+,,))((R/d) * (B/r))/(B/(v + in))] (57) :"

Retrieval - ((T, + Td + To + T,,) • (tp/d)) (58)
A.

This provides the results at the processor and then the results must be stored

results stored or sent to the back-end. Storing the results produces many partial

blocks of information but may be useful in some cases. Adding this to the previous

parts of the equation, produces:

Model S - 52

T + ((LI + 1) Tnd) + ((Tm + Td + To + T,:) •(tup/d)) + T+To (.59
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The time to store the results is only Td + To because all of the disks can store

their results in parallel. However. this equation assumes sending a message for each -.

tuple to be retrieved since there are not many tuples in the results of this case. But.

it might be more appropriate for the index processor to group the tuple identifiers

by disk and send only one block containing the tuple identifiers (see case 4d below).

Either way, it is assumed that there is a processor associated with each disk to receive

the message and process the data.

Next, the condition of sending the results back to the back-end must be consid-

ered. Again the back-end processes the index and sends messages to the processors

to retrieve the tuples that satisfy the conditions and provides the address for the

tuples. This changes the time to store the results in the previous equation into the

time to transmit the results. Since it was said that there was a processor for each

disk, the parameter for the number of processors sending results back is actually the

number of disks. This produces:

Model S - 53

T: + ((LI + 1) *T,d) + ((Tm + Td + T. + T,:) *(t p/d)) + (d* Tbt) (60)

The second index condition, each disk has a separate index, will not be exam-

ined here because this case is the same as case ic with the amount of data at each

disk reduced to reflect the distributed data. The final index condition was the hash

type distribution of the data.

The hashed distribution of the data does insure that the data is evenly dis-

tributed among the disks as was previously described. But for simplification pur- /

poses, it will be assumed that the data is evenly distributed over all the disks here.

The hashed distribution means that the selection condition value can be hashed.

This produces a value which is used to direct the processing to a specific disk for

retrieval. However, this does not utilize all the processors and disks during the re-

trieval. instead forcing a single disk to be used for the retrieval. Since the dataon the
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disk is assumed to be unordered, the performance equation for this is very similar to

the previous case for a single processor - single disk, onlv with the amount of data to r

be searched reduced. The hashing of the selection value it assumed to be part of the

query compilation. Then the time to pass a message to a processor provides for the

instruction for the processor associated with the disk that contains the appropriate

tuples. The resulting equation is:
4..

Model S - 54

((R/d) - 1) *T,:

or
T + T, + Td + T,. + max + T,, + Td + T,o (61) .

[(((R/d)/'b) - 1) * T,]

+(((R/d) - 1) T T,0 )

when storing the results and

Model S - 55

((R/d) - 1) *Tc

or
Tc + T. + T + T.o + max + T. + Tb, (62)

[(((R/d)/b) - 1) * T.]

+(((R/d) - 1) * T,)

when sending the result to the back-end.

3.2.4.4 Case 4d. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks - Unordered- -.

Indezed - MT. The conditions are the same when the results are expected to be

greater. There are still the different index types to be considered. The first, the cen-

tralized index results in the following equations for storing the results and sending

the results to the back-end, respectively:

Model S - 56

T: + ((Lt + 1) - Td) + (d • * )

4'" + ((Ti + T.. + T,,) * ((R f)/d)) y-. 7;, 631
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and

Model S -57

1%
T: + ((Li + 1) * ]2nd) + (d *Tbt)

+ ((Td + Ti. + Tc~ ((R *f)/d)) + (d *Tht) (64)

The second index condition considers the index to consist of individual indices

for each disk. This condition reduces the retrieval to the concurrent retrieval from -

several indexed disks by single processors. This means that the retrieval equations

for the individually indexed disks are:

L, = Flog(B/(v+,))((R/d) (Bl/r))/(B/(v + in))" (65)

When results are stored on disk

Model S - 58

-, + T,, + ((Lt + 1). T, d)

+[(T + T + T. ) * ([(B/r) • (Rid)] * f)]

+ ((Td + T,.) * ((R/d) * f)) (66)

when sending the results to the back-end processor

Model S - 59

T, + Tm + ((Li + 1)* T )d)

-L[(Td + T,° + T,. • ([(B/r) • ',/d)] * f)]
(6Th°+ (Tbe ((R/d) •f ,(67 ):.

The third condition uses the hashing distribution of the data. This results inI

a single disk containing all of the tuples that satisfy the selection condition. The

portion of the relation stored upon that disk is then scanned to determine the exact

tuple that satisfy the condition. The rcsulting performance equation for storing ih,,

results back upon the disk for later use is:
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Model S -60

((R/d) - 1) T',

Or e

Tc + T, + Td + T,o + max [((R/d'/b) - 1) • ±']

([((R/d) - 1) + ((R. f)- 1)*T.)

+[((R f) - 1),(2 •I)]

+ T.: + Td+ T.o (6S)"

and when returni. 0 the results to the back-end the performance equation is:
S,.

Model S -61

((Rid) - 1) T,,

+[((R f) - T1) • T,]

Tc +T, +Td+To +max or + T,¢ Tht (69)

[(((R/d)/b) - 1) T,]+

(((Rid) - 1) * T,.)

3.2.4.5 Case 4e. Select - Multiple Processors-Mult pie Disks - Ordered-

Unindexed - FT. The ordering of data for multiple disks means that the relation is

completely ordered and partitioned to be stored on disk. Any insertions must tfnd the

correct location and then inserted in the correct location. Since the entire relation

is sorted, it is assumed that a centralized map of the storage structure exists. This

map would contain the disks that store portions of the relation and the attributets,

value (that was used to order the relation) of the last tuple of each disk. 'sing the

map the retrieval could be directed towards the proper disk to start processing. Also.

if the tuples that satisfied the selection condition extended onto another disk thi.

could be recognized from the map allowing that retrievai to occur concurieint lv. I'ie

performance equation assumes the worst case that all the desired tup!es are tr,',

" on a single disk. Then it is assumed that one-half of the portit,ti ,f he re i,,ti
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stored on the disk must be scanned before the correct starting tuple is found. This

produces the following performance equations. The first stores the results on disk

for later processing and the second passes the results to the back-end. Since this is

the FT case the results are less than one block of data. The equations are:

Model S - 62

((.5(R/d) + 1)/p) ,,

or
T, + T,,d + T, + Td + T,o + T,, + max + Td + T, (70)

.5(R/d) * T,,+

[.5(R/d)/b] T.

and

Model S - 63

" ((.5(R/d) + 1)/p) T,

or
Tc + T.d + Tm + Td + T. + max + T't 1,

.5(R/d) * T,,+

[.5(R/d)/b] .T,

3.2.-;.6 Case 4f. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks Orderd-

Unindexed - MT. The MT czse provides the probability of more than one block JI

of results, causing the search of the relation to provide parameters to account for

this variable amount of data to handle. The parameter. R * f. provides the total

amount of information selected from the relation. However, in this case it is ki,,wt"

that (R* f) is not evenly distributed among all of the disks because of the or,,1erin,

of the relation. The ordering of the data provides all the results sequeniiallv ncme

the starting position has been found. The performance consideration for this ,a!,

is if this sequential retrieval of data crosses disk boundaries If the retrieval ,- .

disk boundaries, the retrievals may be accomplishcd concurrentlv. Theref ,re. t!, e

parameter. (R f). must be evaluated to se, if it IS ,,reat er thai 5 f, , I' .

,'p
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compared to .5(R/d) because half of the disk is assumed to be read to find the correct

starting position of the results. If the results, (R * f), are greater than .5(R/d), the

results are retrieved on more than one disk and the entire portion stored on one disk

must be retrieved ( .5(R/d) to find starting position and .5(R/d) of results). The

equations then reflect the two conditions:

If (R • f) > .5(R/d) %.

Model S - 64 and

. Model S - 65

((R/d)/p) *T,

or

Tc + T,,d + Tm + Td + To + max [((Rid) - 1) + (.5(R/d) •T)]

+[((R/d)/b) - 1]. T,

+ [.5(R/d) 2Td]

+ Td + T, 72

anda..

(((R/d)/p) * T,:)

+(.5(R/d) * Tbt)

: + Tnd + T, + T + To + max or + Tt (73)

((R/d) * T,)+ ..

[((R/d)/b) - 1] ,

Else (R * f) is less than .5(R/d)

((..5(R/d)/p) + ((R ,f)/Ip)) • . ",C

or
a'"

T. T,, + T, + T, + ,°, + max [((.5(Ri"d) - -(2 * (R *f) 1 T.o]C'

l -d)/b) - 1) T,1

+ [(.R P - j2T] -

•.- T + T, 71)
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and

((((.5(R/d)/p) + ((R * f)/p)) * TC)

+[((R f) - 1) Tbt] "N

T: + T,,d + T, + Td + Tio + max or + T6, (75)

[((.5(R/d) + (R f)) - 1) ,,,

[((.5(R/d) + ((R • f) - 1))/b] T,

3,2.2.7 Case 4g. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks - Ordered-

Indexed - FT. The indexed ordered case provides the ability to use the index to

directly find the starting retrieval point and provides sequential retrievals from that

point. The effect of this though is that a single processor does the majority of the

work. When only a small number of tuples satisfy the select condition, the effect is

not noticed. But in the next section when the results may be lengthy, the effect can

slow the process.

The performance equations show that the index is accessed to provide the

retrieval point and that one block is retrieved containing the results at that point.

The block is scanned to remove the desired tuples and then the results handled

as appropriate, stored on disk or sent to the back-end. Again, it is assumed that

indexed means a global index of all the partitions of the relation that may be stored

on various disks.

The equation for select when the results are stored on the disk:

L= Flog(B/(,+,l))((R/d), (B/r))/(B/(v + in))1 (76) .'

Model S - 66 ".N

T: + T, + ((LI + 1) Tnd) + T + T,, + T, + T, + T. 77

and when the results are returned to the back-end:

Model S - 67

" '"T, + T, + ((LI + 1) *T,,) + Ty -1 + T, t T'
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3.2.4.8 Case 4h. Select - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks - Ordered-

Indexed - MT. The MT case assumes that the results may consist of even several

blocks of data. Therefore, the indexing and ordering of the relation provide the

advantage of a direct starting location but the disk map also needs to be evaluated

to see if the selection condition crosses over a disk boundary. If the condition needs I

data from the successive disk in the sequence, then more than one processor and disk

may be concurrently retrieving data. However, the performance equation can not

directly model the fact that the results, (R * f), may be on three disks. The result

is an approximation that evaluates the size of the results and if this is greater than

the amount of data stored on any one disk, then the retrieval assumes that reading

all of the data from one disk is the dominant time factor and that the other disks

and processors can process their piece of the retrieval faster. If the total amount of

the results are smaller than the total amount of the relation stored on any one disk.

the retrieval assumes that all the results are on the single disk. This provides the

following equations, where the first set of equations are when the results are greater
than the amount of data than can be stored on a disk:

L1 = Flog(B/(v+i)((R/d) • (B/r))/(B/(v + in))1 (79)

Model S - 68 and

Model S -69 If(R f) > (Rid)

T + ((LI + 1) *Tnd) + T, + Td + Tio

(Rid) * T,,

or
+ max + Td + To, (SO)

[(((Rid) - 1) + (Rid) - 1) *T,]+

[(Rid) * 2Td]

(there are no disk seeks because the uriting the results forces a disk access rach timt

V )-" re.quiring the repositioning of the disk head)
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and sending the results to the user:

((R/d) -,,)

+-(((Rld) -1) * Tbt)

Tc + ((LI + 1) Tid) + T, + Td + To + max or - Tbt t81)

((Rid) * To)+J

[((R/d)/b)- 1] T,

Else (R *f) < (Rid)

T + ((Li + 1) • T,d) Tm + Td + T.o+

and

[(R f)*T.,]

((R((R f)T, - )*"t
orr

Tm+((Li+1) Tid)+T,+Td+T,+max or I+ T6 (83)

C,.
%

[(R f) -f) * T]

([((R f) - 1)/b] * T,)I

3.2.5 Summary. All the models presented assume some structure to the input

relation. If the input relation has no structure (the data is unordered and unindexed),

the most efficient select algorithm is the scan of the entire relation. Any of the other

select algorithms would require the data to be structured before processing, which

require the entire relation to be read. and sorted or indexed. This means sorting the

data or building the index would require more processing than scanning the relation.
'A

Therefore, no preprocessing of the data was considered to place the relation in sorted

order or provide an index strictly to improve the performance of the select.
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The indexed performance model has a limited efficiency range. The nature of

this model depends upon the random nature of the data, requiring a linear growth of

disk accesses as the selectivity factor increases. This means that the index algorithm

works very effectively when a single tuple satisfies the query but its performance will

decrease when as the number of tuples that satisfy the selection criteria and must

be retrieved increases.

The third data structure model, the sorted or ordered relation input model, has

some potential for improved performance for performing the select. It does not have

the direct path to the results capability of the indexed model. Therefore. it must

scan the relation the same as the unordered-unindexed case. However, the ordering.

of the relation allows the processing to stop after the results have been found. Thus

scanning only a portion of the input relation. For the worst case, the scanning of

the ordered input would be the same as scanning the unordered input.

The ordered-indexed model provides the advantage of a direct path to the

results and sequential processing of the results. Therefore, this model improves upon

the random retrieval of the indexed case and provides the advantage of the ordered

case of being able to determine when no more data satisfies the given condition.

allowing the process to terminate. Since the index is used to direct the processing

only to the first tuple and sequential processing is used there after, the ordered-

indexed case is not affected by the selectivity factor. Therefore, it seems that this 2-

should be the data structure used for storing all relations. However, it is impossible to

maintain this data structure for all possible queries without duplicating the relation

in storage several times to provide the correct sequencing. The final method would

be to reorganize the relation before processing each query. This method, as stated

earlier, is slower than scanning the relation because the sorting or indexing must read

and scan the entire relation before the actual processing of the query could begin.

This means that different algorithms will provide the best processing capability in

different situations.
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The discussion to this point has assumed a single disk-single processor environ-

ment. In general, the considerations described also hold for the multiple processors-

multiple disks case. When the multiple processor cases are considered, the capability

of parallel processing of the data is assumed. This is true for the unindexed cases.

The indexed cases assume a single centralized index, restricting the processing to

a single processor. This restriction of the processing may mean for given cases the

parallel processing capability may provide faster processing than using the index.

The last consideration of the performance of the select processing is deter-

mining the "optimum" number of processors and disks in the multiple processors-

multiple disks environments. But, there is not a definite answer to the "optimum-

number of resources to be used. The only conclusion that can be drawn is that each

performance model compares the disk and processor times. This means that the

ideal environment would have equal I/O and processing time. This implies that for

the select operation the number of disk and number of processors will be approxi-

mately equal or the number of disks will be larger than the number of processors. -:

Also, increasing the performance of the processors without some improvement in

accessing the data will not provide overall performance improvement.

A-:
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IV. Modeling the Performance of the Project Operator

The projection operator extracts attributes from a relation. This is a vertical

reduction of the relation versus the horizontal reduction of the selection operation.

The projection operator is actually two separate actions - data reduction and du-

plicate removal. The projection operator reduces the data by eliminating unwanted

attributes or columns of the relation. Duplicate removal is necessary because the

reduction of data may have eliminated the attribute that provided the uniqueness

:+,..,

of that tuple. The performance of the projection operator depends upon how these

two actions are implemented.

The data reduction phase of the projection operation can be done by reading

and scanning the entire relation, eliminating the unwanted attributes. Since the

entire relation must be read and processed, no ordering or indexing of the data can

improve the performance of the operation. Therefore, the performance time of the

project operator will be evaluated for four cases:

1. Project - Single Processor-Single Disk

2. Project - Single Processor-Multiple Disks

3. Project - Multiple Processors-Single Disk

4. Project - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks.

Duplicate removal (required only when the key attribute of the relation is

eliminated) requires the results to either be sorted to allow comparison of neighbors

for duplicates or a process that compares each tuple with every other tuple. If several

different fragments of the relation are produced during the data reduction. a sort-

merge may be used to remove the duplicates. Even with a single relation. a sort-scan

process provides duplicate elimination capability. To provide duplicate elimination

without ordering the relation, a complete comparison algorithm can be ised.
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A complete comparison algorithm requires that each tuple is compared to every

other tuple., eliminating a tuple if it matches a previously processed tuple. This

method may be improved slightly by using hashing to group the tuples to eliminate

some of the comparisons. However, for large relations this process is still slow because

it requires so many reads and writes from secondary storage. The problem with

hashing (bucket type sort) is the hashing key. Since duplicates are being removed.

the key(s) of the relation were removed. Therefore, should a single attribute, a group .

of attributes, or the entire tuple be used has the hash key? This same consideration

also applies to the sorting method. Although this seems to be a simple decision. C'

the software must be smart enough not to pick a small field, i.e., the attribute sex.

as the key since it will not discriminate enough to be helpful. The obvious answer

of choosing an attribute that is larger, causes the computer to compare larger fields

which requires more time for each comparison. However, the key issue does not seem

to be as critical for sorting as when using hashing. Therefore, the sort-merge method

is the method of choice for duplicate removal [8].

4.1 Case 1. Project - Single Processor-Single Disk

The projection has two situations - no duphcate removal and duplicate removal.

In terms of performance analysis, the second situation is just an extension of the first.

To perform the first situation and the first phase of any projection operation, the

relation must be read and scanned, removing the unwanted attributes as each tuple

is scanned. The size of the results is based upon the number and size of the attributes

retained. Therefore, the parameter, v, will be used to express the size (in bytes) of the

tuple after the unwanted attributes have been removed. To determine the number of

blocks of results, the number of tuples in the relation is computed. (R * B)/r. Using

this and multiplying by the size of each resulting tuple. ((R* B)/r) * t,. provides the

number of bytes in the results. Dividing this by the number of bytes per block. B.

produces the blocks after the projection operation removes the unwanted attributes.
101
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Thus, the parameter, pf - the projection factor, is the number of blocks of results

from a project operation. Therefore, pf = (v * ((R • B)/r)/B).

The first situation to be modeled is the projection without duplicate removal

being necessary. The first equation shows the results being stored on the disk. The

second equation models the results being sent back to the backend to be used by the

user immediately. Both assume double buffering, to allow overlapping of processing

and data retrieval.

Storing results:
-p

a

Model P -1

(R - 1) T

or r,

T+T +T,. +max [((R -1)/b) * T.]+ + Tc + Td+ , (84)

[((R - 1) + (pf - 1)) • Ti,]

+[(p!- 1)* 2Td]

Sending results to user: N.

Model P -2

(R - 1) T ,,:+

[(p! - 1) Tbt]

T: + Td + T. + max or + T( + Tt )

[((R - 1)/b) * T,]+

[(R-1)* T,,]

*: The cases presented above presume that the key(s) of the relation were not

disturbed. Therefore, no duplicate tuples could be introduced or the user did not

want the duplicates removed. The situation where duplicates are introduced and

must be removed uses the sort-merge method of duplicate removal. The results will

be sorted when a complete block(s) (depending upon the amount of memory in the

VII
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processor. Pb) of results is produced. The sorted partial results then are stored on

disk. When all of the relation has been processed through the initial data reduction.

the blocks of partial sorted results are then merged with duplicates being removed at

each merge. Bitton fully describes the effects of removing duplicates at each phase

of the merge process [8]. This requires the introduction of another parameter that

estimates the percentage of duplicates. For simplicity purposes. this parameter will

not be introduced here because the time reduced for this consideration is a very

inaccurate estimation.

The performance equation has two separate phases. The first performs the data

reduction and sorts the partial results. The second phase determines the number of "

merges necessary and the cost of performing these merges. Then the final results are

either stored on disk or sent to the backend.

The sort operation is defined to consist of the same time parameter as a complex

block operation, T. This is based upon the consideration presented by Hawthorn and

DeWitt that sorting a block requires approximately the same number of coniparlsons

as comparing each tuple of two blocks during a join [331. However. the sort may need

to sort more than one block of data. The sort is not a linear order algorithm. so the

time to sort pb blocks of data is not (pb Tb). Instead, if the sort is assumed to be of

order n log n, the ratio
(tb Pb) log(tb • Pb) T , t

tb log t6 Tb

is used to determine the time, TZort, necessary to sort pb blocks, with t6 tuples per

olock. Therefore. Tot = T6 * [(tb * pb) log(tb * pb)]/(tb log t5). T,,, will be used in all

future equations for the reference to the time necessary to sort a block(s).

The performance equation to perform a project with duplicate remioval storing,

the results on the disk is:
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Model P -3

[((P1 /Pb) - 1

T~+Td+T~+max [((R - 1)/b) T.]s1 T
sr±

T
-- ]+

[(R-)+ (pf -1)*TJ

+[(Pf Pb)- 1.) *2T771

([(Pf /pb)/2] -1)*Tb I -

2Td + 2T',, + max or
Slog(p 1 /pb) *(7

((P1 /pb) - 2) (2 *(Td + T. 0))

+ Tb + (2* (Td + T,,))

N This equation stores the final sorted- duplicate removed results back on the disk.

The following equation sends the final results to the back-end for user processing.
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Model P -4 --

(R - 1) T,,+

[((plpb) - 1) • 7 [
or

T, +Td +T, + max o 3 Tot+T L
[((R - 1)1b) T,]+

[((R 1) + (p i)) * T..]

+ (PslPb) *2Ti]

([(pslp6)12] - 1) •Tb ":

((pf/pb)/2 - 1) * .

+ og((pJ/pb) - 1) * 2T, o + max or + Tb +(2(T - T,,,,

((p1/Pb) - 2) • (2(Td + 7',0))

([(pslpb)/2] -1t) * Tb :';

+ 2Td+2T2o+max or +Tb+(2* Tt)

((p//pb) - 2) * (2 * (Td + T,.))
(88)

4.2 Case 2. Project - Single Processor-Multiple Disks

The single processor - multiple disk architecture provides the advantage that

each block of results that is written back to disk does not have to cause a disk access

and allows overlapping seeks and accesses. This provides the possibility for better

disk performance over the single disk architecture.

The processing of the project with the multiple disk architecture still has two

facets, data reduction and duplicate removal. For the first case where the key of the. S.

relation is not disturbed, there is no duplicate removal ii-cessarv. The performance

equations for storing the results and sending the results to the back-end. respectively. ,,S_

are: S
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Model P -5 C

(R - 1), T.,

or
T + Td + T,. + max + T, + T -- T o ,[((R - 1) + (pf - ))•T.] "

+[(pf- 1) • Td) -

Sending results to user:

Model P - 6

(R- 1) T"

T5 + Td + T. + max [(p 1 -1)*T 6 ]+ T": + Tbt (90)
or

[(R -1)• T.]

"* "The advantage of using multiple disks, as mentioned earlier is the overlapping

of disk seeks and accesses. When the results of the data reduction phase require

duplicate removal, the disk accessing becomes more complicated. But it is still

assumed that the results can be placed upon a different disk than where the retrievals

are coming from. This reduces the retrieval time. However, during the merge phase

of the duplicate removal, data can not be written at the same time as it is being sent

to the processor because this architecture assumes a single channel between the disk

and the processor for data transfer. Therefore, the performance equation allowing a

single disk access for storing results is: ',

Model P - 7

((R - 1) •

[((Pf/P6) - 1) * To.'

TC + T, + max or + T": + T"ot + T'I + T.,

[((R - 1) + (p -1)) * T,,]

+[((pf/pb) - 1) * TIJ
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( (p//p ) - 1' Tb

Td + 2T,, - max or+ logtpJ/pb) * '9)1"i
((pf/pb) - 2; . T 2T,0 )

+Tb + (Td + 2,,)
.

This equation stores the final sorted-duplicate removed results back on (he ,isk.

The following equation sends the final results to the back-end for user processing.

Model P - 8

.., (R- 1) - T,+.

((PfPO) - 1) * Tort

T: + Td + To, + max or T, + T,., + TI T,

[((R -) + (p- I))*,]

¢" "'- +[((PJ/ph) - 1) * Td]

([(pf)1 2 ] - * Tb .,

+log((pf/pb) - 1) *Td+2T,,+max 
or

((p) -2), (Td + 2 T.o

+Tb + (T4 + 2T,0,)

([pf/2] - 1), rb

+((pf - 2) • Tbt
+ Td + 2T,, + max +Tb+(2.Tb) '92

(pf - 2) * (Td + T.,))

43. Case 3. Project - Multiple Processors-Single Disk

The multiple processors provide the capability to concurrently process during-
.

the data reduction phase. The single disk must provide all the data to the processor

and store the results. if that is needed. Therefore, the disk provides the focal point
• -.
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for the performance if the projection operation does not eliminate the key of the

relation. The performance equation when storing the results on the disk is:

Model P -9

(R - 1) ,,,

or

T + T4- To max [((R - I)/b) • ',+

-1)R + (Pf - p)) T,.,

+ [(pf - p) * 2Td]

+ T., + Td + (T,. ,p) + ((p/b) , T.) (93)

Sending results to user:

Model P - 10

(((Rip) - 1) •T)+

[((ps/p) -1) *Tb]

T+ T, +max or + T,,:+(p Tbt) (94)

[((R - 1)/b) T,]+

'p.[(R 
- 1) *T.]

The project that removes the key for the relation may introduce duplicate

tuples. When the duplicates must be removed, the results from the data reduction

are sorted. Then, the sorted segments are merged. removing the duplicates during
the merge. With the multiple processors, the purpose is to most gainfully employee

all processors. Bitton offers that the best method is to reduce the number of segments

to twice the number of processors available [8]. The segments can then be merged

by using all the processors, forming a binary tree to complete the merge without

returning the data to the disk. This utilization of pipelining depends upon the

processors being able to process concurrently during the initial phases to reduce

the segments to be merged to twice the number of processors. When there is only
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one disk, there is obviously some point where the disk can not fully support the

processors. This causes some processors to be idle waiting for disk support. At

this point it would seem to be more efficient to begin a pipeline process to utilize

the processors. But, determining the number of processors to use in the pipeline

is difficult to determine ad hoc. Therefore, it was determined that by reducing the

number of segments to be merged to twice the number of processors. the processors

can be optimally used and then pipelined to complete the merge without rewriting

the data to disk [8]. Until this point is reached the disk will be the determining factor

on the performance operation. However, leaving the extra processors idle ( as bad as

it may seem) may be more efficient than trying to provide the pipeline earlier when

the results would still have to be stored on the disk for further processing. Therefore.

at some point the processors will be idle waiting for data in the pipeline. By waiting

until the final results can be computed in the pipeline, intermediate results will not
* ..',

have to be stored (and it easy to determine how to allocate the processors within

the pipeline) and performance is improved.

The performance equation for the multiple processors- single disk architecture

when duplicates must be removed is difficult to write in a static format. When

the merge processing is being performed it would be more accurate to compute

the execution time in a loop because the action of the algorithm is a loop and the

results may be reduced at each loop. This was ignored in the previous cases but is a

consideration, especially when multiple processors are trying to be supported by the

single disk. The equation has three distinct parts: the first reduces the data to the

desired attributes and sorts the individual blocks of results, the second part of the

equation merges the sorted segments until the number of segments is equal to twice

the number of processors. and the third part of the equation merges the segments

.nto the final result through the use of a pipelined tree-organization of processors.

The segments to be merged decrease in number as they increase in size during the

merge process.
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The performance equation when the final results are stored on disk is:

Model P - 1

(((R/p)- 1) T,)+,

(p/ * p5)) -1) • To0 ,]

or
T, + T, + Td + To + max

[((R - 1)/bj T,]+

['(R- 1) + (pf - 1)) * To]

+[((Pf/pb) - 1) * 2Td]

+T.- + T3o,. + Td + (p To) + ((p/b) • T.)

pf /2plog(pj/2p), T,

or
+2Td + 2To + max

(p* [pf/2plog(pf/2p)] - 1) * [(2Td + 2T,.o)

+(Td + 2To)]

+(Td + 2T1o) p p + T,

4'this phase reduces the number of segments to 2p]

p!/2 Tm + (logp - I) T"

+2Td + 2To + max or

p1/ 2 * [(2Td + 2T,,) + (Td + 2T, )]

+(Td + 2 T.,) * p + T,

.This phase reduces the number of segments to the number of proccssors, this rrquoiri.-"
the entire relation (in fragments) to be read once and writtn back to disk. Dvr'n,,;.
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the reading, the requirement of the numerous blocks requires a disk access for each

block read. For the output it is assumed that two blocks of data can be written with

each disk access]

pf/2 • Tn + (logp - 1) *T"

+ 2T4 + 2To + max or + (Td + 2Tio) + T, (95)

pI/2 * [(2T + 2To) + (Td + 2T o)]

[This phase forms the processors into a binary tree (using p - I processors). This

allows the remaining merges to be done using a pipeline, eliminating intermediate

disk storage. The delay to the top of the tree is (log p - 1) *Tt.]

The same situation occurs when the final results are sent to the backend for I
user processing except, the final phase will not write the results to disk. However. all

of the other intermediate data stores are still required. The performance equation

@*2 when sending the results to the user and duplicates have to be removed for the single

disk-multiple processors is:

Model P - 12

(((R/p) - 1) • T,,)+

[(P * Ps)) - 1)* To"]

or
T + Tn + Td + To + max

[((R - 1)/b) T]+
[((R - 1) + (pf - 1))T 1 ,]

+[((pf/pb) - 1) * 2Td

+T,, + T,., + Td + (p * T,) + ((p/b) • T,)

pf/2plog(pf/2p) T,

or
+2Td + 2To + max

(p , [pf/2plog(pf/2p)] - 1 .'T, + 2T,,)

+(Td + 2T, .

Ill"
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p

0..,

+(Td + 2T, 0 ) *p + Tm

Pf,/2p Tm, + ((Pf - 1) Tbt)

+2T + 2T,, + max or

pf/2 [(2Td + 2T, ) + (T - 2To)]

+(Td + 2To) * p + Tm

[((p1/2 ) - 1), T,,]
I

+log p - 1) * Tt

+ 2Td + 2T,, + max +(pf - 2) •Tr + T, + Tbt (96)

or -.

p1/2 • (2T + 2To)

4.4 Case 4. Project - Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks.

The multiple disk-multiple processor case is very similar to the single disk-

multiple processors situation discussed in the previous section. The difference of

having multiple disks is that it can be assumed that the data is evenly distributed

among the disks and that the disks can equally share the storing and retrieval of data.

This causes the performance equations to be adjusted to provide for the multiple data

stores by primarily reducing the disk time by 1/number of disks. Having multiple

disks also reduces or eliminates the number of disk accesses necessary. However. any

arbitrary number of disks may not provide a performance time reduction because

of the assumed communication between the disks and processors. If it is assumed

that only one processor can communicate with a given disk, the performance time ".

will increase because of the additional communication time to send data to other

processors.
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The following performance equations assume that there is no communication

restriction between the disks and processors. The first equation provides the per-

formance model when no duplicates must be removed and the results are stored on

disk ( in distributed fragments). The second equation models sending the results to ..

the user.

Model P - 13

((R/p) - 1) T,

or.

T, + Tm + Td + To + max [(((R/d)- 1)/b) •T,]+

[(((R/d) - 1) + ((pf - p)'d)) * T,o"

+[((pf - p)id) * 2Td]

+T., + +Td (Ti *p)d + ((pid)d •T,) (97)

Sending results to user:

A, Model P -14

(((Rip) - 1) T,)+

[((pi/p) - 1) Tbt]

Tc+ Tm +Td+To +max or + TC +(*T) (9 ".-

[(((Rid) - I)ib, *T]+

[((Rid) - 1) * T.]

The following equations reflect having introduced duplicates tuple during the

data reduction phase of the project. The individual blocks are sorted before they

are stored and the sorted segments merged to eliminate dupli, ',-. The followin-,

equations provide the performance models for sendiiz the resultz u the disk to !he

stored and providing them to the user. The first stor, - 'he results on the disks. ":
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Model P - 15

((R/p) - 1) +

1((pf/(P * pb))- 1). ]r,'
'I or

T + Tm + Td + T + max or

[(((R/d) - 1)/b)
'5J

[(((Rid) - 1) + ((pj/d) - 1)) • T'° "

+[((pf/pb)/d - 1) * 2Td]

+T,, + To.t + Td + ((p/d) • To) + ((p/d)/b * T,)

pf/2p log(pf/2p) * Tm'5,N

o r+2Ti + 2T,,, + max :+2d+22. a (p* [pf/2p log(pj/2p)] - 1)/d • [(2Td + 2T,.)

+(Td + 2T )] ".

+(T + 2T ) •(p/d) + T,

(pf/2p) * T,

+2Td + 2T,° + max or

(pf/2)/d * [(27d + 2Ti.) + (Td + 2T,,,)]

+(Td + 2T, o) * (p/d) + Tm

pf /2 T, + (logp - 1)• T r..

+2Td + 2T, + max or

(pf/2)/d [(2T + 2T,o) + (Td + 2',,)] 'p

+ (Td + 2T.) + T, 99
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Sending the results to the user:

Model P - 16

((R/'p) - I) T• L + ,

[((P f/(p * pb), - 11 * To,.]

T, T, + Td + T + max orx

[(((R/d) - 1)//b)* T,]+

[(((Rd) - 1) + ((pf/d) -1)) To]

+ [((p~f p)/d - 1) * 2T,]

4"-±T, +±T..,tt+Td±+((pd) T0 )±+((pd)/b T.,)

pf /2p log(pf /2p) , T,

or+ 2T + 2To + max
(p * [pf /2p log(pf /2p)] - 1)/d • [(2T + 2T,,)

+(T + 2T)]

+(Td + 2Tjo) • (p/d) + Tm

(pf/2p) * T,

+2Td + 2To + max or

(pl,/2)/d * [(2T + 2To) + (Td + 2T,,)]

+(Td + 2T..) • (p/d) + Tm

[((pj/2) - 1) * T]

+(logp - 1) * Tbt

+ 2T +2T, + max +(pf - 2 ) * Tt 4- T, +2Tt 100.

or

(pu/2)/d (2T + 2T,)

p 21
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.•5 Summary
I

The projection operation models presented all are data structure independent.

This means that the data structure does not have an effect on the time required To

execute a project. The projection has two phases to completing its operation - data

reduction and duplicate removal. The models reflect these two phases for each of

the architectures. Therefore. the main performance factors of the project are tiue

architectures ability to utilize parallelism for retrievals and executing the duplicate .

removal function. p
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V. Modeling the Performance of the Join Operator

The purpose of the join is to combine two relations, where an attributet s) of

each relation is defined on the same domain and comparison of the attributes (called

the join attributes) satisfy the criteria of the join. The join then combines the tuples
,V.-

from each relation to form a tuple of a new relation. The most common join criteria

is equality (i.e., where the join attributes have the same value). If a join condition

other than equality (i.e., greater than, less than, and not equal) applies, a different

situation occurs which forces different processing. Therefore. the cases considered

here are only for the equi-join operator.

The join processing has different types of algorithms to considered. All of the

algorithms must compare tuples that have equal join attributes. The algorithms

either use brute force and compare all tuples or use some form of grouping to reduce

the number of tuples to be compared. The join algorithms to be considered here are:

1. nested loop
2. sort-merge
3. index matching
4. hash-based (bucket grouping and joining buckets, only considered for

multiple processor or multiple disk situations).
e..Z

The situation of the join requires that each tuple of relation A is compared with

each tuple of relation B. If ordering or grouping insures that all tuples that meet the

join criteria are examined, then the complete comparison may be relaxed. It would

be nice to have a new improved implementation for the equality join. especially for

the parallel processing environment. That does not seem reasonable to expect since

there are limited ways to group and compare two relations. However, for various.'

data configurations, different algorithms may provide better performance than an

algorithm that is better for a different situation. One consideration is the fact that

any database system needs to be able to provide nny join condition (other Than
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equality). This implies that each database system must use the nested-loop algorithmn

for some join conditions because it insures that it can successfiallv perform the join

for any condition or the product operation.

The.different data structures to be considered for the join processing are un-

ordered relations, ordered relations, and indexed relations. All various combinations

of the different types of data structures will be considered for each type of architec-

ture and for the different type of join algorithms. The different data situations to

be modeled are:

Relation R Relation S
Case a. Unordered Unordered
Case b. Ordered Unordered
Case c. Ordered Ordered
Case d. Indexed-Unordered Unordered
Case e. Indexed-Unordered Ordered
Case f. Indexed-Unordered Indexed-Unordered
Case g. Indexed-Ordered Unordered
Case h. Indexed-Ordered Ordered
Case i. Indexed-Ordered Indexed- Unordered
Case j. Indexed-Ordered Indexed- Ordered.

The cases presented do not reflect all possible combinations. However, the

two relations may be interchanged, which does provide all possible combinations of

different data organizations for the two relations. For some data structures with some

algorithms, several cases may be modeled with one model. The first architecture to

be explored for join processing is the single processor-single disk.

5.1 Case 1. Join - Single Processor-Single Disk

The time parameter to be considered for joining two blocks, by comparing each

tuple of the first block with each tuple of the second block, is Tb. This is the same

time parameter that is considered for the time to sort a block of tuples. The first

algorithm is the nested-loop algorithm.

1!8



5.1.1 Nested-Loop.

5.1.1.1 Nested-Loop. Cases a through j. The nested-loop algorithm is

the brute force algorithm that will handle any join condition including not equal

conditions and the product operation. This algor*thm compares each tuple of the

first relation with each tuple of the second relation. Ullman provides the criteria
for optimizing the nested-loop algorithm by using the smaller relation as the control

relation [79]. This means the processors memory will be filled with blocks of the

smaller relation and then single blocks of the larger relation read and compared to

the blocks of the smaller relation loaded in memory. By using the smaller relation

memory to load the processor memory, the number of total disk accesses is reduced.

The nested-loop algorithm does not consider the ordering or indexing of the relation.

Therefore. it spans all the cases.

A new parameter will be used in the following performance model. It is the

join selectivity factor, j8/. It provides an estimate of the volume of data produced

as results of the join. It has been defined by some researchers as a factor of the

product of the number of blocks of the input relations [7]. Since the join is a special

case of the product operation, here the join selectivity factor is defined as a factor

of the product of the number of tuples in the input relations because the Cartesian

product forms a result that is equal to the product of the number of tuples of the

input relations. Therefore. J / is to be a percentage of the tuples produced by the

product of two relations. To convert this to the number of blocks produced, the

result tuple size (r + s) is divided by the block size. This formulation accounts for

the product of the tuples. An example of the effect of not applying the selectivitv

factor to blocks instead of tuples is when each relation is contained in one block and

the selectivity factor (Jsf) is 20%. If the jq is multiplied times the product of the

blocks, the result is less than one block. But, the product of the tuples (if each block

contains 10 tuples) produces 100 tuples. Then multiplying by the 20%. there are

20 tuples of double the size of the tuples of an individual relation. Thus, producing
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4 blocks of output. Therefore, the js/ must be applied to the product of tuple not

product of blocks. The number of blocks produced as results by the join then is

expressed as JB. Where JB is defined by:

* JB = [(J. * ((R* (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))/(B/(r + s))] (101)

The performance model for the nested loop algorithm joining relations R and

S (where R and S are the number pf blocks in each relation), assuming relation R

is the smaller relation. is:

Model J - 1

T0 + [2Td + (pb/b) * T. + (Pb *T,.)] (R/pb)

+[(R * S * Tb) + (S * (Rlpb))] * To (102)

+[[(],f * ((R * (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))/(B/(r + s))] • (T., + 2T)]

When sending the results to the user:

Model J -2

T + [2Td + (pb/b) * T, + (p* T•.)] • (R/p)

+[(R * S * Tb) + (S * (R/p))] * T.. (103)

+[[(Jz * ((R* (B/r)) * (S* (B/s))))/(B/(r + s))]. Tt]"

The model of the nest-loop join does not provide for double buffering of the

input or output because the parameter. p6 - 2, provides one block for input and one

block for output. The result of changing this to pb - 4 (assuming this many blocks

are available) is that the disk accesses for writing results to disk could be overlapped

with processing. But, the number of times that the loop is processed would increase

because of the decrease of the number of blocks available to hold the smaller relation.

The trade-off of buffering input and output or using all the memory for processing

has cases where each could be best. The buffering of input and output will not be

included here because many times the disk accesses could nut be overlapped with the

processing because the processors would have finished the processing wih a block

when it also had output ready, reducing the effect of the buffering. I
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5.1.2 Sort-Merge. The sort-merge algorithm for computing the join orders

both input relations and then compares the taples with a merge operation. This

type of processing is said to be the most efficient method of performing the equi-join ,

(including the time to sort the relations) [54].

The sorting or ordering of the relations is accomplished upon the attribute(s)

necessary for the join criteria to be evaluated. This means that for cases where the

relation is stored in sorted order but sorted on a different attribute than necessary

i'cr the join, the relation must be treated as an unordered relation. Also, the situ-

ation where the join uses multiple attributes requires the relation to be treated as

unordered relations.

5.1.2.1 Sort-Merge. Cases a, d, f. These cases provide relations that

are unordered. The processing then requires that both relations be sorted and then

merged. Therefore, there are three phases to the processing: sort relation R, sort

relation S, and merge the two relations. The processing of the sorts first loads the

memory of the processor, then the blocks in the processor are sorted and the sorted

segment is stored on disk. After all of the blocks are sorted, the sort is completed

by merging the sorted segments to form the sorted relation. The processing of the

sort is not overlapped with data I/O because the data must all be in memory for

processing to begin and the results are not complete until the sort is complete.

The merge processing does allow overlapping of the disk I/O and the processing

of the merge (if there are enough processor blocks to allow data buffering). The result

of this is to reduce the number of disk accesses that would delay the processing of

the merge.

The first phase of the sort-merge join is to sort the relations. Therefore. the

first performance model is for sorting a relation. This model requires the number

of blocks to be input, allowing this module to be used in many of the followin-

performance models. This model is titled SortSS(X). meaning sort the re~atio'l
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with X blocks using the single processor-single disk architecture. The equation for

SortSS(X) when storing the results on disk is:

Model J -3

Td + (Pb T,,,) + Tsort(pb, tb) + Td + (pb * Io)

((X/pb) - 1) * Tsort(pb, tb)

or
+ max

(((X/b) - 1) * T,) + ((X - pb) 2T,o)

+(((X/pb) - 1) • 2Td) (104)

((X/2) - 1)* T

+(log(X/pb)) * (2Td + 2T,,,) + max or

(X- 2) • (2* (Td + Tjo))

+T + (2 (Td + T.0))

The final performance model includes sorting of the two relations. merging the

two relations, and either sending the results to the user or saving the results on the

disk. The model when saving the results on disk is:

d
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Model J - 4

: + (R/pb) (2Td + ((p6 /b) * T,) + (pb Tio)] + T.sort)

((R/2)- 1),Tb 

or
+log(R/pb) * 2Td + 2Zo + max + T + T, --. 4+2T,* :-

(R - 2) 2(T + To)

+(S/pb) * (2[Td + ((pb/b) * T,) + (pb • Ti.)] + Tsort)

((S/2) - 1) * T ]
+log(S/pb) 2Td + 2T,, + max or + Tb + T + 2T,, "

(S - 2) * 2(Td + T,°) I",

(((R + S)12) - 1) Tb

or
+2Td + 2T,, + max +Tb+Td±+2T,

((R + S) - 2) * (Td + T,,) P

+DJB - 21 * (Td + T',.)

1.05'

If the results are sent directly to the user, the following performance model is used:

123.
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Model J - 5

T_ - (R/p ) (2[Td + ((pb/b) T .) + (pb * T,,, + Tsort)

((R/2) -1) ,Tb

-log, R/p) *2Td + 2Tjo + max or + Tb + T + 2T.i

S(R - 2) 2(T + T,o)

-,-i 5/ps) ,2[Td + ((pb/b) * T,) + (pb T T..)] + Isort)

I ((S12 - 1) T6
-log(S/p6) •2Td + 2T,,o + max 4- T6 I T± + 2To}

or(S - 2) •2(T + To)

(((R+ S)/2) - 1) • Tb

-2Td - 2T" + max + T + 2 T6t
or

((R + S)- 2)*(Td+ T,.)
106,

5.1.2.2 Sort-Merge. Cases b, e, g, i. All of these cases provide one

relation that is already ordered using the attribute(s) necessary for evaluation of the

. join condition. This allows the sort-merge processing to sort the remaining relation

and then execute the merge. Obviously, this will provide better performance than_

the previous cases. The models presented here represent relation R as the relation

that is not sorted. But, this is an arbitrary identifier since R can be replaced by any

value. Therefore. if S was the relation that was sorted the values of R ant :. woi,',

be interchanged for the computation of the execution time.

The sort-merge with one relation already sorted has two phtste ,,rt the ii:i-

ordered relation and merge the sorted results to allow conipari> in of Ilile, T, ,!f-
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termrine if they satisfy the join condition. The first equation represents storing the

final results on the disk.

J.a

Model J - 6
SW.

-. + (R/pb) (2[Td + ((pb/b) * T,) + (pb* Ti,)] + Tsort)

.p._

((R/2) - 1) "

-log(R/pb) 2Td + 2T., + max or + Tb + Td + 2T,,

(R - 2) 2(Td + T.)

_., (((R + S)12) - 1), rT.'

or

-2Td + 2T,°, + max + Tb + T-
((R + S) - 2) (Td + T,)

+[jB - 2] • (Td + T,,,)
107!

If the results are sent directly to the user, the following performance model is used: "

Model J - 7

Tc + (R/pb) * (2[Td + ((pb/b) * T.) + (pb • T,.)] + Tsort)

((R/2) - 1)* Tb

4-log(R/p6) • 2Td + 2To - max or + T Td-2iLI

(R - 2) * 2(Td + T.o)

(((R + S)/2)- 1) T

+L 2 - Tt
+2T + 2T,, + max + T + 27",t

or

((R + S) -2) (T j + T,,)
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5.1.2.3 Sort-Merge. Cases c. h, j. These cases all present both tuples

already sorted on the attributeis) needed for the join processing. This means t'.e

join only needs to merge the two relations to complete the join. Again, it is obvious

that this requires less time to complete than the previous two cases of the sort-merge

operation because there is less processing to do. The model when the results are

stored on the disk is:

Model J - 8

(((R + S)/2) - 1)• T6

or
77 + 2Td + 2T,, + max + T6 +" + 2 T,,o (109)

((R + S) - 2) • (Td + Ti.)

+ B -2] • (Td + T.0)

When the results are sent to the user, the model is:

Model J - 9

(((R + S)/2) - 1) * Tb
"" +DB - 2], Tbt

T, 2Td + 2T,, + max -T+,L, 2T (110

((R S) -'2) (T + T,o)

.5.1.3 Indexing. Indexing uses the concept of mapping the values of the at-

tribute(s) needed for the comparison of the join condition to an index of the location

of the tuple on the disk. This type of processing compares the indices for matching

value- and then retrieves the corresponding tuples to be combined and output. The

processing modeled here considers only comparing one set of attributes. If multiple

condiLions were involved in the join, the index processing would have to produce a

separate TID list for each part of the join condition and combine the TID list a -

the join condition dictated. After the final TID list was computed, then the tupe>.

""~: wo Yd oe retrieved from disk. Also, the index may be constructed over more Tha:
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one attribute to facilitate the processing of the multiple equality conditions in one

pass of the index. S

This processing works best when the index already exists and the number of

matching values is small because this means that a small amount of data must be

loaded to rre 'ae comparison and very few values have to be retrieved for the

output. This is not true if the attribute(s) needed for the comparison consists of a

majority of the tuples to be processed.

The use of an index depends upon the index being present or being able to S

rapidly build an index. There are numerous types of indices and different methods

to organize or scan the data to build the index. The type of index considered here

is a B-tree type index. This index allows a node of the index to address several

lower level nodes. This reduces the height of the tree reducing the number of levels

necessary to be processed to retrieve each value. The specific index considered will

be a B+tree. This means that the actual values with references to the tuples that

contain them are only contained in the leave nodes. This means all nodes in the

levels above the leaf level are used to provide the path to the leaves. The advantage

of keeping all the values in the leaves is that the values can be processed sequentially

because the leaves are linked together. This provides the sequential order of the

values.

The disadvantage of the index is building it. The factors for building the index

are the size of the blocks to contain the index, the size of the attribute(s) used for,5r

the index, and the number of tuples to be indexed. The problem of building the

index is the number of disk accesses necessary to retrieve the data to be indexed, the

number of disk reads to find the proper location in the index and then rewriting the

block back to the disk plus writing any blocks of the index that had to be changed

to reflect the new condition of the index. This also presents a problem in accuirately

predicting the number of disk accesses. Therefore, there are three methods explored

for building the index: build the index with random order data, build the index after
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blocks of the data have been sorted, and entirely sort the data before building the

index. S

The first method of building an index is to scan a relation recording the value

of the attribute that is going to be used to index the relation. As the value is found.

a address for the tuple is determined. This address, called a tuple identifier (TID).

tells what block and the offset within the block where a tuple begins. This can be

used to later retrieve the tuple.

The leaf nodes of the index contain the values and the associated TIDs. There-

fore, to build the index with random data, each value is removed from its tuple, its

TID determined, the existing index searched to determine the leaf node where the

new value and TID should be inserted and the leaf node read, changed, and written.

Also. any of the index nodes above the modified leaf node may have to be modified

if the new value created a new boundary condition. And. a leaf node may become

fuli and have to be split to create two nodes which causes the index nodes in the

tree above to be modified. This means that each insertion must at a minimum read

a leaf node and write a leaf node (assuming any index nodes used were retained in

the processor memory).
I

Horowitz and Sahni [39] formalize this to include the splitting of index nodes

and the number of accesses necessarv for each insertion. The average number of

accesses necessary is equal to the levels of the index plus 2 divided by the sum of

the number of index values that may be contained in a block divided by 2 minus 1.

This is:

accesses = + (2/[(/2) - 1]) (1)

where I = (log,(I* tb)/z) .
i = the number of the block being processed
tb = number of tuples per block (B/r)

z - number of index entries per block (B/(t' + in))

I
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The total performance of building a index without sorting is:

((RI/Pb) *Td)+(R*Tio)+(R*(pb/b) *T.,) +(R*T,) +(total accesses.Tfd) (112)

Total accesses is the sum of the accesses for each block. This means that the accesses

for the block being processed depend upon the number of blocks that have already

been processed. Therefore,

R

total accesses = [log,((i • tb)/z) + (2/((z/2) - 1))] (113)

The next method of building the index is to first sort the contents of the pro-

cessor memory before inserting the values into the index. This reduces the random

accesses into the index and allows that, at most, each leaf node is accessed at most

once and that the index nodes are at most modified only once. Which reduces the

number of accesses per value inserted. The formulation of this model must include

the time to sort the contents of the processor memory.

Model J -10

((R/pb) *Td) + (R Ti.) 4- (R* (pb/b) * T,) + (R/pb •Tsort) + (total accesses) (114)

where total accesses is:

using 1b = ((i - 1), tb* (pb/z))

lb-next = (i * tb* (pb/z))
tb = number of tuples per block (B/r)
z= number of index entries per block (B/(v + in))
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+((tb• Pb) * (T, d + Tio + T.))

1b > (tb Pb) +[lbJnext - 1b] * Tid

R/pb + E Ltb * r z)[( + tbp)b(((/(z/2) -) tbp)] Td

j=i or

+(Ibnext * Tid) + (1b • (Td + Ti,))

+ [itb pb) + (((1/(z/2) - 1) • lbnext)]) Td) nA

- (11,5) "

where Rr = R * ((v + in)/r)

((RIP) * T) + (R * Ti) + (R * (pblp) * T) + ((Rr/pb) * Td)

+(Rr • Ti) + (Rr * (pb/b) * T.) + ((R/pb) * Tsort) + [(logpp_.1 (Rr)) * (2 * Rr • (Td + To,)]

log, (Rstb)/z
-. +((Rr/2) *Tb) + (((R *tb)/z) *T,,nd) + _, ((R *tb) *T, nd)

i=O

The results show that at times sorting the projection of the relation that will

be used to index the relation may be the most efficient method of building the index.

But, if the index has to be formed for both relations, the time to build the index would

include the time necessary to sort the relations and the time to scan the relations

to build the index. This is equal to the time necessary to complete the sort-merge

processing of the relations. The index processing would still require the processing

of the indices and retrieval of the necessary tuples from the disk. Therefore, the use

of indices will not be considered unless at least one of the relations is indexed on the

attribute(s) necessary for the join processing.

The use of indices for processing the join also vary if the data is grouped

corresponding to the index. If the relation is not ordered corresponding to the

index, each tuple to be retrieved must be done individually. TIQ means that for

edch tuple a disk access and I/0 will be required to retrieve the block that contains
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the tuple needed. Therefore, the number of disk accesses could exceed the number of

blocks in the relation. These are some of the disadvantages of using index processing

for executing the join. The next step is to model the performance of using indices

to process the join.

The use of indices to complete the join has three phases: build the index.

compare the values in the indices to identify the location of the tuples to be contained

in the results. and retrieving the tuples and building the results. The first phase of

building the indexes may already be accomplished if the data structure includes a

index. However, some instances will have indexed relations but the index is not on

the correct attribute. This would require a new index to be constructed to complete

the processing. Only one method of building an index will be considered. This

method reads as much of the relation into the memory as possible. the processor

sorts this portion of the relation and then the sorted fragment is used to build the

.,j.. index. This is repeated until the entire relation has been processed.

The next phase of index processing of the join is the comparison of the indices.

Here the values are sequentially processed from each index. When the values match.

the addresses of the tuples are used to retrieve the tuples for combination. It is

assumed that the index allows sequential processing of the values as was discussed

previously. If sequential processing of the index was not possible, then t- attribute

values of one relation would be compared with the values in the index - lie other

relation. This would require a probe into the index for each value. Thi- ild mean

several disk accesses for each probe which would eliminate the benefi, having

the index for improved processing. This illustrates the purpose of the ,x: fast

retrieval of a single tuple of a relation based upon a given attribute value. The value

of the index decreases with every additional tuple that is required to be retrieved

because each additional tuple requires a probe the depth of the index which requires

additional disk accesses.

The final phase was the retrieval of the identified tuples. For each tuple an.
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address is provided. This address includes the block number and offset within the

block. If the addresses are provided in random order this means that the same

block could be repeatedly retrieved to procure different tuples. This again causes

excess disk accesses. Therefore, the clustering of the data upon the indexing value

provides the capability of ordering the retrievals so that at a maximum each block

of the relation would be accessed once. Next, all of the considerations of building

the indexes, processing the index, and tuple retrievals will be applied to the various

data configurations to provide performance models.

5.1.3.1 Index. Case a. Case A provide two relations that have no se-

quence and no index provided. This requires that an index be constructed for both

relations before the index processing can begin. The performance model of building

the indexes the relations R and S is:

Model J - 11

Construct Index for R

+ Construct Index for S

The next step is using the index to compare the attribute values to determine

which tuples need to be retrieved and combined to complete the join. Since the

indexes built provide the ability for sequential processing of the values contained.

only the leaf blocks of the index must be accessed. Then the leaf blocks from each

index are compared. Since the values are in sequential order this is the same as the

merge process. Therefore, the segment of the performance model first provides the

disk accesses to read the leaf blocks (a disk access is assumed for each because of the

uncertain nature of the order of retrieval and the disk head may move to retrieve

blocks of the relation in the interim). Next, the leaf blocks are merged to provide

TIDs for the necessary tuples. Since the relations are not stored in sequential order.

the retrieval using the TIDs requires a disk read for each TID. Finally, the results

,* - must also be stored or sent to the user to complete the performance model.
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'C-? R. and St represent the number of leaf nodes in the index for R and S. respec-

tivelv. R1 and S1 are computed by the formula:

(Number of Blocks ' Tuples per Block) ' (Attribute(s) to indexed + Address W%

Size (TID)) / Block Size.

Therefore, this segment of the model storing results is:

Model J - 12

(RI + SI) * (Td + Ti.) + ((RI + St)/2) *

+[(jf*((R*(B/r))*(S*(B/s))))]2(T+TTi)+(jB*(T +To)) (116)

Sending the results is:
I

Model J -13

(R + St) (T + Tj,) + ((RI + SI)/2) * +

'LJ/*((R ,(B/r)) •(S, (B/s))))] •2(Td + Ti,,) + (jB T60) (117)

Thus, the total time required to perform the join with indexes is the sum of the two

segments - index building plus processing of the indexes to complete the join.

5.1.3.2 Index. Case b. This case provides one sorted relation and the

other in random order. The processing using indexes here has two options: build

indexes for both and process as in the previous case (except the ordered relation

would require fewer disk access to retrieve results) or build an index for the random

order relation and process the index with the sequential relation.

The ordered relation allows the building of the index to proceed more quickly

because the relation because only the last segment of the indexing building is applied.

However. the building of the index for the sorted relation requires reading the entire

relation plus the time required to insert the attribute values into the index. After

the indexes are built, the join processing can begin. During the retrieval of tuples
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that satisfy the join condition, the clustering provided in the ordered relation limits

the accesses to that relation to one access per block. Whereas, the random sequence

of the other relation, may require an access for each tuple retrieved. This means

that building the index and accessing the tuples of the ordered relation requires the
A-

relation to be read twice plus the time required to build and process the index. If

the ordered relation is used without building an index, the relation is read only once

and compared to the index of the second relation. This requires the same processing

for the join part of the processing but eliminates the time to build the index for the

ordered relation. Thus. reducing the overall processing time to complete the join.

Therefore, only the situation of building an index for the unordered relation and

comparing this with the sorted relation will be modeled. This performance model

is:

Model J - 14

Build index for S

+(R + S) * (Td + Ti.) + ((R + Sa)2) Tb

+ [(j,/* ((R *(B/r)) •(S * (B/s))))] *(Td + Ti) + (JB (Td + Ti)) (18

Sending the results is:

Model J -15

Build index for S

+(R + St) * (Td + T) + ((R + S)/2) * Tb+

* ((R* (B/r)) * (S * (Bis))))] * (Td + Ti.) + (jB * Tbt) (119)

5.1.3.3 Index. Case c. The situation where both relations are in sorted

order does not provide a good environment for index processing of the join. If index

processing of the join is to be accomplished, the first step is to build the indexes. The

building of the indexes requires the scanning of the relations, which requires reading-
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all of the blocks of the relations. This combined with processing time to build the

index is approximately equal to the time to perform a merge of the relation to execute

the join. Therefore, the execution of the join with the indexes would cause excessive

time to be used. Thus, for the case of both relations being ordered and not indexed,

the best method is the sort-merge approach and no index performance model will

be shown.

5.1.3.4 Index. Case d. Case d provides one relation that is indexed

and both relations are unordered. The approach to performing the join here is to

create the necessary second index and proceed with the join processing of the join

(described in case a). The performance model for this is:

Model J - 16

Build index for S

". - +(R + SI) * (Td + Ti.) + ((RI + SI)/2) * T6

+ [(i*((R *(B/r)) *(S * (B/s)))] *2(Td + Ti) + (B *(Td + Ti)) (120)

Sending the results is:

Model J - 17

Build index for S

+(R + SI) * (Td + T) + ((R + SI)/2) *T+

[(jf,((R*(B/r)),(S*(B/s))))]*2(T+Ti.)+(jB*Tbt) (121,

5.1.3.5 Index. Case e. This case with one indexed relation and one

ordered relation provides a situation similar to case b. However, this case does not

require the building of the index for the unordered relation. Thus, this provides
the opportunity for improved join processing. The performance model then uses

the sorted relation to be compared with the index of the unordered relation. The

" .performance model is:
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Model J - 18

(Ri + S) • (Td + T.°) + ((RI + S)/2) Tb

+ [(i,((R *(B/r)) *(S * (Bs))))](d+ T,) + (jB *(Td + T) (122)

Sending the results is:

Model J- 19 ./*

(RI + S) * (Td + To) + ((RI + S)/2) • Tb

+ [(j,,((R (B/r)) *(S *(Bs))))] (Td + To) + (jB *Tbt) (123)

5.1.3.6 Index. Case f. This case provides indexes for both relations.

providing an optimized environment for executing the join with index processing.

The join processing with the indexes compares the indexes and retrieves the tuples

that satisfy the join conditions. This processing must retrieve the tuples from random

blocks. This may cause numerous disk accesses depending upon the placement and

number of tuples to be retrieved. The performance model is a simplified version of

the performance model of previous cases. Storing the results produces the following

performance model:

Model J -20

(RI + S) * (Td + To) + ((RI + S)/2) • Tb

+ [(Jf*((R (B/r)) (S *(B/s))))] 2(T + Ti.) + (JB (T + 7To)) (224)

Sending the results is:

Model J -21

(R + St) * (Td + To) + ((RI -t- SI)/2) •T+

[(ji ((R * (B/r)) * (S (B/s))))] * 2(Td + T,o) + (jB * T() (123)
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5.1.3.7 Index. Case g. This case provides one indexed-ordered relation""

and one unindexed-unordered relation. This provides several possible methods to

complete the join. The first method would be to sort the unordered relation and

then perform the join. However, this case is covered under the sort-merge cases. The

other methods require an index to be constructed for the unindexed relation.

The first index method constructs the index for the unindexed relation and then

uses the indexes for both relations to complete the join. This processing does not

require the random accesses for the retrieval of the ordered relation because ordering

and indexing provides a clustering index. The means that at most the entire relation

must be read once to complete the retrieve of the necessary tuples. Therefore. th,_

performance of this situation depends upon the selectivity factor. The fewer tuples

that satisfy the join condition, the better the performance. The performance model

reflecting this is:

Model J -22

Build index for S

+(RI + St) * (Td + T.) + ((R + St)/2) * T

+ [(jf,• ((R (Blr)) *(S *(B/s))))] *2(T + TI.) (j* (Td + T.)) (126)

Sending the results is:

Model J -23

Build index for S

+(RI + S1) * (Td + T.) + ((R + SI),12) Tb+

[(jsf * ((R* (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))] * 2(Td + To) + (js * T,) (127

The other method to execute the join in this case is to use the ordered relation

to be compared with the index of the other relation. This is the same processing as

performed in case b. The performance model for this situation is:
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Model J -24

Build index for S

+(R + SI) * (Td + T.o) + ((R + S,)/2) * Tb

+[(JI*((R*(B/r))*(S*(B/s))))]*(Td+T)+(JB (T+Ti)) (1281

Sending the results is:

Model J - 25

Build index for S

+(R + SI) * (Td + To) + ((R + S)/2) * Tb+

[(jf *((R * (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))] * (Td + To) + (jB Tt) (129)

Neither of the methods provides the best performance time for all cases. The

first method provides best performance when the results are small because it may

not retrieve the entire ordered-indexed relation, only a few blocks. However, the

second method provides better performance parameters when the results require

all the blocks of the indexed-ordered relation to accesses because it eliminates the

accesses and processing of the index blocks of the ordered relation. Which reduces

the performance time. Therefore, the situation determines which performance model

provides the best performance capability.

5.1.3.8 Index. Case h. This case like case c provides two ordered re-

lations. Therefore, any method that requires an index to be constructed can not

improve upon the merge processing of the sort-merge type join execution. However.

this case provides the index for one of the relations. This provides the opportunity

for executing the join using the index that may provide better performance than

the sort-merge processing. This method would compare the index of the indexed

relation with the ordered relation. This is the same method used in various previous
cases. The performance model for this is:
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Model J- 26 p

(RI + S) • (Td + ,.) + ((RI + S)/2) • Tb

+ [(]j,* ((R *(B/r))* (S *(B/s))))] *(Td + T.) + (jB *(Td + ;)) (130) .

Sending the results is:

Model J - 27

(RI + S) * (Td + T.) + ((RI + S)/2) * Tb+

*((R * (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))] * (Td + Ti,o) + (B *Tb) (131)

5.1.3.9 Index. Case i. This case allows two methods to be used to

execute the join operation. The first method simply uses the indices of the two

relations for the processing of the join. One feature of this method is that the tuple

* retrieval of the ordered relation uses a clustering index. This means that at most each

block of the relation will be retrieved only once, not several times as the case may

be with the non-clustering index (unordered relation). Therefore, the performance

model for this method is:

Model J - 28

(RI + S1) * (Td + Ti.) + ((RI + SI)/2) Tb+

[(j8 . * ((R (B/lr)) * (S * (B/s))))j, (Td + ,.)

+ min or "

R (Td + Ti.)

[(J, * ((R • (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))] * (Td + T,,)

+ min or + (JB* (Td + To)) (132)

S * (Td + To)
S r

Sending the results is:
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Model J - 29
4.

(RI + St) ( Td + T,) + ((RI + S)/2) *,+ ze

[(J3  * ((R . (B/r)) * (S * ('B/s)))]. (Td + e)

+ min or

R (Td + T,)

* ((R • (B/r)) * (S'* (B/s))))• (Td + To,-

+ min or + (j* Tbt) (133)

S * (Td + T2o)

The second method compares the ordered relation with the index of the un-

ordered relation. The comparison of these two methods Was previously discussed for
.%

case g. The performance model for this method is:

Model J - 30

(R + S1 ) • (d + T.0) + ((R + SI)/2) Tb

+ [(J, * ((R * (B/r)) * (S • (B/s))))] * (d + TI2 ) + (jB * (d + T,.)) (134)

Sending the results is:

Model J- 31
-4,

(R + S,) * (I' + I,,) + ((R + SI)/2) *b+ a'%

[(j,* ((R* (B/r)) *(S* (Bs))))] *(Td + T,) + (JB* (135) .

4' 5.1.3.10 Index. Case j. This case provides indices and sequential or-

dering for both relations. Therefore. one of the methods of performing the join is

merging the two relations. However, this method is part of the sort-mnerge type

execution and is discu3sed under that heading. The methods of performing the

join using the indices are: compare the indices and retrieve the nocessarv tuples or

compare the index of one of the relations with the index of the other relation.

1-101
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The advantage of comparing the indices of the two relations is that the index
.5

may require only a fraction of the blocks as the entire relation. Compounding tlis

with the selection of only a small number of tuples that satisfy the join condition.

it may have to access many fewer blocks to complete the join. Also. both of the

relations have clustering indices. This means that at most the retrieval of tuples

that satisfy the join condition will only read each block of the relation once. The

performance model for this:

Model J - 32

(RI + St) * (Td + T) + ((RI + S)/2) *'

± [(ji * ((R (B /r)) * (S (B s))))] 2(Td + Ti,) + (jB * (Td + T1o)) (136)

Sending the results is:

Model J - 33

(RI + S) • (T + T,) + ((RI + SI)/2) • Tb+

(j•((R,* (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))] * 2(T + T,.) + (j *t) (137)

The second method would compare one of the entire relations with the index

of the other relation. This method does not seem to provide a better performance

capability except in the case where one of the relations is very small (i.e.. the result

of a select that selects only one or two tuples) and a very large relation. For this

case the processing of the index of the small relation would only increase the number

of blocks to be accessed. Therefore, this method would always compare the entire

small relation with the index of the larger relation. The performance model for this

Model J - 34

(R + S) •* 1( + TL) + ((R + SI)/2) •T

e + [(jt • ((R • (B/r)) * (5 * (B/s))))) * (Td + T.0 ) + (iB * (i'd+ T,)) (:3 K
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Sending the results is:

Model J - 35

(R + St) * (T + T,.) + ((R + S,)/2) • Tb+

[(J., * ((R • (B/r)) * (S * (B/s))))] (T' + i.) + (]B *Tb) (139) .

5.2 Case 2. Join - Single Processor-Multiple Disks

The single processor-multiple disk environment does not allow the opportunity

of using parallel processing but does provide for overlapping data access. Therefore.

the following performance models are based upon the models for the single processor-

single disk environment with overlapped disk I/O.

.5 2.1 Nested-Loop. The nested-loop algorithm with multiple disk-single pro-

cessor provides a small improvement over the nested-loop algorithm with a single
o processor-single disk by reducing the number of disk accesses necessary. It can be

assumed that one disk is retrieving a portion of the input while another disk is seek-

ing the proper location. The resulting performance equation reflects the reduced

number of disk seeks but not all disk accesses are eliminated. This is caused by the

fact that as much of the processors memory as possible is dedicated to completing

the join operation. Ulman has shown the effect of optimizing by the join by using

more memory and by the selection of the control relation [79]. The equation when

placing the results upon disk is:

Model J - 36

77 - [74 -4 (pb T (R/p,)

(R.SsT6)+(r(S (R/pb)) T,I+rj' (T, o T) 140.

*' When sending the results to the user:
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Model J -37

T: + [Td + (Pb * , * (R.pb)

+ (R• S• Tb) + [(S • (R/pb)) * T~o] + L'B * T6 ] ,141)

5.2.2 Sort-Merge.

5.2.2.1 Sort-Merge. Cases a, d, . These cases provide relations that

are unordered. The processing then requires that both relations be sorted and then

merged. Therefore, there are three phases to the processing: sort relation R. sort

relation S, and merge the two relations. The first phase is to sort the unordered

relation. Therefore, the following performance model is provided for the sorting of -

a relation with X blocks. The equation for the SortSm(X) is:

Model J -38

* , Td + (Pb * Ti) + Tsort(pb, tb) + Td + (Pb * T)

((XPb)- 1) • Tsort(pb, tb)

+ max or

((X - Pb) * 2Ti) + (((X/pb) - 1) • Td)

((X/2) - 1) Tb

+([log(X/p)] - 1) • (2T + 2Tio + max or + T + T, + 2T,,)

(X - 2) T (d + 2T,,o)
(142'

This sort algorithm sorts all the blocks of data that can be contained in the

memory of the processor. Then the sorted segments are merged to complete the sort

of the relation. The merge is completed by merging two segments at a time. This

provides larger and larger segments until all of the sorted segments are merged into

the complete sorted relation.

143
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,..- o The merge processing does allow overlapping of the disk I/O. The result of

this is to reduce the number of disk accesses that would delay the processing of the

merge.

The final segment of completing the sort merge algorithm is to merge the sorted

relations. The performance model for the merge of the sorted relations storing the

results on disk, MergeSMD(R,S), is:

Model J - 39

(((R + S)/2) - 1) T6

or
Td + 2T, + max + T + Td + 2To (143)(((R + S) - 2) • T,)/d ?

+[UB - 21 T,,

If the results of the merge, MergeSMB(RiS), are sent directly to the user the following

model is used:

Model J -40

(((R + S)/2) - 1) T6

+EB - 2] Tbt
2Td + 2Te + max + T6 + 2Tt (144,

or

(((R S) -2), Ti)/d

5.2.2.2 Sort-Merge. Cases b, e, g. i. All of these cases provide one

relation that is already ordered using the attribute(s) necessary for evaluation of the

join condition. This allows the sort-merge processing to sort the remaining relation

and then execute the merge. Obviously, this will provide better performance than

the previous cases. The models presented here represent relation R as the relation."

that is not sorted. But, this is an arbitrary identifier since R can be replaced by any

value. Therefore. if S was the relation that was sorted the vallis of ? and " woul,

be interchanged for the computation of the execution time.

1441
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The sort-merge with one relation already sorted has two phases: sort the un-

ordered relation and merge the sorted relations to complete the join. The perfor-

mance equation is stated in terms of the separate performance components developed

in the previous section. Thus, the performance model is:

Model J - 41

SortSM(S)

+ MergeSMD(RS)

If the results are sent directly to the user, the following performance model is used:

Model J -42

SortSM(S)

+ .YergeSIB(R,S)

5.2.2.3 Sort-Merge. Cases c, h, j. These cases all present both rela-

tions alreadv sorted on the attribute(s) needed for the join processing. This means

* the join only needs to merge the two relations to complete the join. The model for the

merge, MergeSMD(R,S). holds for this case and MergeSMB(RS) is the performance

model when the results are sent directly to the backend.

5.2.3 Indexing. The first component of using the indices to perform the join

operation is building the index when it does not exist. In the previous section. three

methods of building the index were discussed. But, the first method of inserting

individual tuples in no order creates a very large amount of disk I/O to find the

correct place in the index each time. In fact as the number of tuples grows, the

corresponding number of disk accesses increase by a factor of three or four or rnore

depending upon the levels of the index. Also, the disk accesses are not overlapped

with the processing time causing a significant amount of time to build the index.
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Therefore, the first method of inserting each tuple individually to build the index

will not be considered.

The other methods of building an index both involve sorting the relation or

portions of the relation. The first method sorts the entire contents of the processor

memory and then inserts this ordered segment. This method is very dependent upon

the size of the processor memory and as the size of the memory approaches the size

of the relation, it becomes the same model as the second index building method

of sorting the entire relation first and then sequentially building the index. Also.

both methods performance time is influenced by the size of the attribute(s) since

the amount of data to be sorted in the the attribute(s) and a TID. The performance

equations for the build index equations, BuildSM(R). are:

Model J - 43

.(R/pb) *T) + (R* T.) + (R (p/b)* T,) + (R/p* Tsort) +(total accesses) (14.5'

where total accesses is:

using 1b = ((i - 1) * tb* (p /z))
16._next = (i • tb * (pb1z))

tb = number of tuples per block (B/r)
z number of index entries per block (B/(v + in))

.. J+((tb • pb) * (T,d + Tio + Td))

1I > (tb* p) +[lbnext - 16] * T,,d

j"log, lb-_next

R/p,, + [((tb p6)/) + ((1/(z/2) - 1) * tb, p6)] T"

]=I org = i or

" -4-(6lnext • T ,d) + (16 • (T + T,))

+ [(i*tb pb) + ((1/(s/2)- I) 1.next) ' •:
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where Rr = R* ((v + in)/r)

Model J - 44

((R/pb) * Td) + (R * Ti) + (R* (pbp) *T) + ((Rr/pb) * Td)

+(Rr * Ti,) + (Rr * (pb/b) * T,) + ((R/pb)* Tsort) + [(logp,_l (Rr)) * (2 * Rr* (Td + T',)).

log'(R*tb)/z

+ ((Rr/2) T) + (((R *tb)/z) *T, d) + z ((R *tb) T,d) (147)

The building of an index will be referred to as Build(X), where X is the relation

to be indexed. Next, after both relations are indexed the indices must be compared

to identify the tuples that satisfy the join condition. To simplify the performance

models, the comparing of the indexes and retrieval of the necessary tuples will be de-

fined here as lndexSM(R,S). The performance models for IndexSM(R,S) (depending

upon the placement of the results) are:

Model J - 45

(RI + S1 ) • (Td + T,) + ((RI + S)/2) T.

+ [(ji, * ((R *(B/r)) *(S *(B/s))))] *(Td + 2T,) + (jB *(Td + To)) (14S)

Sending the results is:

Model J - 46

(RI + Si) * (Td + Ti.) + ((R, + Sl)/2) Tb+

[('i * ((R * (B/r)) * (S * (Bis))))] * (Td + Ti.) + (B *60 (149

where R, and S, represent the number of leaf nodes in the index for R and S.

respectively. R, and S, are calculated by:

(Number of Blocks Tuples per Block) (Attribut, - to indexed + Address

Size (TID)) / Block Size.
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- A The other method of using an index to perform the join is to compare the

index with an ordered relation. This operation OrInSm(RS).where R is assumed to

be unzndexed but ordered,is modeled by:

Model J - 47

Td + ((R + SI) * Ti.) + ((R + S,)/2) •.

+ [(jIf ((R (Bir)) (S (Bis))))] *(Td + T,o)+(jBT) (+ '.o

Sending the results is:

Model J 48

Td + ((R + S1 ) • T.) + ((R + SI)/2) •T"

+ [(j,*((R *(B/r))* (S *(Bs))))] *(Td + T) + (B *Tbt) (151)

These models show a disk access time, Td, for each tuple retrieval of the in-
dexed relation since they are retrieved in random order. Notice that the multiple

disk environment eliminates most of the other disk accesses after the initial access.

However, the read time, Tio, is not eliminated because the processing of the memory

segment is completed before the next segment is started. Therefore, the read time

is not overlapped.

5.2.3.1 Index. Case a. Case A provide two relations that have no se-

quence and no index provided. This requires that an index be constructed for both

relations before the index processing can begin. Therefore, the perFurmance model

is:

* Model J 49

BuildSAI(R)

+ BuidSM(S)

+ IndexSm(I?.S)
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a' "5.2.3.2 Index. Case b. This case provides one sorted relation and the

other in random order. The processing using indices here has two options: build

indices for both and process as in the previous case (except the ordered relation

would require fewer disk accesses to retrieve results) or build an index for the random

order relation and process the index with the sequential relation.

The ordered relation allows the building of the index to proceed more quickly

because only the last segment of the indexing building is applied. However, the

building of the index for the sorted relation requires reading the entire relation plus

the time required to insert the attribute values into the index. After the indices are

built, the join processing can begin. During the retrieval of tuples that satisfy the

join condition, the clustering provided in the ordered relation, limits the accesses to

that relation to one access per block. Whereas, the random sequence of the other

relation, may require an access for each tuple retrieved. This means that building the

index and accessing the tuples of the ordered relation requires the relation to be read

twice plus the time required to build and process the index. If the ordered relation

is used without building an index, the relation is read only once and compared to

the index of the second relation. This requires the same processing for the join part

of the processing but eliminates the time to build the index for the ordered relation

thus. reducing the overall processing time to complete the join. Therefore. only the

situation of building an index for the unordered relation and comparing this with

the sorted relation will be moileled. This performance model is:

Model J - 50

BuildSM(R)

+ OrInSm(R,S)

5.2.3.3 Index. Case c. The situation where both relations are in sorted

order does not provide a good environment for index processing of the join. If indhx

processing of the join is to be accomplished, the first step is to build the indices. ih,

1 19
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building of the indices requires the scanning of the relations, which requires reading -

all of the blocks of the relations. This, combined with processing time to build the

index, is approximately equal to the time to perform a merge of the relation to

execute the join. Therefore. the execution of the join with the indices would cause

excessive time to be used. Thus. for the case of both relations being ordered and

not indexed, the best method is the sort-merge approach and no index performance

model will be shown.

5.2.3.4 Index. Case d. Case d provides one relation that is indexed

and both relations are unordered. Therefore, the first step is to build the index for

the unindexed relation. Then the processing of the join is completed by comparing

the indexes. The performance model for this is:

Model J - 51

BuildSM(R)

+ IndexSM(R.S)

5.2.3.5 Index. Case e. This case provides one indexed relation and

one ordered relation. This utilizes the OrInSm(R,S) algorithm to complete the join

without any additional processing or building of indices. Therefore, the performance

model is:

Model J - 52

OrInSM(R. S)

5.2.3.6 Index. Case f. This case provides indices for both relations.

pro':iding an optimized environment for executing the join with index processing.

Therefore, the performance model is:

Model J - 53

IndexSM(R, S)
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5.2.3.7 Index. Case g. This case provides one indexed-ordered relation

and one unindexed-unordered relation. This provides several possible methods to

complete the join. The first method would be to sort the unordered relation and

complete the join by merging the ordered relations (this case is covered in a previous

section on the sort-merge algorithm). Using the index methods, the index can be

constructed for the unindexed relation and then either the indices compared or the

ordered relation compared with index of the unordered relation. The performance

model for comparing the indexes is:

Model J - 54

BuildSm (S)

+ IndexSM(R,S)

And when the ordered relation is compared to the index, the model is:

-Model J - 55

BuildSm (S)

+ OrInSM(R.S)

5.2.3.8 Index. Case h. This case as case c provides two ordered re-

lations. Therefore, any method that requires an index to be constructed can not

improve upon the merge processing of the sort-merge type join execution. Htowever.
this case provides the index for one of the relations. Therefore. the performa,.i

model is:

Model J -56

Y OrInSAI(R.,)
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5.2.3.9 Index. Case i. This case has two relation that have indices

already constructed. Thus, the first method of completing the join is to compare the

indices. The performance model for this is:

Model J - 57

IndexSM(R,S)

Since one relation is ordered, the tuple retrieval will at most read each tuple once. .'

Therefore,

* ((R • (Bir)) • (S * (B/i))))] • (d + 2T.0 )
.'_ (1.32)

[(j', • ((R (B /r)) •(S •(B /s))))] •(Tj + T .o) + (R T..~)

The second method compares the ordered relation with the index of the un-

-". ordered relation. The model for this is:

Model J - 58

OrInSM(R,S)

5.2.3.10 Index. Casej. This case provides indices and sequential order

for both relations. Therefore, one of the methods of performing the join is merging

the two relations. However, this method is part of the sort-merge type execution

and is discussed under that heading. The methods of performing the join using the

indices are: compare the indices and retrieve the necessary tuples or compare t.w

index of one of the relations with the index of the other relation.

The advantage of comparing the indices of the two relations is that the lille,,:

may require only a fraction of the blocks as the entire relation. Compouindin, 1hi,

wish the selection of only a small number of tuples that satisfy the join conlit iun.

it may have to access many fewer blocks to complete the join. Aso. t.,oth of Ihe

relations have clustering indexes. This means that at most he retrievai of tiipe,,
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that satisfy the join condition will only read each block of the relation once. Th.e

performance model for this:

Model J - 59

In dexSM(R, S)

IV-here

[(j * ((R * (Bir)) • (S (B/s))))] * (Td + 2T,.) < (R + S) T, 53

The second method compares one of the entire relations with the index of

the other relation. This method does not seem to provide a better performance

capability except in the case where one of the relations is very small (i.e.. the result

of a select that selects only one or two tuples) and a very large relation. For this

case the processing of the index of the small relation would only increase the number

of blocks to be accessed. Therefore, this method would always compare the entire

small relation with the index of the larger relation. The performance model for this

is:

Model J - 60

OrInSM(R,S)

5.3 Case 3. Join - Multiple Processors-Single Disk

The multiple processor-single disk environment must assume that each proces-

sor can access the disk. Also, it is assumed that all processors can communicate with 

each of the other processors. Other considerations will be discussed in connection

with the algorithm as it effects the processing.

5.3.1 .Vested-Loop. Several assumptions can be made about the proc,-in.--

and control structures that may effect the processing of the nest ed-lop join a,

rithmn. It must he remembered that the nested-loop alurith m oxcci: t s the .i nv
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comparing each tuple of one relation with each tuple of the other relation. This re-

quires some processor to control the processing. If it is assumed that the processor,

are synchronized, then a block can be broadcast to each processor requiring these

messages being passed to control the processing. If the blocks cannot be broadcast S.

to a group of processors, each processor must pass a control message to a controller '.,

requiring numerous message traffic and random disk accesses to provide a block of

data at different times. Therefore, the performance model assumes that the blocks

of data can be broadcast to the processors. Using this the performance model is:

Model J - 61

Tc + T, + [2Td + ((pb • p)/b) * T, + ((pb • p) * To)] * (R/(p, ' p))

+ "((Ri'p) * .5' T )± (S * (R/(pb * p)))] * T 0 + LJB * (T, + 2Td) 154

When sending the results to the user:

Model J - 62

T, + Tm + [2Td + ((pb * p)/b) * T, + ((p5 • p) * To)] (R/(pb p))

+ [((R/p) S Tb6) + (S, (R/(pb * p)))] * To + [iB * B Tb] v

5.3.2 Sort-Merge. The first element of the sort-merge processing is providin,

a sorted relation. Therefore, the performance equation for sorting a relation in tho

multiple processor-single disk environment. Sort.MS(x). is:

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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T + (pb * To) + Tsort(pb, tb) + Td + (pb * Tio)

.
((,Y/(p * p6)) - )•Tsort(pb, tb) "

max or + 2T + 2T,•

f((.v/b) - 1) •T,) + ((X - pb) *2T,) + (((Xlpb) - 1) 2Td)

((X/(p pb))/ 2 ) * log(((X/(• pb)2))) T5

max 0o(/ )1IrT

(p (((X(plog(((X/(p Pb)/ 2 )) - 1)) * (2T + 2Tj, + Td + 2T,o))-

(((X/(p * pb)/ 2 ) Tb)

+((Td + 2T..) p) + Tb + 2Td + 2Tio + max or

((X/2) - 1) • (2Td + 2T,, + Td + 2T,,)

(((X/(p* pb)/2) * Tb) + (log(p - 1) *T, i)

+((Td + 2T,.) * p) + Tb + 2Td + 2To + max or

((X/2) - 1) * (2T + 2T + Td + 2T,) I

+Td + 2T, o+ 6

The second part of the sort-merge processing of the join is the merging of the

two sorted relations. The merge compares the individual tuples to determine if they

satisfy the join conditions. The merge scans each entire relation once during its

process cycle. However. since the sorted relations cannot be divided evenly because

tnev may have difterent value distributions, the merge is considered to be a single

processor task. Therefore, in the multiple processor environment several processors

a. a be idle during this portion of the processing. It would seem that the pro)per

..................................................... --



method would be to simultaneously sort the relations passing the results to a single

processor. However, in the single disk environment the concurrent sorts would be

contending for the same disk accesses. Thus. changing the sort equations from two

separate equations to one equation that would have to delav each disk I/O because

of the disk contention problem. Therefore, for this architecture the merge will not

worry about idle processors. In the multiple disk-multiple processor environment

the possibility of concurrent sorting of the two input relations will be explored.

The performance model for the merge in the multiple processor-single disk envi-"

ronment becomes the same model as the single processor-single disk model presented

earlier. Therefore, the merge model, MergeMS(R,S), is:

Model J -64 I

(((R + S)12) - ) • T 'b

2Td + 2T,,, + max + T6 + Td + 2T,, (157)
((R + S) - 2) * (Td + To) S

+J - 2] (Td + Tio)

And when sending the results to the backend the model is:

Model J - 65

(((R+ S)12) - 1). T6
+[38 - 2] Tbt "

2Td + 2To + max + Tb + 2Tt (158)
or

((R + S) - 2) • (Td + T 0)

5.3.2.1 Sort-Merge. Cases a, d, . The relations in these cases are both

unordered. Therefore, the relations are first sorted and then merged to complete the

join operation. The performance model for this is:

Model J - 66
S

So rt.IS(R)

15%%



L
+ SortMS(S)

+ .IergeMS(R,S)

5.3.2.2 Sort-Merge. Cases b, e, g, i. The relations in these cases are

one sorted relation and one unordered relation. Therefore, to complete the sort-

merge, first the unordered relation is sorted and then the ordered relations are merged

to complete the join. The performance model for this is (substituting R or S for X

as appropriate):

Model J -67

SortMS(S)

+ MergeMS(R,S)

5.3.2.3 Sort-Merge. Cases c, h, j. These cases all present both rela-

tions already sorted on the attribute(s) needed for the join processing. This means

* " the join only needs to merge the two relations to complete the join. Therefore. the

model for join for these cases is Mergel\IIS(RS).

5.3.3 Indexing. The use of the index to complete the join to this point has

assumed that each relation had one centralized index. Processing of the join. using

the centralized indices, was one done by a single processor since that was all that was

available. This environment provides more processors to be used in the processing

but it is assumed that a single processor would process the join due to the inability

of the disk to provide the support to more than one processor due to the random

nature of retrievals from the disk. Therefore for the explanation and models for this

case, refer to the single processor-single disk architecture indexing section.

5.4 Case 4. Multiple Processors-Multiple Disks

The multiple processor-multiple disk environment requires several assumptions

about the element of the architecture, such as: processor co m,1"1' 1C ion cap)bilit V.
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disk-processor interconnection, data distribution, processor control. and others. to

be made. These assumptions all may impact the performance time of the processing

the query. In particular, the effect is especially apparent for the binary operators

such as the join. The first element to be considered is the data distribution.

A relation may be distributed over several disks in several different ways. In a

previous chapter, the different ways of partitioning a relation were discussed. How-

ever, partitioning a relation may be different from distributing the data contained

in the relation because even a vertical fragment of a relation could be stored on two

or more different storage devices. Therefore. the only consideration here, whether

it is a vertical fragment or a horizontal fragment. is that each tuple is a complete

entity for storage purposes. This just means that a complete tuple is stored 'n one

location, no tuples may be split across storage devices ( this considers each vertical

fragment to contain tuples). Therefore, the following distributions will be explored:

1. Even distribution - this places an equal number of blocks of data
on each disk.

2. Bucket distribution - this distribution hashes each tuple to a disk
based upon some hash function applied
to the key attribute of the tuple.

3. Ordered distribution - this distribution maintains the tuples in
order over all the disks.

The first distribution, the even distribution, provides no sequencing by valhe.

Its only consideration is to try to maintain an equal amount of blocks of the rela-

tion on each disk. Therefore, a round-robin algorithm determines the placement of

additional tuples.

The second distribution groups the tuples by some hashing scheme. This pro-

duces groups or buckets of tuples that are evaluated to be equal using the hasliin

method. This method does not necessarily provide an even distribution of data

across all the storage devices. Also, within the disk. the tuples may be mainlained

in random order or sorted in some sequential order based upon the ordering at tribii,
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*.'y. The third distribution or the ordered distribution maintains a sequential or-

dering of the relation. This ordering is maintained within a disk and across all disks

based upon some key attribute(s). An equal distribution of data across the disk

may be maintained depending upon the reorganization techniques used during the

insertion of new tuples.

The various data distribution schemes may influence the type of algorithm used

to complete the join. Also, the interconnectability of processor and disk may affect

the performance models. For the performance models that follow in this chapter it

is assumed that each processor can access each disk or that the communication time

to send data from a disk to a specific processor does not increase the processing time

of an intermediate processor. Also, for this set of performance models the processors

are modeled as being fully interconnected. Therefore, the performance discussion

models the message or block transfer time as a constant. This time may not be a

constant value in current multiple processor implementations but trying to model

each different communication configuration becomes overwhelming.

Three basic type algorithms for executing the join will be discussed. First.

the nest-loop algorithm will be modeled. Then, the sort-merge algorithm will be

evaluated. And finally, the indexed and bucket sort type join algorithm will be

explored.

5.4.1 Nested-Loop. The nested-loop algorithm compares each tuple of the

first relation with each tuple of the second relation. This method may not be the

most efficient algorithm for executing the equi or natural join. But. this method does

allow any join condition, including the Cartesian product. and performs them in the

same amount of time (not including time to store or send the results, which vary

with each query). The nested loop algorithm model assumes that the R relation has

fewer blocks than the S relation. It is also assumed that a disk can broadcast the

same block to all the processors in To time. Using these assumptions the nested-loop

159
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*. ,:. algorithm performance model is:

Model J - 68

T + T. + [Td + (((pb *p)ld)lb) * T, + (((Pb *p)ld) T,)] (R(pb *p))

+ ((R/p) • S * Tb) + [(S • (R/(pb * p))) * Ti.] + [(iBid) * (Ti. + Td)] (159)

When sending the results to the user:

Model J -69

T, + Tm + [Td + (((pb * p)/d)/b) • T, + (((Pb * p)/d) * Tio)] * (Ri(pb * p))

+ ((R/p) * S * Tb) + [(S * (R/(pb * p))) * T.o] ± [(jBid) * T6,] (160)

Since the nested-loop algorithm physically compares all the tuples, there is no

difference in processing time for any of the data distributions discussed. Therefore.

the processing time is the same for all distributions (and for all join conditions).

5.4.2 Sort-Merge. The first question in using the sort-merge algorithm is

how to execute the sort in the multiple processor environment. The sort algorithm

could be concerned with such issues as distributing the sort to all the processors and

having the processors perform the sort in parallel and how important to keep all

processors busy or is it allowable to let some processors be idle. The sort. algorithm

used here is a parallel binary merge sort that sorts the initial blocks and then merges

=- the original sorted segments into larger sorted segments until the last merge merges

two segments to produce the single sorted relation [8]. The equation for SortMM(X)

is:

o
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Model J - 70

((X/(p pb)) - 1) • Tsort(pb,tb)

or

Td + (pb *Ti,) + Tsort(pb, tb) + max ((((X/d) - p)/b) *7,

+((((Xd) - Pb) + ((X/d) - Pb) * T,,)

+((((X/pb)l)/ -1) * 2Td)

+Tsort(pb, tb) + Td + (((p/d)* pb) *Tio) + (((p/d)* p)/b)* T,) + 2Td + 2T

((X/(p * pb))/ 2 ) * log(((X/(p pb) 2 )) *T

+ max or
pI

[(p, (((X/(p, p)/2) * [log((X/(p, pb))/2)] - 1)/d)], (2Td + 2T, + d' + 2T,

+((j + 2To) *(p/d)) + Tb + 2Td + 2To.

((X/(p• p)/2) * Tb)

+ max or + ((Td + 2To) *(p/d))

((X/d)/2) * (2Td + 2T o +Td + 2T,)

(((X/(p• pb))/ 2 ) * Tb) + (log(p - 1) *Tt))

+Tb + 2Td + 2T 0 + max or + TI + 2T,,0 - T

((X/d)/2) • (2Td + 2T,,o + Td + 2T,,,)

(161)

The other phase of the sort-merge join is the merge processing. Even though

there are multiple disks and multiple processors, the merge is still best accomplishe,'

by a single processor because the sorted relations do not have points to divide the

relations that insure that the dividing point is the same for both relations excep..

scanning the relations. And, if the relations are to be scanned, then the join process-

161
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ing may as well be accomplished. The number of disks involved in the merge depend

upon the distribution of the results of the sorts. However, assuming that each pro-

cessor can access each disk, this does not impact the merge model. Therefore. the

MergeMM(R,S) model is:

Model J - 71

(((R + S)/2) - 1) Tb

or
Td + 2T,,, + max + Tb + 2T,,o (162)

(((R + S) - 2) T ri.)

+((jB - 2) To)

and

Model J -72

(((R + S)/2) - 1) *Tb
":* +±((j - 2) *Tbt)"

Td + 2T.. + max + T + 2Tt (163)
or

.. (((R + S) - 2) •* ) .

storing the results and sending the results to a backend, respectively.

5.4.2.1 Sort-Merge. Cases a, d, f. This model does not reflect the

possibility of pipelining the results of the sorts directly to the merge which would

eliminate the writing of the sorted results to disk and the reading of the sorted

relation from disk for processing by the merge.

The relations in these cases are both unordered. Therefore, the relations are

first sorted and then merged to complete the join operation. The performance model

for this is:

Model J - 73

, F SortIIS(R)

162
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5.4.2.2 Sort-Merge. Cases b. e. , i. The relations in these cases are

one sorted relation and one unordered relation. Therefore, to complete the sort-

merge, first the unordered relation is sorted and then the ordered relations are merged

to complete the join. The performance model for this is (substituting R or S for X

as appropriate):

Model J - 74

Sort MS(X)

+ MergeMS(RS)

5.4.2.3 Sort-Merge. Cases c, h, j. These cases all present both rela-

tions already sorted on the attribute(s) needed for the join processing. This means

the join only needs to merge the two relations to complete the join. Therefore, the

model for join for these cases is MergeNIS(R.S).

The models presented do not reflect the possibility of pipelining the results of

the sort(s) directly to the merge which would eliminate the writing of the sorted

results to disk and the reading of the sorted relation from disk for processing by the

merge. The processing for this would use the sending the results to the backend,'

model for the sort and eliminate appropriate the disk accesses for retrieving the

sorted data from the merge. Therefore, if both relations need to be sorted, each sort

would be allotted a portion of the processors to accomplish the sort. This would

require more time to accomplish each individual sort, but at the final phases of the

sort, processors are released which allows a processor to be free to perform the merge.

Since the final steps of the sorts are merges and the final step of tle sort-merge join

is a join, the operations will perform without wait in a pipeline sit iiation. Thus, the

, 2 merge will be completed in T6 + T time beyond the time to complete the sorts.
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subsectionlndexing.

The indexed case because of its centralized nature does not provide a significant

opportunity for parallel processing. Research is being done on parallel processing

of indices [63]. but this research requires unique hardware to perform the parallel -

processing of the index. However, in this environment the largest potential may arise

from the parallel retrieval of the tuples that were identified by the index processing.

This does not imply that the building of an index can be done in parallel. Therefore.
'

the index case has very limited potential when both relations are unindexed.

The first step using indices to perform a join is to provide the indices. If an

index has to be constructed, the relation can be constructed using the methods de- .,
'p.%

scribed for previous architectures. However, the index is centralized which constrains

the number of processors that can concurrently be updating the index. To utilize

more parallel processing, the concept of projecting out the indexing attribute(s) and

sorting these results to build the index. This method allows several processors to

operate concurrently to perform the projection operation (adding the TID). This

in a pipeline with a processor constructing the index provides an index building

algorithm that utilizes some parallel processing. The performance model for this

(BuildInMM(X)) is:

16
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Model J - 75

((R/p) - 1) T,

+[((Pf/ (P *)- O ) * Tsort]

or
T: +Tm + Td + ri + max

([((R/d) - 1)/b] T,)

+[(((R/d) - 1) + ((pf/d) - 1) • T 0,

+[([(p/pb)/d] - 1) • 2TeJ

+T,, + Tsort + Td + ((p/d) * To) + ((pid)/b * T,)

(pf/2p) log(pf/2p) Tb

+2Td + 2T, + max or

(p * [pf/2plog(pf/2p)] - 1)/d • [(2T + 2T,) + (Td + 2TO,

(pf/2p) *T

+(T + 2T 1 ) * (p/d) + T + 2Td + 2Tor max
(pj/2)/d • [2Td + 2T,o)

+(T + 2T,,o)]

+(Td + 2T..) * (p/d) + T + 2Tj + 2T,o

[((pf /2) - 1) • T]

+(Pf - 2) * Tbtmax + T, + 2T~t
or

+ max
((pf/2)/d) * (2T + 2T1,)

or

Tb + Tt + p * (Ts, + T) + RC= ((R tb) , Td)

+2T, + 2T,0 + (LI * Tnd)

16.5
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"where pf = ((v + in,• ((R * B)ir)/B)

This equation uses the blocks from the sort of the projection of the index value to

build the index. This allows the cverlapping of the final merge of the sort and the

building of the index.

The next phase of the join using indices is the actual processing of the join.

This requires the leaf nodes of the index to be compared and when matching values

occur, the TIDs are retained to retrieve the tuples that form the results of the join.

Since the leaf nodes of the index provide a sequential order. this is just a merge of

- the indices. And as discussed earlier, only one processor can effectively be used to

perform a merge. This means that other processors are idle and could be used to

retrieve the necessary tuples. Therefore. the retrieving of tuple may be overlapped

with the merge processing. The processing of the indices and retrieving the necessary

tuples, InJoin(R,S), is:

Model J - 76

(((Ri + S)/2) - 1) T.

or %

max (RI T,o,) + ((Ri/b) *T,,)..
max

max or
Td + T,o, T6 + max

(S T",) + (S 1 /bI * TI)

or

[ ((R * (B/r)) (S * (Bls)) )7/(d - 2)._* (Td - T,,)

'-B * Tt)/(p -2)
(161

These two equations provide the basis for executing the join using the indices.

There is no need to describe all the separate cases as each has been described before

and all the execution requires is to plug in the proper modules discussed inmiedi-
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atelv above. Therefore, if the case did not provide an index for either relation.

performance model would be:

Model J - 77

BuildIn.MLM11(R)

+ Buildln.VML(S)

+ InJoirzR,S)

This model uses the index for processing but an alternative would stop the

)uilding of the index and just use the sorted list of index values and TIDs to be

matched. This method does not provide an index that could possibly be retained for

later use. But. it reduces the processing time by eliminating the building an index

that cannot be used further in processing this query. The processing of the indices

for the join simply retrieves the same sequential list of values and TIDs. The actual

performance model for this would use the project model when the results are stored

on disk for the time to build the sorted value list and then the same join model

as currently employed. These methods still depend upon the speed of retrieval an:i

number of random tuples that need to be retrieved for the results of the :oin. If the

number is large. this will be a large time requirement. But if the number of tuples

is small, the time may be less than other methods of performing the join.

5.4.3 Bucket Join or Hash Join. The purpose of the join is to compare each

tuple of the two relations to determine f they meet the join condition,. Sinc, II\

the equi-join is considered, we use some "'tricks" to reduce the number of Iiples that

actually have to be compared. The nested-loop algorithm literally compares oe.ch N:

the tuples. The sort-merge algorithm uses one of the --tricks" by ordering the tiples.

This insures that the match only" has to scan the lists once due to this orderilnI. The

index processed join also uses the concept of sequent ial ordering of t ie join at rilhut,s

for processing. Bit. it, seems that there should be some other metho' ) t I l t-)
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group tuples so that not all the tuples would have to be physically compared. Thiat

is what the bucket join is.

The bucket or hash join scans each relation. using the join attribute(s as input

to a hashing algorithm. The hashing algorithm produces a hash value upon which

the tuples are split into groups. The same hashing algorithm is used upon both

relations. This produces groupings of tuples from each relation to be physically

compared. We are sure the groupings provide the correct tuples for comparison

because the same hash function is applied to the same attribute(s) (defined over the

same domain). If different hash functions were used or the hashing occurred over

different attributes, there would be no assurance that the proper tuples were being

grouped for comparison.

The groupings of tuples or buckets provide the name of this method. The actual

implementation of this method would scan the relations applying the hash function.

The tuples of the various groups would be sent to a processor designated for that

particular value. Therefore. a processor would receive tuples from both relations.

Then the processor would join the tuples it received. This could be accomplished

bv any of the join algorithms previously described. Since no ordering or index is

retained through the hashing operation, the nested-loop join will be used here to

join the individual buckets.

The critical factor of the bucket join is having a hash function that evenly dis-

tributes the tuples for processing. Assuming an even distribution of the buckets, the

* other significant factor is inter-processor communication. The performance model.

that follows, assumes full processor interconnectivity. The model does assume that

the data received by a processor during the hashing or splitting into bucket phas,, i

larger than can be contained in the processor memory causing the data to , .

on disk. Also, there can be some variation of the number of processors u,,i

the relations and the number of processors used for the second phase , ,

The performance model assumes that all processors a -,'

• *.'.GM
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Also, additional time is included for receiving the blocks and storing them during

the hashing phase. Using these assumptions, the performance model when sending .

the results to disk is:
.r

Model J - 78 %4P

(T.C * (R/p))

+(2 [((R/p) + 1) (p - 1)] * Tbt)

Tc + T. + Td + To + max or

2 * ((R/d) * Ti.) + (((R/d)/b) • T.)

+((R/p) + 1) * (Td + Tio)

(T.Co*(s/P))

+(2 [((S/p) + 1) * (p- 1)] Tbt) (166)

+Td + To + max or

2 * ((S/d) * To) + (((S/d)/b) * T )

+((S/p) + 1) * (Td + Tio)

+{[Td + (pb T,o)] (((R/p) + 1)/p)} + (((R/p) + 1) ((S/p) + 1), Tb)

+[(((S/p) + 1) (((R/p) + 1)/pb)) * To + [(jBIp) * (To + Td))

When sending the results to the user:
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Model J - 79

(T, •(R/p))

+(2 [((Rp) + 1) * (p- 1)] Tbt)
T,: + T,. + Td + T,. + max or

2 * ((R/d) * Ti.) + (((R/d)/b) * T,)

+((R/p) + 1) * (Td + Tio)

(T.o (S/p))

+(2* [((SIp) + 1) * (p- 1)] Tbt) (167)

+Td + To + max or

2 * ((Sid) * Ti ) + (((S/d)/b) * T,)

+((SIP) + 1) * (Td + Tio)

.:':. +{[Td + (Pb* Ti)] * (((Rip) + 1)ipb)} + (((Rip) + 1) • ((SIp) + 1) * Tb)

+[(((S/p) + 1) • (((Rip) + 1)/pb)) * T] + [(JBIP) * Tbt]

5.5 Summary 
%

The models presented are for the execution of the equi-join operations. The

various algorithms perform the join operation by either some form of grouping the

relations to reduce the processing or by physically comparing each tuple of one

relation with each tuple of the other relation. Due to the varying methods of grouping.

the relations for processing, direct comparison of the analytical models is difficult

because each may provide the best performance for some given combination of size

and performance parameters. However, for the join operation for other than equalit.

conditions only one algorithms is considered.
*. .

The other than equality condition normally invokes the same processing as the "'

product operator. This involves comparing each tuple of the one relation with each
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tuple of the second relation. The only algorithms considered here that provides this

is the nested-loop algorithm. The nested-loop algorithm also is the only method of

performing a product operation where each tuple of one relation is combined with

each tuple of the second relation. Therefore, the models presented here for the nested-

loop algorithm also provide the performance models for the product operation.

'
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VI. Update Performance Effects p

Updating a database has not often been considered in the performance consid-

erations of a database machine. However, in this electronic age many applications i.

cannot depend upon information that was updated 16 hours earlier during the last

batch update. Therefore, this chapter reflects the performance effects of providing

immediate updates with the various data models.

There are three update operations: inserting new tuples, deleting a tuple, and -u

modifying a tuple. These operations also have two parts integrity checking and

the actual modification of the relation. By definition, there is is no duplication of

tuple in a relation [17]. The integrity checking assumed here fulfills the check for no p

duplicates being introduced by any update action. However, no referential integrity

[17 checking is included. Referential checking involves performing selections on other

relations to insure the references do exist. If referential integrity checking is to be

modeled, it consists of select(s) plus the modeling of the update action (this assumes

that the relations are in at least third normal form).

The first update operation is the inserting of a new tuple. The next operation

discussed will be the deletion. And finally, the modification will be explored.

6.1 Inserting a new tuple.

The insertion of a new tuple has two distinct phases- integrity checking and 1

updating. The first phase of the insert is to insure the new tuple does not duplicate

an existing tuple. In some special cases, the introduction of a duplicate cannot occur

or the existence of a duplicate tuple does not matter. However, it will be assumed .

here that it is necessary to insure the integrity of the database by checking for

duplicates. Further integrity checking for functional dependency type considerations I
will not be considered because these could be considered has separate selections from

"- other relations.
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The integrity check for duplicates is a select with a selection value given for the

attribute(s) that form the key for the relation. If the select finds a matching tuple.

then the insertion operation is terminated. Therefore, the select case where few

tuples are expected matches the situation of checking for a duplicate tuple. Next.

the individual architectures and data structures will be used to fully develop the

performance models for the insertion operation.

6.1.1 Single Processor - Single Disk Insertion.

6.1.1.1 Unordered - Unindezed Insertion. The unorganized data struc-

ture is the easiest and hardest data structure to accomplish an insertion. The hardest

part is determining if the tuple duplicates another tuple. This requires reading and

scanning the entire relation to insure that no duplicate exists. However, the easiest V,

part is the actual insertion. The insertion simply adds the new tuple to the last block

of the relation (if there is room, otherwise a new block is written) and writes that

block back on disk. Thus, the performance models inserting a tuple into relation R

is:

Model U - 1

(R -1) T.,

T + Td + T. + max or + T,, + T, (168)

(((R/b)- 1)* T.) + ((R- 1)TT.)

6.1.1.2 Unordered - Indexed Insertion. The indexed data structure al-

lows the index to be searched to determine if the tuple to be inserted is a duplicate.

However, this assumes that the index is for the key of the relation since in a rela-

tional database the key of the relation cannot be duplicated. If the index was only

for one attribute which was only a portion of the key, then the index would identify 4%

the tuple(s) to be retrieved to be examined to see if the tuple to be inserted is a

duplicate.
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Once the tuple is determined to be a valid tuple for insertion, two things remain

to Le done. First, a block with space for the tuple is retrieved or a new block created,

the tuple is added to the block, and the block is written to disk. Then the index

must be updated by adding the new value and TID to the index. The updating

of the index should only require adding the value and TID to the last index block

retrieved. Thus, this would just require the tuple to be added to the block and the

block rewritten. Also, in some instances the block must be split which causes further

updates of higher level blocks.

The performance model for the indexed case must approximate the additional

processing necessary when the index block is caused to be split into two blocks. Using

the approximation of the average number of splits, 1/([z/21 - 1),the performance

model is:
o.,..

Model U - 2

T, + ((LI + 1) * Tid) + To + Td + Tio + T,, + Ti, + [(1/(Fz/21 -1)) * 2Tind] (169)

6.1.1.3 Ordered - Unindexed Insertion. The ordered case presents a

unique problem with inserting a new tuple. The first step checks the relation for a

duplicate tuple. Since the relation is stored in sequential order, only a portion of

the relation must be scanned to determine if a duplicate tuple exists. The expected

value of finding the correct location in the relation for where the new tuple should

be inserted and where a duplicate tuple would be located is one-half of the relation.

Finding the correct location for inserting and determining that it is a valid

tuple to insert is the first step. Next, the tuple is inserted. However, inserting a new

tuple in an ordered relation causes problems. First to maintain the ordering the tuple

has a specific location where the tuple needs to be placed. If the block where the

tuple should be placed contains room, the block only needs to be reorganized to move

some of the tuples to make room at the proper location for the new tuple. However. .4
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if the block does not have room for another tuple, either the tuples are shifted to

make room in the block causing tuples to be shifted into another block forcing a

reorganization of the remainder of the relation. If there is not room to insert the

tuple and a reorganization is not desired, the tuple is written in an overflow area and a

complete reorganization of the entire relation to include all tuple in the overflow area

accomplished at some later time. If the overflow area is used, any retrieval algorithm

using the ordering of the relation must also include some unordered portion to the

processing to accommodate the overflow area.

Using the concept of maintaining the complete ordering of the relation, the

performance model, using T,, for the time necessary to shift a tuple within a block.

is:

Model U - 3

(R/2) *T•.

T: + Td + T. + max or

(((R/2)/b) • T.) + ((R/2) • Ti.)

(170)

(R/2) * T,.

-4- or

(((R/2)/b) * Ta) + (2(R/2) * T,)

6.1.1.4 Ordered- Indexed Insertion. The ordered and indexed data

structure requires two insertion operations. The first insertion adds the index value

to the index. The second insertion adds the tuple in the correct location in the

ordered relation. Therefore, this case uses the index to determine if the tuple to

be inserted is a duplicate and t'ie location of the insertion. Then, the insertion

operation continues as in the previous case, unindexed-ordered relation.

The model combining the insertion in the index and an ordered relation is:
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Model U - 4

(R/2) T.T.+((LI+)*T,d)+Tio+[(1/(f[z/2 -1))*2Ti,.d]+ or/2) • %

(((R/2)/b) • T.) + [2(R/2) • To]
(171)

6.1.2 Single Processor - Multiple Disk Insertion.

6.1.2.1 Unordered - Unindexed Insertion. The first step of the insertion

is the select to insure that the tuple to be inserted is not a duplicate. Then, the new
ZIPtuple can be inserted in any block that has space for the tuple. The only difference

from the single processor - single disk unordered - unindexed insertion is that the

disk seeks would be reduced during the duplicate check. Therefore, the performance
model is:

Model U - 5

(R - 1) • T,

Tc + Td + Ti + max or + T. +To (172)

(((R/d) * Ti.) - 1)

6.1.2.2 Unordered - Indexed Insertion. The insertion uses the index to

determine if the tuple to be inserted is a duplicate. The only difference using multiple

disks versus the single disk - single processor case is that the index may be stored on

more than one disk. However, retrieving each block of the index still requires a disk

access and and I/O because the next block to be retrieved can not be predetermined.

Thus, the performance model equates to the single disk - single processor unordered

- indexed insertion model.

6.1.2.3 Ordered - Unindexed Insertion. Assuming the relation is stored

"T_ on more than one disk, the first step is to find the disk that has the proper insertion
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location for the tuple to be inserted. Then the proper location within the disk is

located. The expected value for locating the proper disk is .5 times the number of

disks and .5 times the number of blocks contained on the disk. If the tuple is not a

duplicate, then the blocks within the disk are reorganized to provide room for the

insertion. This method may leave partial blocks on several disks. But, the insertion

time is much less than if the entire relation following the insertion point must be -r

reorganized. The performance model (using T,, for the time to shift tuple within a

block) is:

Model U - 6

.5(R/d) •T,,

or
Tr+Td +To + .5d*T., +Td +T. +max

(.5(R/d) T T,)

+[(.5(R/d)/b) • T.]

+(.5(R/d) • Tc)

+ max or + Ti. (173)

(2(.5(R/d)- 1) * T)

6.1.2.4 Ordered - Indexed Insertion. The ordered - indexed data struc-

ture requires two insertion operations. The first insertion adds the index value to

the index. The second insertion adds the tuple in the correct location in the ordered

relation. Therefore, this case first uses the index to determine if the tuple to be in-

serted is a duplicate and the location for the insertion of the tuple into the relation.

Then the index is updated and the tuple inserted in the relation and the relat~on

reorganized as necessary. Therefore, the performance model is a combination of the

two previous cases. The performance model is:
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Model U - 7

Tc + ((Li + 1) •Tind) + Ti + [(1/(rz/2] 1)) *2Tid],.j

.5(R/d)• T, (174)

+ max or

((.5(R/d)/b) • T.) + [2(.5(R/d)) * Ti.]

6.1.3 Multiple Processor - Single Disk Insertion.

6.1.3.1 Unordered - Unindezed Insertion. The unorganized data struc-

ture requires the entire relation to be scanned to determine if the tuple to be inserted

is a duplicate. This is actually a selection operation with the writing of a block that

contains the inserted tuple. Therefore, the performance model is a variation of the

select model. The performance model for updating the unordered - unindexed rela-

tion in the multiple processor - single disk architecture is:

Model U - 8

((RIp) - 1) * T..::

or
T + T,, + Td + Tio + max +T..+(p-)*T +Tbt+Td+Tio (175)

(t(R/b) - 11*• T8)

+((R- 1) * Ti.)

6.1.3.2 Unordered - Indexed Insertion. This case does not present any

variation from the single processor - single disk case. Because the multiple processors
cannot anticipate which index block to retrieve next, only a single processor operates I
on the index. Therefore, refer to the single disk - single processor case for the

performance model.

6.1.3.3 Ordered - Unindezed Insertion. This case uses the processors to

scan the relation to find the proper insertion position. The only difference between
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this case and the same insertion with the single disk - single processor case is that

the multiple processors can be used to reduce the processing time of scanning the P

relation. Therefore, the performance model (using T,, for the time necessary to shift. "

tuples within a block) is:

Model U - 9

((R/2)/p) T .: %

T: + T,,, + T + T o + max or

(((R/2)/b) * T,) + ((R/2) .T-)

(176)

((R/12)/p) •T,

+ max or

(((R/2)/b) * T.) + [2(R/2) • T]"'

6.1.3.4 Ordered - Indexed Insertion. The ordered and indexed data

structure requires two insertion operations. The first insertion adds the index value

to the index. The second insertion adds the tuple in the correct location in the

ordered relation. Therefore, this case first uses the index to determine if the tuple

to be inserted is a duplicate. Then, the insertion operations can begin. The model

combining the insertion in the index and an ordered relation is:

Model U - 10 .

T. + [(1/(Fz/2]-1))* (2 *(Tio + Td))] zi

+T((. 8))/ T.) + [2(.(R)) * T.I

Tr + ((Li + 1) * Tind) + max (177)

+ max or

6.1.4 Multiple Processor - Multiple Disk Insertion.
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6.1. 4.1 Unordered - Unindexed Insertion. The main portion of the un-

ordered - unindexed insertion is scanning the entire relation to determine if the tuple

to be inserted is a duplicate. After the insertion is determined to be valid, a single

block must be written with the new tuple. The performance model is:

Model U- 11

((R/p) - 1) *T

or2
Tc + T + Td- To +max +Tc+(p-1)*Tm +Tbt+Td+To (178)

([((R/d)b) -1] T.)

+(((/d)- 1) • Tio)

6.1.4.2 Unordered - Indexed Insertion. The index controls the process-

ing since it is used to determine if the tuple is a duplicate. Therefore, only the

updating of the index and reading and insertion of the tuple in a block can be over-

lapped. Thus, the performance model portrays one processor checking the index for N
duplicates and then a processor inserting the value in the index and one processor

inserting the tuple in the appropriate block. The performance model is:

Model U - 12

T,. + [(1/([z/2] - 1)), 2Td]

T + ((LI + 1) Td)+ max or (179t

Td + T, + T 0 + T..

6.1.4.3 Ordered - Unindexed Insertion. The ordered insertion requires

the correct location for the insertion to be found. This also determines if LIVo tuple to 'eq

be inserted is a duplicate. Then the blocks on the disks where the insertion '- ation

is located are reorg.nized to make room for the insertion. The multirle processors

concurrently scan for the insertion location. The reorganization in', s only one

disk and one processor. Therefore, the performance model (using 7' the time

necessary to shift tuple within a block) is:
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Model U - 13

(.5(R/d)/p) T T,.

Tc + T, + Td + TO + (.5d/p •TC) + max or

((.5(R/d)/b) • T,) + (.5(R/d) • T.)
S..

(.5(R/d)/p) T

+ max or + To (180)

((.5(R/d)/b) * T.) + (.5(R/d) * T.)

6.1.4.4 Ordered - Indexed Insertion. This case combines the previous Z

two cases of inserting using an index and inserting the tuple into an ordered relation. 7"

The index is used to determine the insertion location and if the tuple is a duplicate.

The relation is then reorganized as necessary to make room for the insertion of the

tuple. The model combining the two previous cases is:

Model U - 14

Ti. + [(1/([z/21 - 1)) • 2T,d]

or

TC+((LI+ 1), Tid)+max .5(R/d) * T., (181)

max or

((.5(R/d)/b) * T.) + [2(.5(R/d)) • Ti.]

6.2 Deleting a tuple.

The deletion of a tuple from a relation requires the appropriate tuple(s) to be

found and removed. The deletion criteria could be a range for an attribute or a single

key value. For this discussion, it is assumed thac only a single tuple will be deleted.

The deletion of additional tuples does not alter the processing except that it may

require additional block writes depending upon the data structure. Therefore, the

models developed here assume only deleting a single tuple per deletion operation.

The deletion is basically a select operation. This is sinJ11r to a insert: except, the
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". " delete never has to worry about overflowing a block causing a reorganization of *

the relation. Therefore, all of the following performance models closely resembie the"igl

corresponding select performance models and also are similar to the insert operar~ions

modeled above.,#

6.2.1 Single Processor- Single Disk Deletion.,

6.2.1.1 Unordered - Unindexed Deletion, The deletion of a tuple from

a unordered - unindexed relation first requires the proper tuple to be found (a select

..

operation). After a tuple is found, the tuple is removed from the block where it was .

found and the block written back on the disk. However, the remaining portion of,..

the relation must be scanned because there is no guarantee this was the only tuple '

SI

to be deleted..-,

o.i

The performance models for deleting a tuple from the relation R is:

Model U 1 5

'"

(R - 1) ,Tro

T, + Td + T.o + max or + Tc + Tjo (182) ,(

(((R/b) -1) •T.) + ((R -1) Ti.~)

6.2.1.2 Unordered - Indexed Deletion. The indexed - unordered dele-

tion is basically a select with a rewrite of the block where the tuple was deleted and

an update of the index. Therefore, the performance model is: , s

Model U - 16

T,: + ((Lo + ) .Ti,) + Tr. + Td + To 4 T + Tio.(182)

6.2.1.3 Ordered - Unindexed Deletion. The ition of a tuple from an

ordered relation is controlled by where the tuple is locawa in the sequential order.
Since the tuple location is not known, the expected valu finding a single tuple is

Model8U -116

T[ (L±1)* ld 7'o+T+T 0  +T 0  13
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used (.5R). After the block with the proper tuple is found, the tuple is deleted and

the block rewritten. This process leaves some extra space in the block where the

tuple was removed. However, it does not alter the sequential order of the relation.

The following model reflect the time necessary to execute a deletion of a tuple from

a ordered relation.

Model U - 17

(R/2) T,,

T.+T +T. +max or + Ti. (184) .,

(((R/2)/b) * T,) + ((R/2) • Ti.)

6.2.1.4 Ordered - Indexed Deletion. The deletion of a tuple from an

ordered - indexed relation requires two separate deletions-deleting the tuple and

deleting the index entry for the tuple. First, the index is used to retrieve a TID.

This TID is then used to retrieve the block that contains the tuple and the tuple is

deleted. Also, the TID must be deleted from the index. Since the block where the %

tuple is deleted is not reorganized, this is equal to the performance model for deleting

a tuple from an indexed - unordered relation. Therefore, refer to the previous section

for the indexed deletion for the performance model.

6.2.2 Single Processor - Multiple Disk Deletion.

6.2.2.1 Unordered - Unindexed Deletion. The deletion uf a tuple first

finds the appropriate tuple(s). Then the tuple is removed and the block is written
back to the disk. Therefore, the performance model is:

Model U - 18

(R- 1) .:

Tc + Td + T,, + max or + T+T(185)

• (((R/d) • Ti.) - 1)
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6.2.2.2 Unordered - Indexed Deletion. This case may utilize more than

one disk to store the index. However, each block of the index still requires a disk

access and I/O because the next block to be processed is not predetermined. Thus, ",,

this deletion still requires the same time to execute as the single processor - single

disk case.

6.2.2.3 Ordered - Unindexed Deletion. The deletion is a select followed

by processing the disk where the tuple to be deleted is located. After the block with -

the proper tuple is found, the tuple is deleted and the block rewritten. This process

leaves some extra space in the block where the tuple was removed. However, it does

not alter the sequential order of the relation. The performance model is:

Model U - 19

.5(R/d) T,

or
T + Td + To + .5d* T,, + Td + T,o + max + Tjo (186)

(.5(R/d) * Ti.)

+[(.5(R/d)/b)* T,]

6.2.2.4 Ordered - Indexed Deletion. The deletion of a tuple from an

ordered - indexed relation requires two separate deletions. First, the index is used

to retrieve the TID. This TID is then used to retrieve the block that contains the

tuple and the tuple is deleted. Also, the TID must be deleted from the index. Since -

the block where the tuple is deleted is not reorganized, this is the same performance

model as the performance model for deleting a tuple from an indexed - unordered

relation. Therefore, refer to the previous case for the indexed deletion for the per-

formance model.

6.2.3 Multiple Processor - Single Disk Deletion.

6.2.3.1 Unordered - Unindexed Deletion. The d,,o:- of a tuple from
* -..- > a unordered - unindexed relation with multiple processors ai,. ;ingle disk is es-
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sentially the same as the single processor - single disk processing for the same case
except the processing may be done concurrently by the processors. Therefore. the .

performance model is:

Model U - 20

((R/p) - 1) •T, -

or

T, + T, + Td+ T,, +max +T.c+(p-1)*T+Tbt+Td+T, (187)
([(R/b) - 1] , T)

+((R - 1) * Ti.) -

6.2.3.2 Unordered - Indezed Deletion. This case does not present any

variation from the single processor - single disk case because the multiple processors

cannot anticipate which index block to retrieve next. This means that only a single

processor can operate on the index. Therefore, refer to the single disk - single

processor case for the performance model.

6.2.3.3 Ordered - Unindezed Deletion. The deletion of a tuple from an

ordered relation is controlled by where the tuple is located in the sequential order.

Since the tuple location is not known, the expected value of finding a single tuple is

used (.5R). After the block with the proper tuple is found, the tuple is deleted and

the block rewritten. The performance model using multiple processors is:

Model U - 21

((R/2)lp) T,

T, + T, + T + T, + max or + (1)

(((R/2)/b) * T.) + ((R/2) • T,o)

- 6.2.3.4 Ordered - Indexed Deletion. This deletion requires two deletion

- deleting the value from the index and deleting the tuple. However. the deletion

:7:.? of the tuple from the ordered relation does not altor the ordering of the relation.
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Therefore, the deletion of the tuple is no different than deleting the tuple from the

unordered relation. Therefore, the performance model equates to the performance I--

model for the unordered - indexed deletion case.

6.2.4 Multiple Processor - Multiple Disk Deletion.

6.2.4.1 Unordered - Unindexed Deletion. The deletion in the multiple *- ..

processor - multiple disk environment allows the processors to concurrently scan
for the tuple to be deleted. When the tuple to be deleted is found the tuple is p

removed and the block written back on disk. However, the remaining portion of the

relation must be scanned because there is no guarantee this was the only tuple that

satisfied the selection condition of the deletion. Therefore, the performance model

is a selection plus a block write.

Model U- 22

((R/p) - 1) • T..

or
T +T,+Td+Tto+max +T,,+(P-1)*T +Tbt+Td+T.o (189)

([((R/d)b) - l1 T.) ,,

+(((R/d) - 1) * To)

6.2-.4.2 Unordered - Indexed Deletion. Since the index controls the pro-

cessing, only the updating of the index and reading and insertion of the tuple in a

block can be overlapped. Thus, the performance model portrays one processor pro- I

cessing the index. Then one processor can retrieve and delete the tuple from the

block where it is located and the processor processing the index can update the

index. A
Model U - 23

T + T,o,.

T: + ((LI + 1) *Tmd) + max or (190)

Td + T,, + T + T,o
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This model shows the overlapping updates. The deletion of the tuple requires

more time than the deletion of the index entry because the block with the tuple has S

to be retrieved and then written. Whereas, the index block has already been read for

processing, so it only requires the update to be made and the index block written.

Therefore, the model actually is: "'"

Model U - 24

T: + ((LI + 1)• Td) + Td + Tio + Tc + T (191)

6.2.4.3 Ordered - Unindexed Deletion. This deletion uses the concept

of scanning the first block of each disk to more quickly find the tuple to be deleted.

The deletion then continues in the same manner as the unordered case. Therefore. 5

the performance model is:

Model U - 25

(.5(R/d)/p) *T,:

T: + T + T + T.o + (.5d/p •Tc) + max or + T.

((.5(R/d)/b) * T.) + (.5(R/d) • T 0)
(192)

6.2.4.4 Ordered -Indexed Deletion. The deletion of a tuple from an I
ordered - indexed relation requires two separate deletions. First, the index is used

to retrieve a TID. This is used to retrieve the block that contains the tuple and the

tuple is deleted. Also, the TID must be deleted from the index. Since the block

where the tuple is deleted is not reorganized, this is the same performance model

as the performance model for deleting a tuple from an indexed - unordered relation.

Therefore. refer to the previous case for the indexed deletion for the performance

model.
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6.3 Modifying a tuple

The modification of a tuple can be thought of as a deletion of an old tuple and
an insertion of a new tuple. However, this is not totally true. For the case where

the deletion changes the key attribute(s) of the tuple, this is true but if the key
attribute(s) are unchanged in the modification, not all the integrity checking of the

insertion is necessary.

For the case of the key attribute not being changed, the performance is closely ",

modeled by the deletion models of the previous section. Therefore, the models

presented in this section deal with the more general case of a modification that

might include the key attribute(s). Since the key attribute may be changed. integrity

checking will be necessary. Therefore, there will three operations occurring: the

integrity check for introduction of a duplicate tuple, the insertion of the new tuple.

and deletion of the old tuple. P

6.3. 1 Single Processor - Multiple Disk Modification.

6.3.1.1 Unordered - Unindexed Modification. The modification of a tu-

ple in the unordered - unindexed data structure may require scanning the relation

twice. The unordered - unindexed data structure provides no means of integrity

checking other than scanning the entire relation. The integrity check must be com-

plete before inserting or deleting the tuple can safely be accomplished. Therefore.

the entire relation must, first be scanned, then the deletion and insertion can be exe-

cuted. However, this process is improved by identifying the block where the tuple to

be deleted is located. Then only this block must be read to accomplish the deletion.

And the tuple to be inserted can be placed in the place where the tuple was deleted.

Thus, by scanning the entire unordered - unindexed relation once the location of the
deletion and the integrity checking is accomplished. The performance model is:

l---
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Model U - 26

(R- 1)* T,,

or
T + Td + Ti + max + T: + To + Td + T, + T+T,, (193)

(((R/b)- 1) * T.)

+ ((R--1). Ti.)

6.3.1.2 Unordered - Indexed Modification. The indexed data structure

allows the index to be searched to determine if the tuple to be inserted is a duplicate.

This assumes that the index was constructed for the attribute(s) that form the key

for the relation. If the index is constructed with an attribute(s) that form only a

portion of the key, then the index would identify the tuple(s) to be retrieved to be

examined to determine if they are duplicates of the tuple being inserted. Then the

tuples are retrieved and compared to the tuple to be inserted to insure they are not

duplicates.

The next step after the new tuple is determined not to be a duplicate is delete

e the old tuple and insert the new tuple. Since the relation is not ordered, the insertion

can occur in the same location as the deletion. The index then must be updated.

Updating the index includes adding the new value and deleting the old value. This

requires the index to be processed twice and may include a split when adding the

new value. The performance model is:

Model U - 27

T +((Li+1)*Ta.d)+To+Td+To+TA+To+((Lz+I)*T,.d+To+[( 1/( F,1'21 -1))*2T,,, ) .

(194)

6.3.1.3 Ordered - Unindexed Modification. The mudification of the or-

dered relation requires two phases: the integrity check phase and the modification

phase. The first phase must determine if the new tuple would duplicate an existing

tuple. The relation is scanned until the appropriate location in the relation for tile
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insertion is located. If no duplicate exists the insertion can be accomplished. How-

ever, to make room for the insertion all the folowing data must be shifted until a

block contains extra space.

The modification also requires a deletion. The deletion cannot occur until it is '

confirmed that the insertion will not violate the integrity of the database. Therefore,

two situations could occur involving the location of the deletion and the insertion.

The first would be that the location of the deletion was before the location of the

insertion. This case would require the location of deletion to be noted during the

scan insuring the data integrity. The scan of the relation then continue to find the

insertion location for the new tuple. When the scan finds the insertion location and

confirms that the new tuple is not a duplicate, the deletion can be completed and

tupies shifted up to the insertion point to make room for the insertion.

The other case is where the insertion location occurs before the deletion 'o- Ile

cation. This would require the insertion to be accomplished and the data shifted

to make room for the insertion until the location of the deletion is found. At this
r

point, the deletion would create the space necessary for the shifted data, stopping e1

the shifting of data to maintain the proper ordering. This obviously assumes that the

blocks are all full and an overflow area is not used. If an overflow area was utilized,

the shifting would not occur but both the blocks that contained the insertion and

deletion locations would be modified to reflect the modifications.

The performance models for modifying an ordered relation require several as-

sumptions. The first is that relation will be reorganized at the time of the action.

The next assumption states that the expected value of finding the insertion location

for integrity checking requires scanning one half the relation. It is also assumed that

deletion point is .5 of one of the halves of the relation away from the insertion point.

This assumption allows the approximation of the number of blocks necessary to

be reorganized during the modification. Using these assumptions, the performance

models are (using T, for the time necessary to shift tuples within a block):
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Model U - 28 a-

(R/2) T ...

T, + Td + T. + max or a-

(((R/2)/b) •T,) + ((R/2) • T)

(195)

(R/4) • T,.

+ max or

(((R/4)/b) * T.,) + [2(R/4) • Ti.]

6.3.1.4 Ordered - Indexed Modification. The ordered and indexed data
structure requires two modification operations. The first modification changes the

index. The second modification alters the tuple in the ordered relation. Therefore,
this case first uses the index to determine if the new tuple is a duplicate. Then the

modification operations can begin. The model combining the modification of the

index and an ordered relation is:

Model U - 29

TC +((LI +1) Tifld)+Tio + [(1/([z/21 1))*2T~nl]

(R/4) • r. .
(196)

or
+((LI + 1) * Ti,.d) + Tio + max

(((R/4)/b) * T.)

+[2(R/4) T,o]'

6.3.2 Single Processor - Multiple Disk Modification.

6.3.2.1 Unordered - Unindexed Modification. The multiple disk envi-

ronment takes the performance model for the single procc-or - single disk environ-

ment and reduces the performance by eliminating the di:,i\ ccesses time. Therefore.

the performance model is:
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Model U- 30

(R - 1) • T,"

T, + Td+ T,0 + max or + Ts + T.o + Td + T + T , + To (197)

(((R/d) * Ti.)-1)

6.3.2.2 Unordered - Indexed Modification. This case may utilize more

than one disk to store the index. However, the disk can not be positioned in advance.

to read the next block because the next block is determined by processing the current

block. Therefore, the advantage of using multiple disks to reduce the number of disk

accesses is eliminated. Thus, this equates to the model for the single processor -

single disk indexed - unordered modification case.

6.3.2.3 Ordered - Unindexed Mlodification. This case requires the cor-

. rect disk to be located and then the conditions processing described previously ap-
S .- plies. The one exception to the reorganization stated above, for the ordered - indexed

modification with a single processor - single disk case, is that only the blocks con-

tained within the disk would have to be reorganized. For the modification, it is V
%V

assumed that the insertion and deletion are different disks requiring the reorganiza-

tion of the data on two disks. Also, it is assumed that half of the remaining disks .5".

must be searched to find the location of either the insertion or deletion. Using this

criteria the performance model is:

Model U - 31
.5(R/d) •T,¢i

T: + T + T + .5d T,: + Td+T,, + max
(.5(R/d) T T.o)

+[(.5(R/d)/b) T ,] ..
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T.25(R/d) * T,"+(..5(R/d) •Tvc

or
+ max or +1T,,+ max

(2(.5(R/d) - 1)* To) (.25(R/d)b T],
+[(.25(R/d)/b) *UTj

+(.25(R/d) * T3,)

+ max or + T0  (198)

(2(.25(R/d) - 1) • To)

6.3.2.4 Ordered - Indexed Modification. The ordered and indexed data %

structure requires two modification operations. The first modification changes the

index. The second modification alters the tuple in the ordered relation. Therefore.

this case first uses the index to determine if the new tuple is a duplicate. Then. the

modification operations can begin. The model combining the modification of the Z,

index and an ordered relation is:

Model U - 32

T + ((Lt + 1) • Tnd) + T. + [(1/(Fz/21 -1)) * 2T,]d

.5(R/d) • T,.

or
+((Li + 1) • Tnd) + To +

((.5(R /d)/b) * T ) "19.
(199)

+[2(.5(R/d)) * T.]

.5(R/d) • T,, I
+ max or

((.5(R/d)/b) • T,) + [2(.5(R/d)) * .],o]

6.3.3 Multiple Processor - Single Disk Modification.
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6.3.3.1 Unordered - Unindexed Modification. The multiple processor

environment allows concurrent scanning of the relation. However, the single disk

may constrain the processing. Therefore, the following performance model modifies

the single processor modification by including the multiple processor capability. With

this the performance model is:

Model U - 33

((R/p) - 1) •T,e

Tr + T, + Td + T,,, + max or

(200)([(R/b) - 1].* T,) + ((R - 1). Ti.)

+T,. + (P -1) * T + Tbt + Td + Tio + Ts + To

6.3.3.2 Unordered - Indexed Modification. This case does not present

any variation from the single processor - single disk indexed - unordered case. Be-

- cause the multiple processors cannot anticipate which index block to retrieve next.

only a single processor operates on the index. Therefore, refer to the single disk -

single unordered - indexed processor case for the performance model.

6.3.3.3 Ordered - Unindexed Modification. This case is the same as the

previous unordered - unindexed case except that now the expected search space will

be reduced by the ordering of the relation. But, this also causes the insertion place of

a new tuple to be reorganized to make room for the tuple (assuming the modification

changes the key of the relation). This performance model is also very similar to the

single processor - single disk case except the processing capacity is increased with

the multiple processors. Using this the performance model is:

,:-.,.194
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Model U- 34

((R/2)/p) *T

Tc+Tm + Td + Ti + max or

(((R/2)/b) * T.) + ((R/2) * Ti.) .

(201)
((R14)lp) * T,:

+ max or

(((R/4)/b) * T,) + [2(R/4) T,,]

6.3.3.4 Ordered - Indexed Modification. This model combines the us-

ing of the index to find the proper location of the previous indexed case and the

reorganization of the relation in inserting the tuple. Therefore, the combination of

these two models that modify the ordered - indexed relation is:

Model U- 35

Ti. + [(1/(Ez/21 - 1)) (2• (Ti. + Td))]

+((LI + 1) * (Td + T..)) + To.

+(.25(R/b) T T,) + [2(.25(R)) To]

T: + ((Li + 1) * Ti.d) + max or

.25(R) * T, I

+ max or

+[(l/([z/2] -1)) T., + ((Li + 1) •T,)
(202)

6.3.4 Multiple Processor - Multiple Disk Modification.

6.3.4.1 Unordered - Unindexed Modification. The multiple processor -

mwmultiple disk environment provides the capability to handle the modification (as-
: suming a deletion and an insertion) two ways. The first method would devote a

portion of the processors to each action. However, this could be a problem if the
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insertion was a duplicate, invalidating the insertion then the deletion would have to

be unaccomplished if it had been completed.

The second method and the method modeled here uses all of the processors

for the operation being performed at that time. This also reduces the contention

for retrieving from a specific disk. Therefore, the performance model reflects the ,

combination of inserting and deleting a tuple. In this case, that means scanning the

entire relation to find the tuple to be deleted and to insure the insertion is not a

duplicate. Using this, the performance model is:

Model U - 36

((R/p) - 1) • T,.

Tc + Tm + Td + To + max or

([((R/d)b)- 11* T,) + (((R/d)- 1), T,)

+ Ts + (P 1) * T, + Tbt + T + Tw + Tc + To (203)

6.3.4.2 Unordered - Indexed Modification. Since the index controls the

processing, only the updating of the index and reading and insertion of the tuple

in a block can be overlapped. Thus, the performance model portrays one processor

checking the index for duplicates and then a processor inserting the value in the

index and one processor inserting the tuple in the appropriate block.
'p

-'

Model U - 37

Ti. + [(1/(fz/2] - 1)) • 2T1,d] + ((Li + 1) • Tnd) + Too

T +((LI+1).Tid)+max or I
(204)

6.3.4.3 Ordered - Unindexed Modification. The ordered relation allows

less of the relation to be searched to find the insertion and deletion location. The

multiple processors are used to scan the initial block of ech disk to determine the
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disks that contain the action location. Then the insertion or deletion can continue.

Using the assumptions about the ordered relation structure contained in the single

processor - single disk ordered - unindexed case, the performance model is:

Model U - 38

(.5(R/d)/p) *T,

or
T, + Tm + Td + To + (.5dp •T,) + max

((.5(R/d)/b) • T,) i
+(.5(R/d) • T,,)

(.5(R/d)/p) •T*, (.25(R/d)/p) *T,:

or or ,1+ max + T~o max .-((.5(R/d)/b) * T. ) ((.25(R/d)/b) * T.)

+(.5(R/d) Ti.) +(.25(R/d) • Ti.)

(.25(R/d)/p) T,
or

+max + T,o (205)
((.25(R/d)/b) * T,)

+(.25(R/d) * T,I)

6.34.4 Ordered - Indexed Modification. This case uses the index for

identifying the deletion and insertion location. The index processing is restrictive.

Therefore, only the index and relation updating is overlapped. Thus, the perfor- *1
mance model is:

Model U- 39

T,. + [(/(F/21 -1)) *2T)m] + +((LI + 1) Td) + T 0 I

or

TC+((Li+1)*Tfld)+max .5(R/d) * T,~

+ max or *1
((.5(R/d)/b) T .,) + [2(.5(R/d)) * T. (

: .: " ( 2 0 6 )
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6.4 Summary

All of the models presented for the update actions closely resemble the select

performance models due to the demand of not introducing duplicate tuples and/or

finding the proper location or tuple for processing. However, the more complex or

optimized data structures now require maintenance to maintain the proper struc-

ture. For the case of the indexed structures, this may include maintaining additional

indexes on non-key attributes. The models then must be extended to add the ad-

ditional index updates. In each model there is a segment that provides the index

update, this would just be repeated for the number of indexes maintained for the

given relation. For the ordered data structures, the structure maintenance required

physically moving tuples to maintain the ordering. Therefore, the performance mod- 7
els for updates presented two aspects - the update action of relation and maintaining

the data structure as necessary.

a

.. .; *.*
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VII. Single Query Step Model Resalts

The analytical models provided in the previous chapters do not prove that

one algorithm or data structure is the "best". However, the models provide the

opportunity to predict the results of various workload parameters. The first step

in using the models for performance evaluation is determining the validity of the

models. To prove the validity for each of the approximately 200 models would

require each model to be actually implemented and the results compared. This is

infeasible because of the volume of models and the lack of appropriate hardware.

Therefore, the remaining method for determining the validity of the models is to

compare the results of the models with accepted results. This method was used

to validate the concept of the models by comparing the results with the models

presented by Hawthorn and DeWitt [33] (where the models portrayed the same

operation and same method of completing the operation). The results presented

bv Hawthorn and DeWitt have been validated by experimental benchmarking f9].

The results of Hawthorn and DeWitt have also become a "standard" referenced by

many [5,7,36,64,67,84]. Therefore, the models have been compared to an accepted

reference as appropriate to provide validation.

The analytical models presented are tools to assist in the design of a query

processor. Since, the models contain so many variables, it is very difficult to analyt-

ically compare all models to determine the best model for a given application. And

in designing a database machine, some of the parameters will vary for different appli-

cations of the same type processing causing the outcome to be different. Therefore.

the results presented in this chapter are to be used as a guideline for developing the
similar relationships for their performance parameters. This assumes that some of

the performance parameters, such as, time to read or write a block from disk. the

time seek a track. time to scan a block by the processor. etc., would be fixed and the
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Pb blocks of memory per processor (50)
b - blocks per track on the disk (20)
T, - time to compile query (60ms)
T, - time to send a message to/from back-end (2ms)
Td - average disk access time (39ms)
T, - seek time of one track on the disk (10ms)

, - block read/write time (17ms)
TC - time to scan block (lOms)
Tbt - time to send block to back-end (7ms)
Tb - time to process block with complex operation. like join (95ms)
T.d - time to fetch and examine an index page (66ms)
R - number of blocks in relation R
S - number of blocks in relation S
B - number of bytes per block (13030)
v - attribute size (10)
r - tuple size (100 bytes)
5 - tuple size (100 bytes)
in - index size in bytes (6 bytes)

-S

Table 3. Performance Model Workload Parameters

relationship to be studied in the number of resources could best be used to solve a

range of problems.

The following sections describe the performance patterns of the various data

structures and algorithms for various workload environments. The presentation il-

lustrates the various conditions graphically. The results presented were computed by

programming each model as a separate function. This allows an individual or group

of models to be compared for a given workload condition. Table 3 provides the

values used for evaluating the performance time of the operators. The time parame-

ters (fixed performance parameters described above) are based upon the parameters

presented by Hawthorn and DeWitt [33].

7.1 Select

The select models were broken into categories. FT and MT. The FT cases

are special cases of the NIT cases. They present cases are very difficult to

2O0
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oortray in the course environment of the MT cases. The queries that are looking

for a single tuple as a response are the main concern of many databases. A bank

database containing account balances or retrieving a person's name from a personal ."

database given the person's ID number are examples of this type of query require-

ment. Therefore, the FT case presents a special situation that is normally overlooked

in the interest of simplicity, resulting in a lack of completeness in evaluating all cases.

The focus of this investigation is to use multiple processors and parallel process-

ing to improve the performance of database retrieval operations. The select operator

has been shown to adapt easily to parallel processing (see Chapter II). The use of

parallel processing does provide performance improvement to perform the select but

the performance of the select may be hampered by the speed that data is provided

to the processors for processing. Therefore, the secondary storage retrieval of the

relations becomes the controlling factor. Several techniques have been suggested

for improving the select operator [2.3,4,7,8,15,21,23,25,30,32,33,34,40,43.50,56,60,62]

and no significant improvement seems feasible over the many specialized techniques

and hardware presented. However, the effects of the data structure on the perfor- .-.

mance of the single item retrievals of the FT type transaction have been ignored.

Therefore, Figure 22 presents the results of various select models for the multiple

processor-multiple disk environment. The number of processors and disk selected

for presentation in Figure 22 was arbitrary because the purpose of this evaluation

and presentation was to illustrate the trend of the performance time as the input

relation size increases but the expected output is limited to a few tuples.

Figure 22 shows the effect of increasing the input relation size on the completion

of the selection operation. Figure 23 illustrates the same situation for the MT case.

using a selectivity factor to compute the size of the resnit. This graph portrays that " .

under different conditions, different data structures pro, 'le the best performance in

performing the selection operation. Thus, it can be seen it varying the workload

of the system may effect the performance of the system. '1 places a demand on Fj
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Figure 22. Multiple Processor-Disk Performance for the FT Select Operation

%:" the database designer to define the requirements of the system. If the majority of the

retrievals required can be predefined, the best data structure for that type of ret rieval

may be used in building the system. However, further investigations involving t he-

performance of other operations are necessary to determine the impact of using the

data structure most favorable for the selection operation.

7.2 Project

The projection operation models presented in Chapter IV reflect that dat,-

structure does not have an impact on the projection operation. Therefore. the per- %-

formance results shown in Figure 24 for the multiple processor-multiple disk ca-,

show only two cases: projection-no duplicate removal and projection-with duplicate

removal. It is obvious that if no duplicates are introduced or no concern about dlu- '.

plicates is given, the performance of the project is much better. Extending tis.

Figure 25 shows the effects of further distributing the storage and processing of the

relation to complete the projection operation. Note that the disk and processors are
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Figure 23. Multiple Processor-Multiple Disk Performance for the IT Select Opera-
tion

increased together because having a much greater number of one or the other <,',-

iiificantlv increases the performance capability of the operation. Therefore. the be .T

-torage-processor ratio is to provide at a minimum one disk for each processor. SinC,,

any less storage capability includes contention time with the already slow I/O time.

a maximum number of disk units that can be efficiently used is difficult to determine

without comparing the time requirement for the processor operation and the disk

parameters. By using two disks per processor there is no contention for the diP-k t(,

be writing at the same time it is reading data. Using any more disks per processor

increases the data bandwidth, but may not produce significant performance time "

increases.

The project operation performance is data structure independent in a h,,n-

zontally partitioned database. Therefore, the projection operation has Po impart

determining which data structure is "best". In fact. the data structure independence

of the projection operation implies that the projection and selection operations c,,, 1,
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be combined into a single operation for applications that require both operations in

performing the user query.

.,

7.3 Join

The join (equi-join) performance models, like the selection operation, are sen-

sitive to the data structure of the input relation. The obvious example of the data

structure effecting the performance of the join is when both relations are already

ordered. In this case, the two relations are joined in a merge-type join that requires

each relation to only be read once. However, if the relations are not sorted, the rela- r

tions must first be read, sorted, stored, and then joined. The one data structure that

does not improve the join operation is the indexed data structure. This structure,

due to the random nature of the retrievals, increases the time to perform the join

versus the join using an algorithm that uses unordered-unindexed data.

• .4" The key to the join is to either compare each tuple of one relation with each

tuple of the other relation or to use some method of sorting or grouping to reduce the

comparison range. The reduction of the volume to be compared is critical because

this operation is an NP-complete operation, and by reducing the volume of the

input significant decreases in performance time can be achieved. However. to fully

use grouping to improve the performance of the join, multiple processors are required

to facilitate the joining of the groups of tuples from the relations. Figure 26 presents

the performance graph using a single processor with multiple disks to reduce the

I/O time. Compare this with the performance shown in Figure 27 that uses multiple

processors and the same join algorithms. The performance of the multiple processors

case is improved but the times are still very slow. Therefore. Figure 28 uses a

hashing technique to create disjoint groups of tuples from each relation. where the

corresponding groups or buckets of tuples have the same hash value for the join

attributes and potentially have the same actual value for the join attribute(s. This

changes the join from joining relation R with relatiun S to joining R, with S., R,
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Figure 26. Join Performance using a Single Processor and Multiple Disk.
V%

',- with S2, and so forth. If there are p processors available to perform the join. then

joining the entire relations requires each processor to compare (RxS)/p blocks to

complete the join. Using the bucket method, each processor compares (R/p)x(S/p)

blocks or combining terms, (RxS)/p2 blocks to complete the join. This shows that .1,

creating the series of buckets to be joined significantly reduces the workload of each

K join processor.

Figure 28 shows the significant performance increase that may be achieved by

grouping the appropriate tuples to be joined. Figure 28 presents one situation ot

the join using the improved techniques of using a bucket join. However, the result

presented have used some assumptions that may impact the performance. The first

and most significant assumption of the bucket jonis that the buckets formed by

the hashing function are all approximately equal. If the hash function does not

provide the ability to provide equal size buckets. the time required for the bucket

join may significantly increase. Therefore. the next section describes the limitations

and features of the bucket join.
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7.4 Bucket Join

The join environment is critical to the performance of the operation. The

environment includes the number of processors, the amount, speed. and availability

,f secondary storage, the amount of memory available in each processor: and th!,e
,4,

J4 performance of the communication between processors. The environment affects the

performance of all join algorithms. However, the bucket join is more sensitive to

some of the environment factors than the more traditional join algorithms, sort-

merge and nested-loop. Figure 29 illustrates the performance gain of increasing the

number of processors available for the processing of the join.

The bucket type join [22,24,26.48,80] utilizes a two phase algorithm. The first

phase is the hashing of the tuples to form the buckets and transmitting the buckets

t each relation to the appropriate processors. The second phase of the bucket joiul

i" i the application of one of the join algorithms to the buckets of each relation at
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each processor. Therefore, the bucket join still uses the same algorithms as the

traditional join techniques except that the amount of input is reduced. The results.
shown in Figures 29 and 30, indicate the significant decrease in performance time
by the corresponding increase in processors (assuming a corresponding increase in
secondary storage capability). But, the performance improvement by adding more

processors has to be limited by some bound of efficient usage of the processorsand also bounded by the effectiveness of the hash functions in equally dividing the

buckets. I
The efficiency of the bucket join depends upon the ability to form equal buckets

of data to be joined. Therefore, the best case for this join operation is when each
bucket formed is equal in size. The worst case is when one of the buckets would
contain the entire relation. If the worst case condition existed for one relation but the
other relation formed equally distributed buckets, the operation would approximate
the number of blocks to be compared using more traditional join techniques such
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as the nest loop (Rx(S/p) or (RxS)/p blocks to be compared). To improve this

situation, the hashing can be applied recursively to more equally distribute the

tuples of each relation. This provides the capability of even the worst case to be

handled in a reasonable manner.

The second phase of the bucket join actually performs the join. The methods

modeled here to perform the join are nested-loop and sort-merge. If the bucket sizes

are much smaller than the processor memory, then a hash join, based upon a hash of

the tuples within a bucket to a memory location, can be used which may provide very

good performance [26]. However, the concern here is how to handle all cases which

includes cases that exceed the capacity of the processor memory. In these cases. the

processors that exceed their memory capability could hash the buckets they receive

passing buckets onto further processors. This recursive application of the hashing .,a

allows the size of the buckets to be regulated if there are enough processors to allow "-

this. Obviously, there are cases when the total size of the relations exceeds the total

processor memory size. This requires the processors to use some form of secondary

storage to store tuples and to allow intermediate data to be stored during the join

processing. Therefore, the speed of access of secondary storage could influence the

performance of the join operation. Figure 31 shows that even when secondary storage

is used, fast secondary storage versus slower disk secondary storage does not provide

a significant performance increase.

The next element of the environment is the communication capability of the

processors. It is assumed that the processors have the ability to pass data from

one processor to any other processor. This does not mean that there needs to be

a direct path from each processor to each other processor, but that there exists a

capability for data to be routed through intermediate processors to reach the desired

destination processor. One advantage of the bucket join is that only at the beginning

of the process when the relations are being hashed does information have to be shared

among the processors. After the individual processor receives all of its data. it does
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not have to communicate with any other processors to complete its portion of the

join. This is different from the nested-loop algorithm that must continually pass

additional data to be joined and the sort-merge algorithm which requires several

transfers of portions of the relations to complete the sorting of the relations. Since

all of the join algorithms require some inter-processor communication, Figure 32

shows the effect of improving the speed of inter-processor communication. Included

in the effect of inter-processor communication time is the time required to pass the

results to some form of back-end. Currently, the back-end is modeled to be a data

sink that does not create any contention within the inter-processor communication.

Therefore, the volume (as determined by the join selectivity factor) of the results

directly effects the time to complete the join. Figure 33 illusl rates the effect of join

selectivity factor in the performance time of the join.

The last factor of the performance time of the join is the number of processors

available to perform the join. The number of processors and the amount of memory
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"- of each processor are combined to describe the capability of the processors in this

discussion. The goal when processing the join is to have enough processor capability

to contain all of both relations in processor memory. If the processor capability is %

generated by very large processor memory, the processing times are slower, due to

the larger workload for each processor. Therefore, the ideal goal for the number of

processors would be to have RxS processors if using the nested loop algorithm. This

allows each processor to compare the smallest portion of each relation that is feasible.

If using the sort-merge algorithm, 2R+2S processors would be the optimal number

of processors. This would allow R+S processors to each sort one block of tuples and

leave R+S processors to form binary trees to merge the sorted blocks plus merge the

final sorted relations. The bucket join, due to the grouping of tuples by value, would

need R processors, assuming R>S. This allows each processor to process one block

of the largest relation and a portion of a block of the smaller relation. Thus. the ".5

:. .. block join requires the least number of processors to provide the optimal processing

environment.

The bucket join achieves a more optimal processor environment than any of the

other algorithms. Even this environment may not be a realistic number of processors

to have in the system. Figure 30 showed the effect of increasing the processors but it

does not show what the effect of increasing the processor memory size, to increase the

processor capability, will have on the performance of the operation. Since increasing

the memory size would reduce the amount of information that would have to be

stored in secondary storage, the performance time should improve. However. by

increasing the memory size, the processing time increases because the amount of

processing to be done by the processor, sorting or comparison of blocks, increases.

Therefore, the increasing of processor memory improves the performance but not as

significantly as might be expected. Figure 34 shows the effect of varying the memory

size of each processor performing the bucket join.

, The bucket join is the best join for all equi-join retrievals. This was shown
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- above. The sort-merge algorithm within the bucket join provides the best perfor-

mance results except when each processor contains one or two blocks of each relation.

Then the nested-loop algorithm performs better. However, one more consideration

in selecting an algorithm is whether the time to produce the first results or the time

to produce the entire set of results being more important. If the time to first result

is the desired performance element, the nested-loop algorithm will produce results

much sooner than the sort-merge algorithm because it starts act, I comparison of

the two blocks of tuples immediately. The sort-merge algoritiu, has to sort the P

blocks of each relation before actual comparison of the relations begins. However,

the sort-merge will complete the entire operation sooner than the nested-loop algo-

rithm. The focus of the investigation here has been on the performance time of the S1.

complete operation. So, the bucket join using the sort-merge operation is the best

algorithm, no matter what the input data structure of the relations, for performing

the equi-join.
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7.5 Update

The update operation is the only operation considered that does not retrieve

data in response to a query. The update operations add, modify, or delete tuples

from existing relations in the database. All of the update operations require two

phases: a determination phase as to the correctness of the update and the actual

modification of data within the database. Due to the determination of correctness

phase, what seems to be the best data structure for updates may not be as efficient as

other data structures. The following sections compare the performance time, which

is dominated by disk accessing, necessary to perform updates using the various data

structures.

7.5.1 Insertion The insertion operation adds new information into an exist-

ing database. The first element of the performance time of the insertion is the level

of integrity checking enforced within the system. If no integrity checking is done,

such as for a history type database that allows duplicate entries, the fastest insertion

would be one that could place the data at any available space. This type insertion

would require one block to be read, the tuple added to the block, and the block

written back to disk. This provides the best possible performance to complete the

insertion. However, the performance models developed previously require a mini-

mum level of integrity checking. The result of this is that the insertion, with the

unstructured environment described above, requires the entire relation to be read

and scanned to perform the integrity check. Thus, the insertion time is increased

from two disk accesses to R + 2 disk accesses (where R is the number of blocks in

the relation). The above example illustrates the major element in completing the

insertion operation-disk accesses. Next, the performance of inserting a tuple given

the different data structures in the multiple processor-multiple disk environment will

be examined.

The multiple disk environment allows the overlapping disk accesses. This im-
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proves the performance of an operation that requires reading several blocks of a "

relation. Using this concept. the time to perform an insertion with the unordered-

unindexed data structure, with R blocks in the relation and d disks, requires R/d

+ 1 disk reads/writes. However, the indexed data structure requires the index to

be updated and the insert can occur in any block with extra space. By updating .0

the index, the integrity checking is also accomplished. Thus, the insertion requires

approximately L + 2 disk I/Os, where L is the number of levels in the index. Since 5-

the fanout ratio of the index is user controlled, the maximum number of levels in

the index should not exceed 5 or 6. This means the insertion with the indexed data

structure requires approximately 7 or 8 disk reads or writes. The contrast in data

structures illustrates that the indexed insertion requires a constant number of disk

I/Os to perform the insertion, while the disk I/Os using the unordered-unindexed

data structure increases with the relation size.
A..

The insertion of a tuple in the ordered data structure is similar to the unordered
case described above. The difference with the ordered data structure is that the entire

relation does not have to be read in each case. The expected value of disk reads to

find the insertion point for the new tuple is half of the relation. The insertion in the

ordered relation also requires the ordering of the relation to be maintained, though.

This means the tuples within blocks may have to be moved to make room for the

insertion. Therefore, the ordered insertion depends heavily upon the expected values

of finding the appropriate insertion location and number of blocks that need to be

reorganized. The implication of this is that the entire relation will be read to find

the proper location or will be read and written during the reorganization. However.

using multiple disks, the number of disk reads or writes is reduced to the portion

of the relation stored on a single disk. This, like the unordered-unindexed data

structure, varies with the size of the relation.

The final data structure is the ordered-indexed data structure. An insertion

with this data structure requires the constant number of disk I/Os to update the
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• -. -. index and to find the proper insertion location. Then the remainder of the portion ,

of the relation stored on the disk following the insertion point would be reorganized

to make room for the insertion. This may require several disk accesses or just a few

accesses but it is assumed for modeling purposes half of the blocks contained on the"

1.21

disk will be reorganized.,'

The results presented above show that the indexed case presents the best struc-

ture for completing an insertion in an on-line situation. The one effect not discussed

is the time required to maintained multiple indices. However, each index will requireanother L + 2 disk I/Os to be updated. If the indices are contained on separate disks

and several processors and disks can be used to update the indices the performance

time would be the same as updating a single disk. Figure 3.5 illustrates the %variolis

insertions with the different data structures, showing the excellent performance of
tFe indexed data structure. The performance times presented show an indexed

case that requires one processor to update two additional indi. - nd its effe gne

isthe performance time.d
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Figure 36. The Performance of Deleting a Tuple

7.5.2 Deletion The deletion of a tuple is similar to the insertion except no

blocks will need to be reorganized to maintain the proper ordering. Therefore all the

data structures provide performance similar to the insertion performance. However. '

the ordered case provides an improvement over the unordered case for all situations.

The indexed cases still provide a constant time to perform the operation no matter

what the size of the relation, thus providing the best performance. Figure 36 shows

the performance times of the different data structures to complete a deletion of a

tuple.

7.5.3 Modification The final update action is a modification of a tuple. Ac-

tually the modification is considered to be a deletion and an insertion combined.

Therefore, the performance results are similar to the insertion and deletion. Fig-

ure 37 shows the performance results of performing a tuple modification.

The results presented for the update actions show that the best data structure

for updates is the unordered-indexed data structure. This says that if the user
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requires many on-line time-critical updates, the best way to store the relation is i'll

an unordered manner with an index for the key of the relation.

7. 6 Performance Conclusions

The performance results presented in this chapter do not provide a "best data

structure" for storing relations; however, some conclusions about the "better data

structure" for given situations can be drawn. The data structure has no impact

on the performance of the project. Also. the join processing that provides the best

results (bucket join) does not depend upon a data structure because the first step

scans the relation and redistributes the relation. Therefore. any of the data structures

will provide the best environment for performing the project or join operations. ThIs.
the only operations that depend upon the data structure are the select and update.

The select operation performance results presented two conflicting views. Tli,

first view shows that if the main retrievals from the database consist of queries 'Wia:

- pro(iuce results consisting of a single tuple or a few tutples. th, hest data strc:,::

2 1

I'.
.- .-,



.- , is indexed, either unordered-indexed or ordered-indexed. However, when the results

produced in response to a query consist of a group of tuples. the unordered-indexed

case provides the poorest performance because it requires random retrievals of tu-

piles. The best performance is provided by the ordered-indexed data structure, with

the ordered-unindexed and unordered-unindexed providing similar results. The ad-

vantage of ordered-indexed data structure is the direct pointer to the beginning of

the tuples that satisfy the query. Thus, the select performance presents conflictin.

views of the "best data structure". Therefore, the results of the select data structure

must be balanced with the results of the update operations.

The update operation performances presented all assume the update must be
p.,

done immediately. If the update does not need to be done immediately and the

updates can be accumulated and done together in a batch. the update operation z
then becomes more of a select-type operation which favors the ordered structure,

or unordered-unindexed structure. Therefore, the individual database user require-

ments must be defined to allow the best data structure. However. if t lie requiremen,

of the database are mixed or are not definable, the probable data structure mix is t he

unordered-unindexed data structure, because the unordered-unindexed data strlmc-

ture provides middle of the road performance for all situations and the performance

of the unordered-unindexed data structures can be linearly increased by increasing

the number of processors and disks until each disk contains a single block of th,.

relation. In this optimum case. the select or update operations would require each

disk to retrieve its one block, thus requiring the time for only one disk access.

The final operations are the binary operations. The results presented show,'

that the join operation is best performed by a distributed environment that groupsI

the information independent of the stored data structure.- The product operation

ignores any data structure in its processing. Therefore. the data stricture does nt

impact the binary operation processing in a multiple processor environmentil. L

Consideration of the performance of the binary operations is the abilily to acce-
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the relations in parallel, to provide the multiple processors with data as quickly as

possible. This implies that the data structure consideration of these operations is

that the relations are stored in the round-robin fashion on the disks to allow parallel

access to the relations.

The conclusion is that the main requirement for all processes is parallel access

to the relations for over all best performance in all cases. When the data structure

is being optimized for single retrieval or update operation. the relation should still

be stored distributed on the disks to provide the parallel access of the relation when

the optimized case does not fit the retrieval. Table 4 summarizes the effects of the

environment parameters on the performance of the various operators. Therefore, for

the case of select-FT case the table indicates that indexing is desired. However, if

the relation data structure is indexed, the tuples should still be stored on several

disks. This will not improve the select of a single tuple from the relation but provid-

better performance when the relation is needed for a different operation.

Table 4 summarizes the best performance for the given set of time parameters

used for this evaluation (e.g., Tio, Tb, Tb,, ... ), assuming a multiprocessor environ-

ment. This does not mean that the performance of the "best" column will alwa-.-s

provide the "best" performance for all combinations of performance parameters and

architectural constraints. The performance summary presented shows how the query

processor designer would use the models to produce a set of similar "best" results

for their actual case to guide the design process. The general column of the sum-

mary table provides an overview of what data structure is "always" optimal if no

data structure currently exists. This means that for the select it is not feasible to

have to sort the relation first to provide better performance for a single retrieval.

Thus. Table 4 illustrates the use of the analytical models as a building block in the

structured approach to designing a database query processor.
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Data Structure or Algorithm
for Best Performance

Best General

Case Case

Select - Single Tuple Result Indexed-Unordered Unindexed-Unordered

Select - Multiple Tuple Result Indexed-Ordered Unindexed-Unordered -

Project N/A N/A

InetIdxdUodre nnee-nree

Dnserte Indexed-Unordered Urundexed-Unordered

Mdet Indexed-Unordered Unindexed-Unordered

Join Bucket-Join Undetermined

Product Nested-Loop Nested-Loop

Table 4. Summary of Performance Results]
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VIII. Multi-Step Query Performance

The typical retrieval from a database requires more than one relational opera-

tion to complete. All of the focus on performance to this point has been on individual

retrieval operations. Next, the effects of combining the individual retrieval opera-

tions are explored. First a general form of expressing a multi-step query- a query

tree, is explored. Then the individual query steps are examined to determine how

they fit the general form of the query and how multi-step queries may be executed.

8.1 Query Tree

The relational database exists to provide data in response to user queries for

data. The queries may require several steps to provide the response in the user-

defined format. The series of steps necessary to complete the query correspond to the

relational operators and are often expressed in a tree form. This tree representation

of the query steps is called a query tree [19]. Figure 38 illustrates a query tree.

The query tree is an operator tree that shows an internal representation of the

steps necessary to complete a query. By using a query tree, any relational algebra

equivalent query may be represented since the query tree shows the relational algebra

operators necessary to complete the query. The internal nodes of the query trees

describe the relational operators necessary to answer the query. The leaves of the tree

describe the relations used by the relational operators. The query tree also shows

the execution order of the relational operators. It is assumed that any optimizatio

done by manipulating the execution order of the operators [73,79] has already been

completed.

The query tree is actually a parse tree showing the relational operators and

their execution order [79]. By definition, a tree is a finite set of one or more nodes such

that: (1) there is a specially designated node called the root" (2) the remaining nodes

are partitioned into n disjoint sets, T1, T 2, " ", T,. where each of these sets is a tree.
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Figure 38. A Simple Query Tree

T , T 2, . are called subtrees of the root [39]. Also, the query tree is a directed

graph in which the nodes represent precedence relations between tasks. Figure 38

shows a typical query tree and Figure 39 shows the expanded directed graph form of

the query tree. These properties make the query tree compatible with a computation

graph [45,55]. Cesarini uses the compatibility with a computation graph to construct

query execution graphs to explicitly show the independent parallelism possible for a

given query tree [16].

Parallelism is the use of multiple processors to effectively work on a prob-

lem concurrently. Independent parallelism, intranode parallelism, and pipelining are

three forms of parallelism. In independent parallelism, the tasks do not share data

or depend on the results of a task that is currently executing, allowing the tasks to

be processed concurrently or in parallel. Intranode parallelism, as seen in previous

chapters, is parallelism allowed by the specific algorithm and data structure used to

complete a task. In intranode parallelism, the algorithm must effectivclv allow differ-

ent processors to work on the same or shared portion of the task without corrupting
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Figure 39. Directed Graph in the Query Tree

the data (this type of parallelism is not possible in all cases). Pipelining implements

multiprocessing by having data-dependent processes cooperate in creating a data

pipeline. The pipeline passes partial data from a process to the next process allow-

ing several dependent processes to be active concurrently by using partial results

from the previous process. Therefore, parallelism improves performance by the use

of processor allocation.

Parallelism is one method of improving the performance of completing the I
processing to satisfy a query. The query tree provides other opportunities for possible

performance improvements. One method of performance improvement, using the

query tree, is query optimization. Query optimization uses the mathematical basis

of the relational operators [181 to reconfigure the order of the operators in the query

tree [79]. This manipulation of the order of the operators to make the query structure

more efficient bases its manipulation on the amount of data being passed from node

to node in the query tree and tries to reduce the data as soon as possible [73.791.

Since the performance of the query depends upon the amount of data to be processed.
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I it is useful to annotate the query tree to describe the amount of data used at each

step of the processing.

Each of the operations in the query tree produces a relation as its results. The

arcs of the query tree represent the passing of relations from node to node. Therefore.

there is a size or amount of data associated with each arc, which is dependent on the

previous operation. Using the query tree of Figure 40, assume the sizes of relations

R1 and R2 are n, and n 2, respectively. Then arcs a, and a2 would have sizes ni

and n2 . The size associated with arc a3 is a function of operation x, and its input

a,. Thus, the size of a3 is flnl. Correspondingly, the size of the relation associated

with a4 is f 2n2 . Arc as is the result of binary operation x3. Therefore, the size of a5

depends upon the the size of both inputs a3 and a4, and the operation x3. The size of

the results of X3, arc a5 , is represented by f 3 (fln x f 2 n2 ) (the product combination of

inputs is normally considered for the join and product operations and f3(flnl + f2n2)

for other binary operations, although by reducing the selectivity factor the product

representation can be applied). The range of f, is 0 to 1, providing a range for the

output from 0 to (fin, x f 2 n 2 ). Since fl, f2, and f3 control the volume of the output.

they are called selectivity factors.

The selectivity factor is a critical element because it determines the size of the

resulting relation which may be the input into another operation. The effect of the

selectivity factor is greater than it may seem. A simple example will be presented

that illustrates the binary operation information explosion possible. Suppose there

is binary operation, x,, that has inputs, R,, and Rm, which each have 1.50 blocks. If

the selectivity factor is 1, the results would consist of 22,500 blocks of information

(I x (150 x 150)). Previously, it was noted that this method of computing results may

not be valid for some binary operations, such as the product or join, because it lacks

sensitivity of the combination of the individual tuples within the blocks. Using this

concern, further examination of the example shows that each block of the relations

- contains 100 tuples. The product now actually becomes, (100 x 150) x (100 x 150).
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plus the result for the product or join is a combination of the two input tuples.

meaning that only 50 tuples will fit in a block for the results. Therefore, with

selectivity factor of 1, the operation produces 225,000,000 tuples. With 50 tuples

fitting in a block, there are 4,500,000 blocks produced. This illustrates the dramatic

information explosion possible with binary operations.

The concept of the query tree is that the operations take many inputs and

reduce them to a single solution. This is true, but the shape of the query tree seems

to imply that the data volume also is reduced as it proceeds up the tree. However.

as illustrated above this may not be true; instead, the resulting relation may be

much larger than the sum of the inputs. This has serious implications in the time

to complete the query because the size of the input is the main element in the time

to perform an operation and one of the main time requirements of the operation

is the time to store and retrieve the intermediate results from secondary storage.

Therefore, reducing the amount of intermediate relation storage is a critical element

in optin izing the performance of executing the query. The next section looks at how
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to reduce the intermediate storage of relations.

8.2 Combined Operators

The purpose of combining operators is to reduce the need for passing and

storing intermediate relations by performing as many operations as possible while

the data is contained in the processor memory. There are two types of relational

operators: unary and binary operations. The unary operators, select and project.

are data reduction operations. Select and project reduce the input by either selecting

horizontal or vertical portions of the relation. Thus, if the query requires a select ,

followed by a project, there is no reason that these operations cannot be combined

to be performed together. The operation performs the select, producing tuples that

satisfy the selection criteria, and then the results can be reduced by only producing

the attributes that are necessary to satisfy the projection.

8.2.1 The Sel-Proj Operation. The sel-proj operation selects the tuples that

satisfy the selection criteria and the projection is applied to these tuples. The effect is

that the projection operation is applied only to that portion of the relation already

in memory, reducing the I/O time required. If the sel-proj operation is required

for a retrieval that requires only a project, the sel-proj operates as a projection

operation, selecting all tuples, while if only a selection operation is needed, the results

of the select are not altered. The combination of the two operations reduces the

intermediate reading and writing of temporary relations, improving the performance

of multi-step queries.

Figure 41 shows the performance of the sel-proj operation (using the unindexed-

unordered data structure) versus the sum of the time to perform the separate select

and projection operations in sequence. This shows that the reduction of I/O by elim-

inating the intermediate storage of results in the combined operation does improve

the performance compared to performing the two operations separately. Next. thl.
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possibility for combining other operators is explored.
N''

8.2.2 Other Combined Operations. The concept of combining operators is

really a simple form of pipelining. Pipelining requires that the operation can operate
'p.4

on a portion of the input without corrupting the final results. Corrupting the results

also means not providing the complete set of results. Therefore the only relational

operators that satisfy this condition are the unary operators (without special data

structures or special constraints). The only unary operators are select and project

and it has previously been shown that they can be combined into a single operator.

There is however one more possibility for combining relational operators.

The final operator combination combines the sel-proj operator with any binary.

operator. The sel-proj is an unary operator. It takes a single input relation and pro-

duces a single output. The sel-proj can be combined with any binary operator. The

binary operations have two input relations and produce a single resultant relation.
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Theorsle the binary operation can be combined with the sel-proj operation. where

the results of the binary operation are reduced by selection and projection before

they leave the processor that performed the binary operation. Performing a select

and project (with no duplicate removal) on fragments (horizontal fragments) was

shown to be valid in Chapter II. p

The combination of a binary operator and the sel-proj produces valid results.

Next. the performance improvement of combining operators and the limitations of

combining operators are discussed to determine the value of combining operators.
.-..

An example best illustrates the opportunity of improved performance by combining

operators. Suppose there is a binary operation that produces 1000 blocks of output

followed by a selection and the results of the selection are further reduced by a .I
projection. If the operations are done individually, the intermediate results must be

passed from one processor to another or the results must be stored on some form of

':. secondary storage. If the operations are performed as three separate operations. the

1000 blocks of results must be passed to the select operation. The results of the select

must be passed to the project. If the select produces 500 blocks of output, then it is

necessary to pass 500 more blocks and finally, the project must scan the 500 blocks

to produce its results. The "cost" of using three operators instead of combining the

three operations is the time to pass 1500 blocks and the time to scan 500 blocks.

The consideration is that the scanning of the results of the binary operation does I
not take any more time in the processor that produced the results as in a separate

processor and by performing the operations together, the time required to pass data

is reduced to only the final results of three operations instead of one operation. -1
I

8.3 General Query Tree Form .'

The combination of the binary operators with the select and project operators

provides the opportunity to restructure the query tree to a normal query tree form. .

The normal query tree form reduces the operations required to complete a query
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(o , and this reduces the volume of data being t ransmitted. Figure 42 shows the general

normal form query tree. Figure 43 illustrates the query shown previously in Figure 40

in the normal form query.

The normal form query has two types of nodes-the initial nodes and the

binary nodes. The initial nodes are the operations that first retrieve the input or

base relations. The initial nodes also reduce the base relations as much as possible.

The binary nodes consist of a binary operation combined with a select and project

that prepares the results of the binary operation for the next binary node, or provides
~the final formatting of the data for presentation to the user.

8.3.1 Initial Nodes in Vormal Form Quenj. The initial nodes retrieve and

provide the input to the base level binary nodes. The primary task of the initial

node is to retrieve the base relations for further processing. The initial nodes also

perform any data reduction that is possible.

• :s.7"The data reduction with a single relation is eitli,-r a select. project. or both a
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Figure 43. Example Query

select and project, using the sel-proj operator. The initial nodes perform as data

filters to reduce the data as it is retrieved from secondary storage. If the project

performed by the initial nodes does not remove duplicates, the operations of the

initial nodes can be completed by a single scan of the relation as it is retrieved.

Therefore, these relations passed to the lowest level binary nodes are ready for the

first binary operation. However, these relations may have duplicate tuples. But, the

duplicates will be removed by the operation of the binary nodes.

The initial nodes may provide the capability to completely satisfy some queries.

If the query calls only for a select and/or a project that does not introduce duplicates.

-'p the initial nodes can complete the query.

8.3.2 Binary Nodes in Normal Formn Query. Each binary node takes two

input relations and produces a single output relation. The binary node inputs have

been reduced by sel-proj operation of the initial nodes or lower level binary node's.

Also, although the base relations may have been stored as ordered or indexed dlata.
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the data structure entering the binary nodes in general is uninexed-uriordere :e-.

cause the key may have been projected out. destroying the ordering aud indexiNu.

As described previously, the binary node is a combined operator. It first performs

the binary operation. then the sel-proj operator is used io reduce the results to the

normal form for the next binary node.

The purpose of the binary nodes is to complete the necessary operations to

complete a query. The binary relational operators are product. join. difference.

union, intersection, and division. The binary nodes will also be used to remove

duplicates (the means of duplicate removal will be discussed later). -Next. how the

binary nodes implement the binary operations will be discussed.

The operations the binary nodes have to implement fall into two classes - equal

comparison operators and compare-all operators. The equal comparison operators

are operators that only need to find the tuples that have equal values for specified

attribute (or equal tuples where the keys are equal). Thus. if all the tuples with

equal attributes can be grouped together, the operator only has to examine each

group at a time to complete the operation. The equal comparison operators use

groups of tuples of the relations where corresponding groups are formed under the

same criteria. For relations R and S, this means that R and S are grouped so R,

corresponds to Si, R2 corresponds to S2, "", and R, corresponds to S,. Besides

the equi-join, the other operators that fit this condition are union. difference, and

intersection. The most familiar example of the equal comparison class operators

is the equi-join. The equi-join may be implemented by sorting each input relation

on the join attribute and then performing a merge type comparison. The merge

operation works because it needs only the tuples that have equal join attribute(s).

Thus, the name equal comparison operator is a descriptive name for the equi-join

operator.

The union operator combines two relations that have the same tuple deiiiti . %

.-. This means that the tuples of both relations have the same at tri lel!es defined on 111,h
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same domains. The union operator then combines the two relations. eliminating "

any tuple that may be duplicated. The grouping of the tuples by value insures that

duplicate tuples will be in the same bucket or group and the comparison will discover

and eliminate the duplicates. The results of the union consists of the combination

of the results from each bucket and the results from each bucket consists of all the

tuples remaining after the buckets of each relation are sorted and compared by a

merge type operation and duplicates eliminated (see description of bucket-join in a

previous chapter for complete description of sort-merge processing).

The intersection operator compares two relations and selects only the tuples

that appear in both relations. This operation is the opposite of the union. This

means that during the comparison phase of the operation only the tuples that are

in both relations are selected. By providing groups of tuples formed by the same

criteria, the tuples that are equal are guaranteed to be in the same group providing

the ability to compare only small groups of tuples instead of the entire relation.

Therefore, the intersection is a member of the equal comparison class of operators

that may be implemented by the bucket comparison operation.

The final binary operator that may be completed using the equal comparison of

the bucket comparison operation is the difference operation. The difference operator

compares a first relation with a second relation and removes from the first relation
any tuples that are duplicated in the second relation. Again, the operator operates

only on tuples that are equal in both relations and the correct results can be provided

as long as all the equal tuples are compared. If no duplicate tuples were found the

results would then be the entire first relation. Since only the equal tuples need to he

found, the bucket-join type processing of grouping the relations into buckets. sort in

the buckets, and merging or comparing the ordered buckets, provides tie capability

to perform the difference.

One requirement of the binary nodes. duplicate removal, does no, fit the e1cjii

comparison class of operators because it is not a binary operation. However. ,l-
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plicate removal is a part of the combined operator of the binary nodes when the

bucket process with sort-merge is used. Duplicate removal is easily completed by

the bucket processing technique because the grouping of tuples and further sorting

places duplicate tuples together in the input relations where the duplication is eas-

ilv identified and duplicates removed. Therefore duplicate removal from the input

relations is incorporated in each operation that uses the bucket type processing.

Since the bucket processing eliminates duplicates from the input relations, any

duplicates introduced by the projection on the output stage of a binary node wiil be

deleted bv the next binary node encountered. If no more binary nodes are required.

then a special duplicate removal node needs to be added as the last node of the

normal form query tree. Figure 44 shows the modified normal form query tree with

duplicate removal. With this extra node to remove duplicates as required and the

combined operators. all queries can be mapped into the normal form query tree.

However. the binary nodes also may be required to perform compare-all operations.

2.35
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The binary nodes must also be capable of performing the other binary rela-

tional operators-product and non-equality joins. The compare-all operations are

operations that must compare each tuple of one input relation with each tuple of

the other input relation because just finding the equal tuples will not insure the

complete or correct results. These operations require all or parts of the relations

to be compared or combined with all or part of the second relation. The product

requires each tuple of the first relation to be combined with each tuple of the second

relation. The only algorithm that can accomplish this is the nested-loop algorithm.

.4",

The nested-loop algorithm compares tuples of each relation block by block

to complete the operation. The nested-loop algorithm was discussed as a solution

for the equi-join operator in an earlier chapter. The problem of the nested-loop

algorithm is the lack of problem reduction capability such as the bucket-join process

had. Therefore for two relations with n and m blocks, respectively, n x m blocks must

be compared in the nested-loop algorithm versus the (n/b)x (m/b) block comparisons

when the processing may be grouped by blocks. However, the nested-loop processing
,is necessary to complete the product operation.

is nea

,.! The join, including the equi-join, is a special case of the product which consists

of a product followed by a selection, where the criteria for the selection is referred %

to as the join condition. The equi-join has a join condition that selects tuples where

the join attribute(s) are equal. However, the join condition may also contain a less

than or greater than condition. Although the bucket-join does provide a means to

group the necessary tuples together, the hash function does not reflect true ordering

of tuples by value. Therefore, the nested-loop process is used to perform the join

where the join conditions are other than equal coiditions.

8_11 Performance of Normal Form Queries

The individual components of the normal form query tree are the iv, itial nodes

• . and the binary nodes. The characteristics of the nodes of the quiery tree have bern 'J
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discussed and the performance characteristics of the individual operations consid-

ered in the implementation of the individual nodes. However, the execution of the

entire query and its total performance and the use of parallelism in the normal form

query tree have not been directly addressed. The following discussion provides this

information.

The time to execute a query expressed in the normal query tree form is the

time to complete execution of the root binary node plus the time to complete the

largest subtree (largest in terms of execution time, where execution time is the

time from the first processing of the query until the time of completion the last

subtree process, and not necessarily the total time spent executing the subtree).

This definition is recursive since each subtree is also a tree. Therefore. the time

to execute a subtree is the time to complete the root node of the subtree plus the

greater time of its subtrees. By this definition, the time to execute a query in a

single processor environment would be the sum of the node execution times. In

a multiple processor environment, the possibility of using parallelism may improve

the execution time. Therefore, further exploration of the parallelism possible in the

normal form of the query tree will be explored.

The three forms of parallelism-independent parallelism, intranode parallelism.

and pipelining-all have opportunity for use in the solution of the query. First, in-

tranode parallelism is the use of multiple processors in the execution of a single node.

Intranode parallelism has already been addressed and shown to be effective for the

sel-proj, bucket-join, and nested-loop processing, which are the only types of opera-

tions necessary to solve any query (bucket-join encompasses all bucket processing).

Thus, the performance of the execution of a query tree may be improved by using

multiple processors in the execution of each node. However, the storing of the inter-

mediate results between nodes is normally considered to be the biggest time drainI

due to the time discrepancy between processor speed and the disk 1/O time.

• , '," Pipelining is theoretically impossible for the binary operations. It is impossihhW
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because the binary operations require all of the first relation to be compared with the

second relation (or bucket of the relation). This means that one binary node has to

be complete before the next node can finish. However, some of the initial processing

in a binary node can be accomplished as pieces of the inputs are provided as results

from a previous binary node. ff the binary node uses the bucket type processing. the

initial input blocks are hashed and blocks distributed to the processors where they

will be processed. The processors take their initial hashed blocks and sort them to

prepare for completely ordering the buckets of each of their inputs. The nested-loop

processing does not sort or hash the tuples of the blocks it receives. But the nested-

loop process can begin the comparison of blocks as long as the blocks are retained

for comparison with all other blocks. "

Pipelining is the type of parallelism that could most reduce the amount of

secondary storage accesses in solving a query. However, pipelining does require

processors to be committed to receiving results which removes a processor(s) from "

the current process, which may increase the time to perform the current process.

The other consideration of parallelism is independent parallelism. The normal form

of the query tree provides this opportunity because each subtree of a binary node

can be performed independently. The ideal situation would have both subtrees

of a binary node being processed concurrently and both finishing at exactly the

same time, since the binary node cannot begin processing (see above for complete

description) until both subtrees are complete. Therefore, independent parallelism

is an important possibility in solving a query. Ideally, all forms of parallelism are

used while processing the binary nodes of the query tree. However, the binary nodes

require input and the initial nodes are required to first retrieve the base relations

from secondary storage to begin the processing.

The initial nodes are data filters that retrieve the base relations from secondary

storage. The processing of the initial nodes is not concerned about pipelining since

this is the base level operation. This leaves only independent and intranode paral-
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lelism. Intranode parallelism is easily and effectively implemented by using several

processors. However, the retrieval of data from secondary storage has been the em-

phasis of research because the disk retrieval is time consuming. Intranode parallelism

improves the performance of the retrieval only if the data has been distributed over

the disks available. Distributing the relation to several disks allows the disks to

simultaneously provide data to the processors performing the data filtering.

The initial nodes provide the opportunity for independent parallelism. How-

ever, for independent parallelism to be effective there must be available resources.

If intranode parallelism is implemented to retrieve a portion of a relation from the

secondary storage devices, then the storage devices are busy and are not available

for independent parallelism. Therefore, if intranode parallelism is implemented. in-

dependent parallelism opportunities are reduced and vice versa. The next section

examines some of the performance trade-offs of implementing parallelism.

8.5 Modeling a Multi-Step Query

A multiple step query provides the opportunity for implementing parallelism.

Therefore, the analytical modeling of individual operators is extended to a multi-

step query. Modeling a query consisting of multiple steps requires some assumptions

about resource allocation, interconnection of processor communication. and data

placement in support of the query. Ideally. the query could apply parallelism to -

utilize the multiprocessor capability to decrease the execution time of the query.

One method of executing the multi-step query is to execute each step separately and

store the results for the next step. This method requires some method of storing the

intermediate results, but allows all processors to concentrate on each step. One form

of parallelism is pipelining. Pipelining allocates resources so the results of one step

are passed directly to the next step. Previously. the theoretical consideration of the

binary operations was discussed and it was said that the binary operations needed all

complete inputs to accomplish the binary operation. This reduces the advantage of
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pipelining but does not eliminate the use of pipelining in solving a multi-step query.

The modeling of a multi-step query combines effects of the control of resources.

data distribution, individual operations, and the ability to communicate and pass

information among the processors. Development of a multi-step model provides a

basis for developing processor allocation, data distribution, and sequencing of events

to provide the "best" performance. The first multi-step query to be modeled is an

equi-join of two relations that have been reduced by prior selection and projection

on the base relations. This query retrieves the two base relations, performs a sel-
.

proj on each relation and then performs a join. The environment assumes multiple

processors, fully interconnected processor communication, multiple disks for storage

of base relations, and temporary storage at processors when needed. This model is

then extended to cover the more general query tree.

The utilization of parallelism to solve the defined multi-step query begins with

parallel retrieval of the base relations. It is assumed that the base relations are

distributed over several disks. It is also assumed that each processor used to retrieve

the base relation has a corresponding disk. Thus, there is no contention for the

disk resources. The model also assumes that the results are being sent to some

outside data sink. The next consideration is how to allocate tasks to processors to

accommodate pipelining and how much should tasks be separated. This leads to

four different schemes for solving the multi-step query that joins two relations that

have been reduced by selection and projection.

The schemes or models developed for the query use pipelining to provide over-

lapping processing of tasks where possible. Although previous models showed opti-

mized retrieval performance when the relations are stored using indexed and ordered

structures, the models developed here assume unordered-unindexed relations the

unordered-unindexed structure is the general retrieval case. other data structures

may provide faster retrievals but the unordered-unindexed retribval works for all

cases). This means that the entire relation is retrieved and scanned to perform the,
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sel-proj operation. This method has shown that a linear time reduction is provided

by providing more disk-processors for the selection operation. Therefore, it is known

that the sel-proj operator is sensitive to the number of processors applied to the
task. .

The next step of the multi-step query is the joining of the two relations. The

bucket join was shown to be the best algorithm to solve a equi-join. The first step of
the bucket join is to distribute or hash the buckets to be joined. Therefore. the join

is a two-step process, hashing and joining of buckets. This provides the allocation of

two tasks to processors to perform the hashing and joining. This means that some

processors could be used exclusively for hashing and some processors used for joining

buckets. Another method of allocating tasks could have each processor hashing

part of the input and when the hashing is complete and the buckets distributed.

each processor would join its buckets. If the buckets for the join are to large for

the processor memory, some of the tuples must be stored on secondary storage or

the bucket can be hashed again to form smaller buckets with additional processors

receiving the smaller buckets for processing. In the models presented here all of

the tuples are considered to be stored on secondary storage available at each join

processor.

The situations described above provide four different cases to be examined for

performing the example multi-step query. The four cases are: consecutive base rela-

tion retrieval with combined hash/join processors, concurrent base relation retrieval

with hash/join processors, consecutive base relations with dedicated hash and join

processors, and concurrent base relation retrieval and dedicated hash and join pro-

cessors. The different cases apply the overlapping of processing in different manners.
Figure 45 shows not overlapping the base relation retrievals and Figure 46 uses the

overlapping retrieval of base relations. The overlap models show the assumption

that the each operation may be processed by several processors but at several points

".*. in the overlap model synchronization points. These points require all processors to
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complete the current process before the next process can start. This means that

the models of the individual steps presented in the following cases assume that the

model is worst case time for a processor. These synchronization points also allow the

assumed architecture to not impose some matching of hash processors to retrieval

processors. An example of this is if there are 10 retrieval processors but only 2

hash processors, the retrieval processors may have to wait for the hash processors.

T he model accounts for this by using the time of the longest process up to the s-yn-

chronization point. Therefore, if the hash takes longer than the retrieval/sel-proj.

then the time of the hash is the dominating factor that is used to compute the total

* execution time. The parameters to be varied in the cases are the number of proces-

sors allocated to each task, the separation of the join tasks, and the overlapping of

relation retrievals.

8.5.1 Vulti-Step Query Processing using Consecutive Relation Retrieval.

The base relation retrieval in Case 1 first retrieves the entire first relation, performs

the sel-proj operation and hashes the relation to the join processors. The second

relation is then retrieved, operated on, and hashed. The join can then be performed.

Figure 45 shows the potential overlapping of actions when the relations are retrieved

consecutively. This configuration assumes that the base relations are distributed

across all the disks (assuming the blocks of the relation are greater than the number

of disks). Therefore, all of the retrieval processors are used to retrieve the relations.

The processing in Case 1 continues by using all of the processors allocated for

the hash/join processing to hash the inputs. This implies that there are separate .'

processors for retrieving and joining the relations. The processors assigned to join

the relations implement the join by grouping the relations into disjoint sets of tuple-

and then performing the join on the disjoint set of tuples. With multiprocessors. each I

processor can then either hash the input into buckets, hash buckets or both hash

and join. This case assigns the join processors to both hash part of the inputs ain,

then join a group of tuples. If the buckets for the join are to large for the processor.
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Figure 46. Process Overlapping of Multi-Step Query with Overlapping Rlhi I P,

trievals
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memory, some of the tuples must be stored on secondary storage or the bucket can

I

be hashed again to form smaller buckets with additional processors receiving the

.. °.-

smaller buckets for processing. In the models presented here all of the tuples are .-

considered to be stored on secondary storage available at each join processor.

The multi-step query model is based upon the individual operator models

developed in previous chapters. But the overlapping of process requires some inter-

mediate time parameters of operators to be computed. The first intermediate time

parameter needed is the the time of the retrieval/sel-proj operation to produce the

first block of results. The time to produce the first block of results depends upon

the number of blocks that must be scanned to produce a block of results. Therefore.

it must be determined how many blocks of the base relation must be scanned by p

the sel-proj to produce one block of results. The formula for determining the total

number of blocks of results that are produced by the retrieval/sel-proj operation

(using the parameters of Table 2) is:

(v * (R * f) • (B/r) * (1/B)) (207)

The value needed, however, is the number of blocks, x, to produce one block of
p

results. Using the formula of above, the equation for finding the number of blocks

to be scanned is:
(v.(R f).(B/r)*(1/B)) 1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- I '2tJ', ..

R x
I

This reduces to
(v * (R * f) * (B/r) • 1/B))x = ,2UiR

which further reduces to
p

x r/(' * f) , 21(,

Thus. the time required by the retrieval/sel-proj operation at each retrieval processor

to produce and send the first block of results to the hash processors is:
.

2.45 "-
I ,

~, * * *..,..* .. . ., ,.* .. , . . . . . . . .9°
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(T13 p is 1 and .5 in Figure 45 and 1 and 7in Figure 46) -

((r/',v *f P)

(T5~ is:3 and 5Tin Figure 45 and 3 and 9 in Figure 46) ).d

%

The t(Rl *e f * B/) * T1B)) o1) (

orr:
disks) is: eBs

(Tp is 3 and 7 in Figure 45 and 3 and 9 in Figure 46)

(((R/p) - 1),* T,,)

+(((v •((R/p) •f) •(B/r) (11B)) - 1) •T6,

r T"P 7'+Tri-T7,° +rax or + T, + r,-.

r(((R/p)/b) - 1) •T, .'

• . +(R/p), T,o.-

(212) -

The blocks of the results produced, ((t, (R * f) *(B/r} (I/ B). will be referred to ..

as R, and the results produced from the sel-proj of the second relation, S. will be .

called S, equals ((v,* (S,* f) * (B/s) * (I 1B). The inputs into the hash processors is

then equal to the number of blocks divided by the number of processors perfornII-
the hash (ph which is 4 and 10 in Figure4.5 )!"

The hash process consists of receiving the input from the sel-proJ upratiIll.

scanning the blocks to hash the tuples. and distributing the hashed bluckets. TL}

hash processors for Case 1 must also receive buckets from other hash process,r.
for later join processing. Therefore, the hash procvssor. hashies, sends Ih ,wks of", ,

information, and receives blocks of hashed information. The has1in o f 1,iol .1

assumed to produce approximately evenly distributed btuckets. The filimi,,, I,,-

determine the number of blocks to be sent to each ot her process(,r f,,r t liis ca,"

H = (RI/(Ph - 1))-- fur the first relation ind .2 .t'. .,"

216%
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S2 = (S1/(ph- 1))- 1 for the secoind relation "2,1

The time to process the hash, send the buckets. and receive the buckets to be pro-

cessed for the input R, is:

Th = T, + (RI (Tt + T,:)) + ((2 * (ph -1) * R 2 ) * T(15

Another consideration is that the blocks retained or received by the processor might

exceed the memory capacity of the processor. Then some of the blocks must 1,.

sent to secondary storage. During the hashing of the first relation. if R2 > p . Th'

additional segment added to the performance model is:

+Td + ((R 1 - (pb - 2)) TI.

During the hashing of the second relation the additional segment is:

if (R2 > pb)

+ Td + (S 2  To

elseI
+ T + ((R 2 -:p- 52 -'2) 7,,

Also. the time used in the hash until the final block is received must be moiele,"

Fle actions required after the last block is received are bash t t, hok and ,tJ ribie

the final block of each bucket to each join processor. ('sing this. the tlime to 111 pf i '-

of receiving the last block to be hashed is:

Th7 ", is 9 in Figure 45)

Th 2= T, - I 1 . T , ., -- "2 , , - ' . h - • 2 ,

S% i

The filial operat iorl Is thIle oiii of w l d i-, I' I,' ,, :

rMohel where each process,)r joins input rIdlt I( ,' a. , ::i : ,

'If r*,". arid ., . is:

. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .- , - . ..17



- the time to perform the join is 11 in Figure 45 and 13 in Figure I"

if (f 2 + S 2 ) < pb)

N= Tm + Tsort(Tb, R 2 , B/r,,,,) t- Tsort(Tb. S 2, B/s,,:, 21

(((R 2 + S2 )/2) Tb) + (jB Tt)

else if (R 2 < Pb)

1-, - Tsort(T, R2, B/r,.:,) Td (R 2 * T)

if (S 2 < (pb - 2))

+ Td + ((S 2 (Pb - R2 - 2)) * T,,) + Tsort(Tb. S2, B/,ste)

-- (((R 2 + S2)1 2) * T) + T4 + (R 2  T,,) + (jB T ) 2>-

else

-4- Td - ((pb - (S2 - (p - R-2))) * T,)+ Tsort(T.,pb -i 2 tp2.

((S 2 - (pb - 2 ))/pb) * (Td + (pb * T,,) + Tsort(T6,p,. t6 I -i- ',.

T ld + (S 2 - ((S2 - (Pb - 2 ))/p ,,) T4 )

Tsort(T, (S - (S2 - (Pb - 2))/pb). t6)

((S 2 -(Pb- (S 2  -(pb- 2))/p')) * T,- ,

+(S" (Td T1 )
.4' -t- max

or

(S-2 - 2 PbI j I

-2)/2) - T,

B(2 t - 1 ) . T 6,).'
2* T _ 2* ' -, mrax " "-

or

21 T, T

.4?



-4- ((R, - Cp -' 2 ))/pb (T + (pb * T,,) + Tsort(Tb, pb.(B/r:,)) + T

+ (p6 * T,))) + Td + (R 2 - (R2 - (pb - 2))/pb • Ti)

.+ lsort(T6, ( R2 - (R 2 - (pb - 2))/pb:(B/r,,e))

(R 2 * (Td + ,.)) -- (R2 * (Td + T,))

+ max or
((R 2 -(pb- 2

))/pb)+1

- Z (((Pb! 2 ) )*Tb)
=__2

if (S2 < (pb - 2))

+ Td + (S2 7,°) + Tsort(T, S2 . B/s_,.,)

+ (((R2 + S2)/2) Tb) + Tj + (R2 To) + (JB Tbt) 22,

else

+ (S2/Pb) * (Td + (Pb * T.,) + Tsort(T6,p, B/stze) T Td

+ (pb * T,)I + Td + ((S2 - (S2/p5) * ,) + Tsort(T. (S2 - iS';bPl. B

(S2 • (TI + To)) + (S2 (li + To))

+ max or

(S2 /Pb)

(((pb/2). i)T*Oi )

((((R2 + T'-C - 1 *T)

+ ((jB3 - 1 ,
+ 2 * Td + 2 * Ti,, + max

or

((R, S± 21 -j -: T.,T ,, T , T , o + 7 ' , , .:

where

j13 = j.f .?1 * B/r,,.. *, r, .

4..

, 
I, * i * .-

2;, I ~
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The time to complete the multi-step query car now be modeled by combiln-

ingr the individual components providing for the overlapping actions as shown InI

Figure 45. The performance model for Case 1 when the relations are retrieved Mull-

%.idually and the hash processors also perform the Join is.

-~~ M-

5..(T 8,p(R) - Ti( -) T1 p(S)

Casel Ti 3p(R) +max' or 2 -

5' Th(RL)

(T"P(S) - T18P(S))

+t max! or + (Th(S)- Th2 Si T1 ) i,

-S Th2 (SI)

-. .*. .5.2 .1fulti-Step Query Processing using Concurrent Rtlation Rttricri.Fr

sNecond case assumes a different data distribution. This case assumes that the re ,,-

lions are distributed so they can he retrieved concurrently. This illust rates a differen'

dIata placement of alternating disks to allow concurrent retrievals of different rel.-

tiojis. This concurrent retrieval also forces the hashing processors to be Split so 11!

one hialf of the processors hash the first relation and the others hash the seC()nl:

relation. The relations are hashed to all of the processors for the join. Fiurc 4(

illustrates the overlapping of actions for this case.

The performance models for this case require the hashing process mlodlel k

:)e altered slightly to reflect the hashing the first relation while receiving buckets

boTh rela tions for the later Join. Therefore. the hashing process niodlel for intI11 RI

ssnngconicurrent hashingv of 51 anid p ,. processors perforing- tu'e 4as till

* 4her -elat wun j is:

I ., 6) ind 12 Ini Figure 16

.~5 1 - J~ [1%. El
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" Tsc)) + (((Ph +p -1) ((R /(Ph + Phz) -1)i-i

+ ( r-(((Ph + Phz ) + T )

+ (Ph * ((R21/((Ph + Ph) ) + 1) * Tbt)

and (Th, 2 is 4 and 10 in Figure 46) -

Th,2 = I + ((R- 1)* (bt (226,

+ T,,)) + (((Ph + Ph. -1) • (RI/((Ph + Phx ') Tb)

+ ((Ph- 1) (((R/(ph + Phx) -1) * Tbt)

+ (Ph. * ((R 2/(Ph +Pz) - 1) * Tbt)

The additional segment to account for the time to store information on secondary

storage for the processors hashing relation R is:

if (R2 > Pb)

+ ((2 - Pb - 2) • (T., + Td)) + (S2 (Td + T,.))

else

+ Td + ((R 2 - (Pb -S2 - 2)) • T,.

and for the processors hashing the the relation, S, it is:

if (S2 > Pb)

+ +((S 2 - pb - 2) * (T7, + Td)) + (R2  (Td + To))

else

+ Td + ((S2 - (pb - R2 - 2)) *,,

The equation expressing the performance of the multi-step query when the 2

relations are on alternate disks providing concurrent relation retrieval (rememberinI .T

half of the retrieval processors and half of the hash processors are dedicated to eacl

relat ion ) is:
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M- 2

(T.3p(R) - T13p(R))

T,p(R) + max or + (Th0(RI) - Th,2(R))

Th: 2(Rl)

Case2 = max or +TJ(_I

(T8p(R) - T,p(R))

+T,p(S) + max or + (Th(S) - Thc2(S))

Th 2 (S1)
(227)

8.5.3 Multi-Step Query Processing using Consecutive Relation Retrieval with2

Dedicated Join Processors. The third method of assigning tasks to processors to

complete the multi-step query is to divide the tasks of hashing and processing. This

scheme dedicates processors to only hashing and other processors to only performing

the join. The significance of this method is that the hashing processors do not have

to be interrupted to receive buckets for later joining. Figure 47 shows a logical

view of this processing environment and Figure 45 shows the overlap of processing

possible. This case repeats the view of data distribution of Case 1. First, all the

retrieval processors retrieve and perform the sel-proj on the first relation. Then the

second relation is retrieved and processed. This is the same processing as Case 1

and uses the same model of the retrieval/sel-proj operation.

The hash processors first concentrate on the first relation, hashing buckets

to the join processors. The hash processors only hash and send buckets to the

join processors since there are separate processors assigned for each portion of the

join processing - hashing inputs into buckets and joining buckets. Therefore. the

performance model of hashing that does not have to account for receiving buckets.

where there are p, join processors, is:
,,,.

• Th. Tm + (R .(Tt + T.,) + (((p I-) R 2 ) Tt) (22S)
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Join Processing"' N
Hash Processing

Retrieve/Sel-Proj Processing

Figure 47. Logical View of Case 3 Multi-Step Query Processing

where the output sizes going to each join processor are:

R2= (Ri/(pj - 1)) + 1 (229)

S2  (Si/(p, - 1)) + 1 (230)

and the time of the hash to the point of receiving the last block is:

Th 2 = T,,, + ((R, -1) * (Tbt + T,,)) + (((ph- 1) * (R 2 ) - 1) * Tbt) (231)

The join processors receive the buckets from the hash processors and if neces-

sary store data on secondary storage. One concept the following performance model

does not reflect is initial processing of buckets received while still receiving other

buckets. This situation could allow the join processor to do the sorting of the buck-

ets of the first relation while the second relation is being hashed and processed. This

initial processing to prepare the relation for the join is not incli,' in the models

because any estimates of the time required do not adequately mod, lhe interaction

of receiving the blocks arid performing the initial processing. Al o, for comparison

253
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purposes it is considered to be more sound to evaluate the worst case of this situa-

tion. Therefore, the performance model of the join is the same as the join processing

model described previously, T,, with the following addition to the beginning of the

join model.

i, =R((2 + S2 • 7,) + T, (232)

The model is also extended with the following segment when R-2 + S 2 > pb,

+ ((R 2 + S2 - pb) * (Td+ To)

The complete model for consecutive relation retrievals using dedicated join

processors (using the overlap model of Figure 45) is:

M- 3

(T3p(R) - T1,p(R)) + T ,p(S)

Case3 = Tip(R)+max or (233)

Tho(R)

(TIP(S) - T,,I(S))

+ max or + (Th(SI) - T o2 (S1 )) + T(R 2 . S2 )

Tho2(Sl)

8.5.4 Multi-Step Query Processing using Concurrent Relation Retrieval with

Dedicated Join Processors. The final case uses the same processing and data dis-

tribution scheme as Case 2 with dedicated hash and join processors. Figure 46

illustrates the overlapping of processes for this case. Assuming that each relation -1

is processed by half of the retrieval and hash processors, the following performance

model is developed: .
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M-.4

(T,,p(R) - T1,8 (R))

T1 3,(R) + max or + (T, o(R 1 )- Tko2(Rl)) %

Th. 2 (R1)

Case4 max or +TTjo(..

(T3p(R) - T,8 ,(R))

+Ti,p(S) + max or + (Tho(Si) - Tho 2 (S1))

Th2 (Si)
(234)

8.5.5 Multi-Step Modeling Results. The multi-step query provides the oppor-

tunity for intranode parallelism and pipelining. The four cases developed use the

parallelism concepts in different manners. Two main points are evaluated by the

multi-step models: relation storage distribution and process allocation.

The first point - the distribution of relations on secondary storage for retrieval

- addresses whether concurrent retrieval of relations is better than separate retrievals

of the relations. If a relation is distributed on all disks, all the retrieval processors ,i

can retrieve the relation. If only half the disks and processors are used to retrieve the

relation, each processor must do twice the work. It seems that either method should

be approximately equal in performance; however, when one relation is much larger "41

than the other (such as 10 times as large), the workload is not evenly distributed

because one half of the processors retrieve a small number blocks (such as 1/10 the

blocks). This means that one set of processors finishes before the other group of

processors.

The second evaluation point is dedicating processors to tasks. The models

portray processors working on two tasks at different points of the processing and

dedicating the tasks to a processor for the entire processing cycle. The implication

of dedicated tasks is that the processor may perform some initial processing of the

data while still needing data before the process can begin (See Case 3 above). This

9155
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illustrates the theoretical consideration that the binary operations cannot begin the

actual processing of the operation until the entire two inputs are present. But this

does not stop initial processing of one relation to place the relation in a preferred

structure while waiting for the entire input to become available.

The performance of the four models using the performance parameters used

in the performance modeling of the individual operations is reflected in Figures 4S £

through 79. The performance values presented were computed using the same per-

formance parameters as the individual operator's performance models. The results

assume that processors are connected by a fully interconnected network to provide

processor communication.

The focus of the multi-step query is to determine the best method of task al-

location. Therefore, all of the performance models were computed with a processor

allocation that assumes the number of join and hash processors totals 20 and the

number of retrieval processors can be adjusted without affecting the number of hash

and join processors. This evaluates the processor allocation strategy. Figures 48 and

49 (also see Appendix A) show the comparison between consecutive and concurrent

relation retrieval. The result of these models is that the consecutive relation pro-

cessing performs better than the concurrent relation retrieval. The following section

discusses concurrent versus consecutive retrieval.

Figures 50 and 51 and the graphs presented in Appendix A compare the differ-

ent cases that use consecutive retrievals. The notation in the charts is "Case 1 x-v"

or "Case 3 x-y-z". This means that for Model M-1 or Case 1, x is the number of pro-

cessor/disk pairs used to store and retrieve the relations and y processors hash/join

the results of the sel-proj. Model M-3 or Case 3 x-y-z means consecutive retrieval

of the relations for processing, retrieving the relation with x processors. hashing the

relation with y processors, and joining the relations with z processors.

The results presented do not provide a clear cut best method of task alloca-

tion. However, the results do illustrate the important element of control - balance.
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50
Time
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Sec 40
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20 5 Retrieval Processors20 Hash/Join Processors
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0
100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300 1500

Blocks in First Relation

Figure 48. Multi-Step Performance using Hash/Join

' 'The results showed that for the large input sizes the hash/join processing performs

better because it balances the workload over all available processors. Therefore for

each retrieval processor size two cases are presented, showing a smaller size and

larger size for the fixed input relation size. When the input sizes into the hash/join

processing are decreased by the selectivity and projection factors, the separation of

tasks provid-i slightly better results because the hashing and join are balanced to

the resources available.

8.6 Extension of Model to Multi-Binary Node Queries

The previous multi-step query models only considered a single join operation.

This model needs to be extended to consider modeling queries with multiple binary

operations. This model extension is based on the normal form query tree. The query

% tree provides the key to developing this model - a recursive definition. The query

tree is a binary tree. Therefore, the performance model starts at the root of the tree.

The root of the tree is a binary node (assuming no duplicate removal) that joins two
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Figure 49. Multi-Step Performance using Separate Hash and Join
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Figure 51. Performance with Selectivity Factor = 1, Projectivity Factor lOll'
using 5 Retrieval Processors - 2....

relations that are produced the child nodes of the root. Figure 52 shows the overlap

of processing at the root node. A child node may be the root of a subtree that also

joins two relations produced by child nodes. The child node then is the root node

of a tree. Therefore, the performance model recursively finds the time to execute

each subtree. Figure 52 shows how the processing of the root node depends upon

the processing of the child nodes.

The lowest level subtree of the multi-join query is the multi-step query modeled

in the previous section. Therefore, if a multi-join query consisted of joining four base

relations, the query tree would have two subtrees to the root join and the subtrees

would be the multi-step query model of the previous section that retrieves the inputs

from secondary storage. The root join receives the inputs from the subtrees. hashes

the inputs to form the buckets, and then joins the buckets. The hash processing

begins as soon as the first block of input is received and is overlapped with the

".-.' processing of the subtrees.

2 5 9
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I - Time to first block of results
2 - Time to complete child node after first results produced %
3 - Time for complete child node execution = 1 + 2
4 - Tine of Hash to point of receiving last block to be hashed
5 - Time to complete Hash after receiving last block to be hashed
6 - Time to hash result of child node 1
7 - Time to first block of results
8 - Time to complete child node after first results produced
9 - Time for complete child execution = 7 + 8

10 - Tine of Hash to point of receiving last block to be hashed
11 - Time to complete Hash after receiving last block to be hashed
12 - Time to hash results of child node 2
13 - Time to join individual buckets to complete Join
14 - Total execution time
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Figure 52. Processing Overlap Model
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"' a ' The previous multi-step querv rodel consi ,'dred wu, ; ta di ri ,),-

a ielation stored on all disks or relat ions stored on hialf ,) T h;,, ,iisks. \When .:.c

multi-step query model is extended to include multi-joins. the dat a dist ribution couhi

force the start of a subtree processing to be delayed imntil the retrieval processor,

and disks become available. This may constrain the join processing because of the

delay of receiving the input from one of the subtrees. Figure 53 shows the effects of

,his delayed processing.

The multi-join model also may be affected by the task allocation of the pro-

cessors. The performance results of the previous sections need to be extended to .%

account for the multi-join model where the root node depends upon the processing

of the subtrees. The multi-step query of the previous section is used as the subtree

models that provide the inputs for another binary node that joins the two inputs.

The root node that provides the last join does not have the ability to predict the

sequencing of events like the nodes that join the base level relations. Therefore. the

join here assumes that hash processors are divided to hash the two inputs simulta-

neously. The model parameters to be varied are the data distribution ( a relation is

assumed to be stored on each disk or on 1/4 of the disks for the results presented)

and the allocation of tasks in the binary node.

The binary node is a combination of operators that join the inputs and then

perform a sel-proj on the join results. The allocation of tasks assumes that the

processors performing the join of the buckets also perform the sel-proj operations.

Thus, the allocation of tasks refers to the use of using the same processors for both

hashing and joining buckets or using separate processors for hashing the inputs and :9'
other processors to join the buckets.

The results (see Appendix B) show that the performance may vary great lv I
with the size of the inputs of each node. This emphasis the concept of balancing the.,

process to the inputs provides the best performance. The performance of some of
the instances are better when the base relation., are not (listribtted on all tle disks.
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Figure 53. Processing Overlap Model with Retrieval Processor Constraint
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However. Case I and Case 3. which use complete (istribution of I ,ase re&:,:.-

provides either the -'best" performance or very close to the --best- perforinac:,

t he given set of performance parameters used.

.7 Control of Resourcs and Task Allocation OW

, The multi-step query models presented use data-flow to control the processimz

of the query. Data-flow assumes that when the data becomes available, a process

can start. This implies a fixed allocation of processors to tasks in the performance

models. But this may leave some processors idle for lengthy periods of time. There-

fore. the following section discusses how the performance models developed can be

used to support control strategies.

The assignment of resources and the allocation of tasks to the resources con-

stitutes the control structure of the system. The results presented for the multi-step

* .' query illustrate the problems the controlling the environment to provide the best

possible performance. First, the main elements of the control structure are defined. 16<

Then these elements are used to define the considerations of control and how the.

might be applied to the multi-step query processing.

The main elements of the control structure for executing a query are:

e Resources available

number of processors with some memory capability"

interprocessor communication capability

secondary data storage capability

* Steps required to solve query

" Size of relations used in processing

The goal of the control structure is to perform each qiur5 as ,uik>

sible. This means when multiple processors are availa he it w l , 1 , , ,

2(3



incorporate parallelism to improve performance. The first consideration in using th

resources available is the size of the problem or. put another way. the size of the

input relation(s) into a relational operator in a database query. The goal of the

processing is to use all processors and to have each processor share equally in the

workload bv doing i/p of the total process (assuming p processors). However. using

this concept requires prior knowledge of the size of the input relations in order to

match the resources available to the processing required. For a single step query, this

prior knowledge is available. In a multi-step query, the only knowledge of input sizes
is for the first retrieval processes. The input sizes for later steps can only be related

to the worst or expected case size of input. This stresses the control ability to allo-

cate adequate resources without wasting resources that could be used for a different

0 task. (Dynamic control based on real-time reporting of intermediate relation sizes is

not considered here, but may be worth investigating.)

The multi-step model results presented above illustrate the problem of hala::,

ing resources to the problem size. The worst case scenario presented i ,>I'

requires the entire relations to be passed through the sel-proj operai,,:

ation provides the best performance when the available r,1-,,ir< .,

each phase of the hash/join operation.

However. at some point adding more pro -

improve the performance because I lie,

will exceed the perforina:i, , :

the ideal si liati n - % : .,
122. w,,~a rkI,,al ei : ,'t ir:r ,_ ,' '
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each processor.

One solution to the control problem is to have each processor communicate with

a central controller at the completion of a task for instructions on what operation

and data to operate on next. Some form of distributed control must be considered.

since the the single controller would become a bottleneck in the system, processing

all the messages for instructions. Therefore, a more definitive control structure for

the multi-step query is considered. Any workload adjustment must then be done '46

within the processing environment instead of by a controller.

The first step in task allocation of the multi-step query is the retrieval of

the base relations from secondary storage. The options available here are limited

by the storage distribution of the relations and the resources that can access the

secondary storage. The only situations that seemed feasible were having each relation

distributed across all secondary storage devices or storing each relation across one-
half of the secondary storage devices (where the minimum amount of a relation'

stored on a device is one block). The former case provides faster retrievals by using .-

more resources. However, the second case provides the ability to use independent,
.. ,

parallelism if the input relations are stored on different devices. If the relations

stored on half the disks happen to be stored on the same set of disks, then some of

the resources are unused. The results of the multi-step model show that the parallel

retrieval of the relations is effective if the inputs are approximately the same size "-

to balance the workload. The complete distribution of the tuples over all storage

devices is least affected by varying sizes of inputs and can best accommodate all

cases. An example illustrating this uses two relations X and Y, with sizes x and y. N
respectively. Assuming there are p processors that retrieve relations from p disks.

if all p processors are used to retrieve each relation, then each processor retrieves

(x+y)/p blocks. If x and y are stored on different devices, then the workload model 111
is x/(pi2) for one set of processors and y/(p/2) for the other processors. When x

= y, this workload is equal to (x+y)/p. However, if x is twice as large as y, then
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the processors retrieving Y have twice as large a workload, destroying the balance

of the allocation. Thus, for all cases the complete distribution of relations provides

the best capability for retrievals.

The easiest method of data placement to distribute a relation across several

disks (using horizontal partitioning of the relation) is a round-robin algorithm [43,42].

The round-robin places equal parts (block level granularity) of the relation on each

disk and each additional block added in disk sequence to insure that any one disk has

at most one block more than the other disks. This method insures that each disk-

processor pair has to retrieve and scan l/d or (l/d)+1 (where d is the number of disk-

processor pairs available) blocks of the relation. If hardware expansion occurs adding

x disk-processor pairs, then data can be redistributed and the blocks retrieved from

each disk is reduced to 1/(d + x) blocks. The round-robin data placement algorithm

provides the capability for a linear decrease in performance for a corresponding

hardware addition.

The round-robin data placement does not consider the contents or value of

data when it is placed. This invalidates the placement of data in ordered format.

Therefore to provide the user capability to have the data structures described in the

Chapter VII, the round-robin data placement has to be the underlying placement

scheme for the data structure. This means that if the data designer determines that a

clustering index (indexed-ordered) is necessary to meet the performance requirement

for the queries of that relation, then the relation would be ordered and indexed but

the data, in ordered form, would be distributed to the disk with equal number of

blocks to each disk-processor pair. However, further updates of the indexed-ordered

structure may cause one disk to contain an unequal portion of the relation. Then if a

query requires a retrieval that does not provide the attribute used for the index, the

retrieval would have decreased performance due to the overload of one processor-disk.

The parallelism involved in the retrieval phase of the multi-step query was

intranode parallelism versus independent parallelism. For this case, the intranode
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parallelism provided the preferred solution because of its ability to adjust for all cases.

The next phase of the multi-step query hashes the results of the retrieval phase. The

inputs of this phase are not predetermined since the retrieval also performs selection

and projection operations. The projection of the attributes can be predetermined

since the data dictionary provides the attribute's size. Thus, the compilation of the

query could provide this information to allow the controller to partially predict the

size after the sel-proj/retrieval phase. The result size cannot be predicted unless

distribution information about the attributes used in the selection is maintained and

then only approximate predictions could be developed. However, if the controller can OF %

identify that the selection criteria uses only the key of the attribute of the relation., IW-

then knowing that the key cannot be duplicated and the range of the key provides

a prediction of the size of the results. "S

The purpose of predicting the size of the results of the sel-proj/retrieval opera-

tion is to provide the ability to better allocate processors for the next operation. The

size of the results of the join and product operations have been previously discussed

in relation to the selectivity factor. This showed that the size of the results of these

operations could be larger than the sum of the size of the inputs. Therefore, the

binary operations, join and product, do not provide enough information to provide p

a good estimate of the size of the results from the size of the inputs.

The other binary operations do provide a more accurate estimate of the size of

the results because the largest size of the results cannot exceed the sum of the sizes

of the inputs for union, difference, intersection or division. Further examinatio1 of

these binary relational operators shows that the difference, intersection, and division

operations compare the two input relations and only provide tuples from one relation

when the operator condition is met. Therefore, the size of the results from these

operations cannot exceed the size of the largest input relation.

The estimation of the size of the results provides the capability to more closely

allocate resources to the task using the results as input. Examining the multi-step
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query model presented previously, the inputs of the hash/join operation can be es-

timated. The allocation of processors should match the resources to the problem.

For the join, the ideal environment would have each processor joining one block of

each relation. However, this causes much of each processor memory to be unused "

and causes many blocks to be passed from the hashing processors to the join pro-

cessors. The extra communication is caused because each hash processor must send
at least one block to each join processor, even if no tuples are passed to the join

processor. Therefore, the immediate goal of resource allocation is to not overload

processors, thus avoiding the requirement for data to be stored on secondary storage

by individual processors.

The estimate of input size of the input relations of the join processing is deter-

mined from the base relation's sizes and the projection factor. Then the processors

are allocated so that each processor would receive enough blocks from each relation

.. so that the total number of blocks at each processor is less than the memory size of £C,

the processor. If resources are available to allow each processor to process less blocks

than this. a minimum number of blocks per processor should be determined. The .5

*" first consideration must be that the smaller relation has at least one full block at each

processor assigned to perform the join. Since the estimation is not precise and the

hashing functions will not evenly distribute the buckets, the number of buckets at

each processor of the smaller input relation should be 2 or 3. If this forces the sum of

input blocks estimated for each processor to be larger than memory available at the

processor, the first rule of not overfilling the processor applies and more processors

need to be assigned. The purpose of assigning 2 or 3 blocks of the smallest relation

to each processor is to eliminate the communication of partial or empty blocks of

information. When more processors are added to the join environment, each hashing

processor has to send at least one block to each join processor. This could cause

delay to the unnecessary communication time. The results of the multi-step query

reflect this situation where adding more join processors increases the performance
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time rather than reducing it. If both the goals for the minimum and maximum num-

ber of blocks allocated to a join processor can be accomplished, then an arbitrary t

number of blocks desired at each join processor must be established that balances 1

the physical capabilities of the processor and communication network. The multi-

step query model provides the capability to vary parameters to the exact physical

parameters to establish the desired number of blocks for each given physical case.
.'

The last issue of control to be addressed here is the splitting of tasks among

processors. This concerns the splitting of the hash and join functions of the bucket I

join ( and other equal comparison operators that use bucket processing). The results

of the multi-step query model presents mixed conclusions about using processors for

both actions or using dedicated processors for each action. The results illustrate

the fact that causing a bottleneck at any point affects the performance of the entire

operation. Therefore, the balance of each step to the amount of information being

processed is the most important feature of task allocation. Therefore, the situa-

tion that provided the complete base relations as input to the hash/join processing

showed better results when all of the processors are used to both hash and join.

For situations that reduced the size of the inputs, the resources were more than

adequate so the separation of tasks provided better results. This relates to the pro-

cessing load allocated to each processor described in the previous paragraph. This

proves that a task allocation strategy is not the best for each case and the exact I
allocation algorithm must balance the processor speed and memory capability with

the communication time and capability.

8.8 Summary of Combined Step Effects
p,

The ability of the system to perform individual relational operators efficiently t. AW

is important., but a system that performs a single operator very efficiently may not

provide the same level of support when the query depends upon more than one

operator to complete the query. The simplest example of a query of this type is the
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join. Normally, the query that uses the join does not want the entire results of the

join but only selected attributes. This query then not only requires a join operator S

but also at least a project operation. The concept of query optimization [73,79] also

suggests that the input to the join may use a select operation. Therefore, the single '1%

join may actually be a query using select, project, and join.

The realization that many queries are actually multi-step queries suggests that

some method of combining operators would reduce the necessity of passing data

from processor to processor to accomplish each step. The solution to this combined

operator was introduced in this chapter. The effect is that data passing is reduced,

which reduces the execution time of the query. This method of combining operators

also reduces the amount of data in intermediate relations that must be temporarily
0

stored waiting to be used in a later step.

The combination of operators provides the ability to represent any query in a
p- normal form query tree. This general query tree representation promotes the concept

0of data-flow within the query. Data-flow processing uses the data to control the

sequencing of processing (a process is started when the data for that process becomes

available) rather than having a constant fixed processing strategy. The normal form

query tree uses the idea of combination of operators to reduce the different operations 5

required to solve any query. This reduces the intermediate relations that must be

passed (or stored on secondary storage) and the output from each binary node is

passed directly to another binary node. This, coupled with the reduced algorithms of 0

the binary nodes, allows the control to be flexible. This means that when a processor

finishes comparing one block with another block it must send a message to a central

controller to determine what it must do next [12,15,23,62]. Using the normal form

query tree combination of operators, this centralized control could be used, but it is

just as easy to dedicate processors to the operation where some processors first hash.

the relations and other relations receive buckets for joining. The recursive application

of the hashing allows the workload to be balanced by a processor communicating with -
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its nearest neighbors to see if they can help in the processing. If the processor cannot

get help, it will complete its processing. The performance of the join may be poorer

than the optimum performance, but it is still accomplished. By using this flexible

control structure, the bottleneck of communicating with a centralized controller is

decreased, allowing more processors to be effectively used in processing an operation.

The normal query tree shows the possibility of combining operations. It also

shows that there are really only two types of processing necessary to solve any

query-the initial node processing and the binary node processing. The initial node

processing is the retrieval of the base relation(s) from secondary storage. This initial

processing prepares the relations for further processing or solves queries that require

only a select and/or project (when no duplicate removal is required after the pro-

jection). The binary nodes then complete any combination of relations that may be
required or remove duplicates from a relation. The binary nodes may use multiple

processors without using the processors that retrieved the data from the disks. This

means that when the initial nodes complete the initial retrieval and pass the relation

on to the binary nodes, the initial nodes are ready to process another retrieval.

The final conclusion is that the normal form query tree offers possible perfor-

mance improvement when retrieving data using relational operators. But at the same

time, the normal form query tree solves queries with only three different types of

processing-sel-proj, bucket-processing, and nested-loop processing. This simplifies

the processing and reduces the volume of data passed by combining the individ-

ual relational operators into combined operators. These combined operators in the
query tree allow all three forms of parallelism to be used in the multiple processor

environment. The implication of this is that the database machine has two sets of

logical separated tasks to perform in the initial and binary nodes of the normal form

query tree and this maps to a two stage architecture for the query processor.

-
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IX. Database Machine Architecture

The architecture of a database machine consists of the hardware, software, and

their integration. These components and their integration form a complete environ-

ment for solving queries. The focus of this research was not on producing the "ulti- y

mate" database design but on producing the tools necessary to complete a database

machine design. The architecture presented incorporates the design concepts with-

out defining the actual physical hardware of the system. Thus, the architecture is

a logical design of a database machine with suggested hardware implementations.

However, the models presented provide the capability to complete the design by ap-

plying the trade-offs of cost versus performance to complete the physical design. The

design considerations present a general environment, but the models presented allow .

the design to emphasis one system requirement and determine the effect of this on

the performance on other operations. The following sections discuss the application

of the performance models in the design of a database machine. First, a logical

architecture is presented and then the architecture is discussed, providing possible

physical implementations for each logical segment of the logical architecture.

The database machine is designed under a given set of guidelines or assump-

tions. The first step in presenting the database architecture is reviewing the guide-

lines used to develop the architecture. The basic assumptions are:

" The database machine is capable of handling any size database. Thus, the size

of the relations may exceed the total memory size of all the processor(s).

" The processors form a MIMD environment with each processor having the

ability to communicate with other processors.

" Each processing unit is a generic type processing unit with processor, memory.

and the ability to execute a stored program.
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* The focus is on improving the performance of data retrievals and updates

(backup, checkpoints, and recovery are not considered).

e A data dictionary must be maintained identifying the relations in the database

and the properties of the relations. This is considered to be a separate entity

and will not be considered as a part of the database machine architecture. The

database machine will receive queries containing the necessary data definitions

included in the query.

* The performance optimization is accomplished through the use of parallel pro-

cessing and effective utilization of resources. Optimization techniques of re-

ordering the query steps are not considered to be a part of the database ma-

chine architecture but part of the processing of the query before it is given to

the database machine.

* Expansion of the system must be possible to handle larger workloads.

* The database machine can handle any relational algebra equivalent query. All

retrievals will be considered in terms of relational operators.

* The design of a database machine can be accomplished in a structured method

by examining the problems to be solved, analyzing the individual steps of

the problem, and using the analytical models for each step of the problem

to support the trade-offs decisions necessary to create an integrated database

machine.

* Queries to the database machine are formed outside the database machine and

transferred to the database machine. Also, the output from the database ma-

chine is considered to go to a data sink capable of accepting data as fast as
database machine can produce it. Therefore. the solution of a query is not

assumed to be constrained by the speed of the connection removing the data

from the database machine. This does not imply that the database machine

40 has to be a back-end machine to another computer. but that part of the svs-
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tern supporting these functions could be part of the same physical computer.

Figure 54 shows the logical environment of the database machine.

The design of the database machine has been based upon a structured ap-

proach to the analysis of the problem of retrieving the data to satisfy a query. The

following sections present a logical architecture based upon the analysis presented

in the previous chapter. This abstract architecture is then expanded to one possi-

ble physical architecture. This exercise is intended to illustrate an methodology for
using the models developed in this research and is not intended to be an "optimal"

architecture itself.

9.1 Database Machine Architecture

The database machine has two types of operations to process-simple retrievals

(data filtering) or the combination of two relations in a binary operation. These two

types of processing are illustrated by the normal form query tree with its initial and

binary nodes (see Figure 55). This defines a two stage or two part architecture for

the database machine. Figure 56 shows the logical database machine architecture

suggested by the normal form query tree. The retrieval stage corresponds to the

initial nodes and the binary nodes are the processing stage.

Each stage has a given set of tasks to process. The retrieval stage retrieves

relations from secondary storage. The results of this stage are then passed to the

processing stage or are output. This corresponds to the initial nodes of the normal

form query tree. The processing stage performs the actions of the binary nodes.

The data flow of the processing stage retains the intermediate results within the

processing stage and outputs the results to the "host". Figure 57 shows the logical

flow of data and separation of tasks of the database machine.

9.1.1 Retrieval Layer. The main task of the retrieval stage is the retrieval

* and filtering of the base relations for desired tuples and attributes. The results of
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the retrieval stage can then either be returned (if this completes the query) or passed -.

to the processing stage for further processing. The other task of the retrieval stage

is to complete updates to the database.

The only retrieval operation executed by the retrieval stage is the sel-proj

operation. Each processor executes the sel-proj and passes the result on to the

processing stage or to be output to the user. If the entire relation is desired, the

sel-proj selects all of the tuples of the relation and removes no attributes.

The tasks of the retrieval stage may seem very limited. The lack of the retrieval I

stage participating in further processing of queries beyond initial retrieval and flu-
tering was intentional. The purpose of this is two-fold: to provide the capability to

reduce the I/O bottleneck [11,13] when accessing the database and to improve the

throughput of the system [11] by allowing simple query retrievals to be completed '4'

while the processing stage is executing more complex queries. The only method pos-

sible to insure this for all retrieval cases is to use parallel processing and distributed

data storage. The use of parallel processing does not provide the best retrieval in

all cases (see Chapter VII, but even optimized techniques using indexing may not

have an index for the attribute being retrieved. Thus, the alternative is to efficiently

use multiple processors to retrieve and scan pieces of the relation (reference Chapter

VIII).

The other consideration of eliminating the I/0 bottleneck is avoiding the re-

verse flow of data within the system. Reverse data. flow occurs when a relation(s) is

being retrieved and processed, but the same disks are simultaneously being used to

store intermediate results. This causes a conflict within the disk processing, forcing

the disk to perform costly accesses to find the correct location on the disk for the,

data currently being handled. If reverse data flow is eliminated, the disk is only

reading data (except for update operations). This allows the disk head to maintainl

its position. reducing the disk accessing time. Also, improved disk retrieval tech-

niques (interleaved blocks, etc.) can be exploited by avoiding the conflict of disk e-%.
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accessing. The logical data flow represented in Figure 57. eliminates any reverse

dataflow within the system by requiring the processing stage to handle its own tem-

porary storage requirements. This allows the flow of data to go from retrieval stage

to processing stage to output. The one exception to this data flow is the handling

of updates by the retrieval stage.

The final action of the retrieval stage is to perform updates. All updates consist

of a select followed by the modification of a block(s) (reference Chapter VI). During "

the select, the processors must determine if a tuple(s) was found that met the update

condition (or integrity check condition). Finding a duplicate tuple invalidates the

update. This forces the processor to notify the controller to stop the update action.

If all processors provide the controller positive responses that no duplicates were

found, then the controller directs an individual processor to add the new tuple.

The deletion case requires the processor to find the necessary tuple to be deleted

and then notify the controller. This allows the controller to maintain (or pass the

information to the process that maintains) the data distribution statistics. The tuple

is deleted from the block and the processor replaces the block on disk. Therefore.

the modification operation requires both a select and delete operation. The action

by the processors combines the selection check for duplicates and the finding the

tuple to be deleted as the deletion. These cases do not produce results other than a

completion message. This allows the retrieval laver to accomplish this action without

involving the processing stage.

In summary, the retrieval stage performs retrievals and updates of relations.

The controller receives a query, procures any necessary data definition information. U
and broadcasts the query to the retrieval processors. The processor-disk pairs re-

trieve their portion of the relation, each processor performs the sel-proj operation and

either outputs the results or send the results to the processing stage. The retrieval

stage is then available to perform another retrieval or to execute an update.
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9.1.2 Processing Layer. The processing stage corresponds to the binary nodes

of the normal form query tree. The task of this stage is to perform the operations ,,
I.

necessary to complete queries that require more than the sel-proj operation. This .,.

means that this stage executes join, product, intersection, difference, union. select.

project, and duplicate removal operations.

The processing stage performs either bucket or nested-loop processing. Bucket

processing requires the relation(s) being processed to be grouped in disjoint sets of

tuples and the disjoint sets or buckets are distributed to the participating processors

The processors then order the buckets and perform a join, a difference, an union. an

intersection, or duplicate removal. To perform a bucket process, the ideal number "

of processors involved would be enough processors to hold all blocks of the input

relations in the memory of the processors with an evenly distributed set of buckets
(see previous chapter). In an actual distribution, one bucket ma'ybe larger than all

the others. This could require the processors to handle more data than could be

contained in the processor memory. This requires some form of secondary storage

to be available to the processing stage.

The secondary storage required by the processing stage could be provided by ,,

the storage associated with the retrieval stage. However, using this storage destroys

the one-way flow of data that has been established. Therefore. Figure 58 shows the

modified logical database machine architecture to include some temporary storage

capability at the processing stage.

The processing stage consists of independent processors with communication

capability. Based on the results presented in an earlier chapter, it is assumed that

the communication network provides a fully interconnected processor communicat ion

network. This allows any processor in the processing stage to communicate directly

with any other processor in the processing stage. The advantage of this commnica-

tion with the bucket processing is that an overloaded processor can request hell) from

neighbor processors and hash the buckets it received to redistribute the workload.
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This recursive application of the bucket processing provides a dynamic adjustment

to the problem of task allocation.

The processing stage reflects the binary nodes of the normal form query tree.

The binary nodes of the query tree perform the bucket processing described above

and also require a nested-loop process. The normal form query tree also shows thai

there are multiple nodes to executed at a given level of the query tree. The logical

view of this is that the processing stage should provide the capability to perforni

,)r more two different operations simultaneously. This alters the control view of ti,

* processing stage to provide the ability to partition processors of the processing sta,-

into separate control groups. Figure 59 shows this final logical view of the datalhas,

40 machine architecture.
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The partitioning of processors allows one set of processors to execute a nested-

loop process while another partition is executing a bucket process. The partitioning

* of processors also provides the capability to simultaneously execute multiple queries.

The partitioning is a logical grouping of processors. Therefore, the partitions are

not fixed groupings but an assignment for an individual task.

The partitioning of the processing stage provides the ability to adjust the

resource allocation to the problem. Partitioning also allows a decentralized control

system. A single overall allocation scheme would perform the partitioning or resource

allocation of processors, but a local processor of each partition would then assume

control of the processing within that partition. This provides a flexible, adaptable

* processing configuration.

dw

9.2 .4 Database Machine Design

The logical architecture defines the function of each logical component of thle

database architecture. In the final step, the logical components need to be mapped

to a physical architecture. The following sections describe some of the design and

performance considerations in mapping the logical database architect ure to a physical

implementation. One possible physical implementation is illustrated in Figure 60.

The design of a database machine consists of the physical mapping of pro-N

cessing requirements to hardware, but also incorporates the softwvare to control tile

processing. In addition, the physical structure used to store the relations must I),

defined. The goal of the design is to provide the best performance in solving re

lational queries. However, every design has some limritation due to the physical
characteristics of the hardware, lack of knowledge in the software control. and/or '

cost restrictions. The following sections review the logical tasks to be performed iby

a database machine and the use of the analytical models in the design of a physical

a.

implementation of the logical database machine architecture.
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'. 9.2.1 Retrieval Stage. The retrieval stage is responsible for maintaining the

"permanent" database and retrieving relations from this database to be used to

solve user queries. The speed of execution is the main consideration of the retrieval

stage. The analytical analysis of retrieval operations has determined that there

are different methods of optimizing the retrievals (Chapter VII) depending upon

the data structure of the stored relations. The conclusion of the analytical models

was that optimized data structures could provide optimized retrievals or the same

performance could be obtained using an unordered-unindexed data structure with

more physical hardware for retrieving and storing the data. However, for every

case it was determined that the relation should be distributed for storage. This

distributed storage pattern of the relation maintains an equal number of blocks on

each disk (where each disk holds a horizontal fragment of the relation). Also. the

modeling showed that multiple processors accessing a single disk create a contention

problem that increases the performance time of a retrieval. Therefore. the goal of

a design would be to associate a single processor with each disk or set of disks.

The mapping of the retrieval stage functions to hardware requires physical hardware

to store and retrieve the relations. The situation desired by the mapping is to

associate a processor with a disk as described above. However, cost restrictions may

,iiake this infeasible or reduce the number of disk/processor pairs from the desired

Performance level. This provides the opportunity of using the analytical models

to evaluate the different options available and to determine the best parameters to

meet the constraint. An example of using the analytical models might compare

the performance of retrievals when using 5 disk/processor pairs versus using 3 disks

with 10 processors. Also. the models provide the ability to compare the varloll.

data structures with the different configurations to determine if this may provide

th, desired performance level within the cost constraints.

The other design consideration of the retrieval layer is the update capability.

S[ or some environments, the performance of updates may be as critical to the tutal
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system performance as data retrievals. Using the update and retrieval models, the

system can be balanced to provide a design to give the desired performance. The
9.

architecture presented mapped the retrieval stage functions to a set of disk/processor

pairs with the relations distributed over all the disks.

The advantage of the round-robin distribution of the data and the disk pairs

is that adding new disk/processor pairs and redistributing the data can provide

an linear performance improvement. Since each disk may contain a portion of the

relation, each processor/disk participates in the retrieval or update of a relation.

Therefore. the retrieval stage is a SIMD environment.

The SIMD environment of the retrieval stage suggests that the controller have

the ability to broadcast the retrieval or update instruction to each processor. Also.

during the update operations the processors needed to communicate with the con-

troller. This means that each processor must have a communication line to the

"-.. controller. The physical implementation of this could be individual communication

links or a common bus.

9.2.2 Retrieval-Processing Stage Interconnection. The processors of the re-

trieval stage pass the results of the sel-proj operation to the processing stage for

further processing in some cases. The logical view of this data transfer and out-

putting of results is that the retrieval processors have a full interconnection to each

processing stage processor. The mapping of this logical communication capability t,

physical implementations is limited to some form of network or physical connections

between processors. Since the time required to complete this communication affects

the performance of the entire query retrieval, the analytic models provided the ca-

pability to change the communication time parameter to model different physical

implementations and the performance effects of each.

The obvious physical implementation is a full interconnect ion network for pa,-I

iig the results between stages. However, if a processing '-tage pr, cesor is io rei\,.

2. -•
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the results from a retrieval processor and the communication buffers of the process-

ing processor are full, the retrieval processor must wait until buffer space becomes

available. Also, the assumptions stated that the database should be adaptable for

expansion. The fully interconnected network requires each addition to be connected

to every other processor. This may not be adaptable for expansion. Therefore, the

suggested implementation of the information exchange facility between the retrieval

and processing stage includes an interface (cache) memory.

The advantage using an interface memory consisting of cache memory is that

the controller tells a retrieval processor which block to pass data to and the processor

does not have to wait for a processor to receive the data. Also, the cache memory

provides a broadcast type ability by allowing several processors to read the same

block of data. The cache memory requires an interchange network between each

stage and the memory. But expanding either the processing or retrieval stages has

no effect on the other stage because of the modularity provided by the interface

memory.

9.2.3 Processing Stage. The processing stage corresponds to the binary nodes

of the normal form query tree. This requires the processing stage to perform join.

product, intersection, difference, union, and duplicate removal operations. The pro-

cessing stage accomplishes these operations by using two types of combined operator

processes: nested-loop and bucket.

The bucket processing uses the equal-comparison type processing (Chapter

IX). Included in the equal-comparison process is the removal of duplicate tuples

from each input relation. Therefore. if the final process concludes with a projection

that may introduce duplicate tuples, the results would have to have the duplicates

removed. For all the processing, the logical architecture requires the processors to

have the ability to pass information to other processors. All of the performance mod-

eling results presented in previous chapters assumed no communication restrictions.
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This means that the implementation to provide this would be a full interconnection 

communication network connecting the processors.

A fully interconnected set of processors is suggested as the mapping of the
5-

logical architecture to a physical architecture. However, this may be to costly or

physically impractical to implement. Therefore, the design process must determine

the communication capability/number of processors ratio that best fits the require-

ments of the system. The models developed provide the capability to analyze these

different situations to predict the performance capability of each. Especially critical

is the consideration of the multi-step queries if this type processing constitutes much

of the workload of the system. -.-

A full interconnection network would be the best implementation from the
I

performance view. From a practical implementation standpoint, the full intercon- .

nection network may not be feasible. The control structure of the logical database .5-

architecture suggested that the processing stage be logically divided for control into

partitions. The partitioning of the processing stage provides a logical division of

the communication required within the processing stage. This logical division allows

the communication between partitions to more fixed points. In current multipro-

cessor environments, the hypercube interconnection structure is a alternative inter-

connection structure [78] to a fully interconnect network. Therefore. the hypercube

interconnection structure will be used to show how the interconnection network may U
constrain the proces: ing and how the processes can be modified to better utilize the

network.

The task allocation for the best performance suggested that for bucket pro- I
cesses each assigned processor hash part of the relation and then all processors par-

ticipate in the join or comparison processing. Also discussed was a task allocation-

that assigned some processors to only hash and others to only process the buck-

ets. The concern of the dedicated task allocation was maintaining balance and not

forcing a small number of processors to do an inordinate amount of the processing.

2'- '
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The limited communication of a hypercube (limited direct communication between

processors without using intermediate nodes) does not support the full interchange

required by the shared processing control structure (without time delays of passing

the data through intermediate nodes). A suggested modification to accommodate

the more limited communication capability is to use a modified dedicated task allo-

cation.

The modified task allocation to perform the bucket processes assigns some

processors to hash portions of the inputs, retaining a portion of the input for later

processing. The hashing processors only hash the input into small number of buck-

ets. The processors receiving the first level buckets now hash their inputs, retaining

a portion of the buckets for later processing. The second level inputs already form

logical groups so the hash of the second level is just breaking the groupings into

smaller pieces. Thus, the results of the second level do not have to be fully inter-

changed. Figure 61 shows the logical operation of this modified hash/join process.

The figure only shows 3 levels of processing. However, the processing of level 2 could

be replicated at each level to provide the fanout of data desired. The constraint

of this method is that the lower levels must scan a larger portion of the inputs.

But the purpose of the modified bucket process was to adapt the process to limited

communication capability of the processors.

The other operation of the processing stage is the nested-loop. The nested-

loop operation compares each tuple of the inputs. The nested-loop operation is

discussed in Chapter III. The control situation of the nested- loop is that operation

is assigned to a partition(s) and a processor within the partition is given the of task

of controlling the process.

The operations of the nested-loop or bucket processes either provide the result-.

to output to the host or temporary relations to be used as input into anot her binary

node. If the results are input into another binary node, the controller directs the

results to go to another partition for processing, or the results could be sent to
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the interface memory to be processed. If the results are output. a contention could

develop. The output in all the analytical models was assumed to go to a parallel data

sink. To implement this would require parallel lines connecting the "host- with the

processing layer. This may not be feasible. Therefore, an implementable method of

simulating parallel output is to send the results to a segment of the interface memory.

Then an output processor can retrieve the results from the interface memory.

The operations discussed above have all tried to effectively use the resources

available to eliminate having to store temporary results on secondary storage. How-

ever to be able to handle all cases, this is not feasible. This requires the processing

stage to have some secondary storage capability. The implementation of this sec-

ondarv storage capability needs to maintain the dataflow within the system. This

means that the retrieval stage is not considered to be a temporary storage depository.

The secondary storage suggested by Figure 60 is some disk storage at each proce-sor.

This ability to access secondary storage without contention from other processors

. is the assumption used in forming the performance models of multi-step query. All
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alternative but less desirable method would provide only one disk for each partition.

This would provide the storage capability but could increase the performance time

of an operation that required secondary storage to used because of the contention

time in accessing the disk.

9.2.4 Controller. The controller is the interface between the "host" and the

retrieval and processing stages. The controller directs which query or update to

process and provides the necessary information to perform the operation. The task

allocation techniques for individual queries has been discussed in the previous sec-

tions and previous chapters. However, one other factor to improve the throughput

of the system is the sequencing of query execution.

Sequencing the query execution can improve the throughput of the system

by utilizing all parts of the system. The best example of the controller sequencing

queries is when the database machine needs to process a multi- step query and also a

simple retrieval query. If the multi-step begins first, there reaches a point where the

retrieval stage completes the retrieval of the base relations. The retrieval processors

are then available to perform the retrieval query which only requires action by the

retrieval stage. Also, updates could be accomplished by the retrieval stage while the

processing stage operates. This provides the capability to improve the throughput

of the system by separation of tasks.

The result is that by using a modular design of a database machine based

upon the analytical analysis of the relational operations, the capability to improve

throughput exists. This modularity of the system also allows the capability to expand

the system to improve the performance as needed.

The modeling provides the basis, then, for developing a physical design by

predicting the capability of a given situation. This reduces the design considerations

in mapping the requirements of the system to a design. The general form of the

40 query tree also aids the design by logically grouping the processing requirements of
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a query. This provides the capability to model the query performance for various .

task allocation concepts to help determine the control policy for the system.
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X. Conclusions and Recommendationsa

10.1I Conclusions "'

The goal of this research was to provide the capability to design, using a struc- ' .

tures design approach, an improved database query processor through the use of a !,.

multiprocessor environment. The use of a multiprocessor environment suggested the ,

I..,

use of parallel processing to improve the data retrievals. To avoid using intuition

as the guide for the design of the system, a thorough examination of the feasibility

of parallel processing of relational operators needed to be done. This examination

explored the theoretical considerations of parallel processing and modeled the per-

formance of different implementations and environments for parallel processing of D

relational operators. The following discussion summarizes the results of each step in

developing the capability to design an improved database management environment.

The first consideration of using parallelism in a database retrieval is determin-

ing the theoretical constraints of parallelism in database retrievals. The application

of Ulman's properties of relational operator manipulation [79] and set theory princi-

pies provided the capability to determine the feasibility of using partitioned relations

and parallel processing to execute the relational operators. Two additional proper-

ties of simplifying manipulating relational operators, commuting a product with a

union and commuting a join with a union, were introduced to facilitate the theoret-

ical considerations. The result was that horizontally partitioned relations provided

the least constrained application of parallel processing of the relational operators. r,

The next step in the design development was determining how individual re-

trieval operations should be implemented. This incorporated the use of analytical .

modeling of the individual relational operators. Analytical modeling of relational op-

erators is not new. However, the analytical models presented extended the modeling

to include architectural combinations (i.e., sending results to a backend as well as
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storing results on disk, using multiple processors with single disk path, and a single

processor with access to multiple disks) not previously considered for all individual

operators. Also, the models varied the destination of the results to illustrate the

impact of the disk accessing time when temporary results must be stored on disk.

The remaining action of the database is updating the relations. The effects of

performing updates is usually neglected in the design of database retrievals. How-

ever, new demands for immediate, accurate data require the application of real-time

updates. The updating of relations includes determining if the update will not cor-

rupt the database (i.e., add duplicate tuples to the database). To provide comparison

of the implementation of updates, the analytical models of the retrieval operators

were extended to include three update actions: insertion, deletion, and modification.

The 237 query performance models provide the capability to evaluate the per-

formance of the individual query operator implementations for various data struc-

'-+ tures and hardware environments. Performance results for the individual operators.

for a given set of hardware performance parameters, presented conflicting results.

Parallel processing was the best method of performing projects and joins but an

optimized indexed structure was the best method of implementing the select and

update operations. However, the optimized data structures could also allow the

underlying tuples to be distributed for storage to allow the multiprocessing environ-

ment for all cases to be possible. Thus, the performance of each relational operator

may be improved through the use of parallel processing and the performance im-

provement of additional hardware resources to provide improved parallel processing

can be determined by the analytical query models.

The analytical modeling of the individual query steps provided insight into

the data structure and implementation of single-step queries. However, it failed

to address the requirement that many database queries require a combination of
individual relational operations to complete the query. Therefore, the final modeling

consideration was to incorporate the multi-step query.
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Queries of a relational database can be expressed in a tree form. called a

query tree. This query tree provides a dataflow model of the individual query. This

dataflow model provided the impetus to define a general model of any database

query - a general normal form query tree. The normal form definition of any query

is possible by the combination of binary and unary relational operators as a single

operation.

The normal form query tree definition was extended to model multi-step queries.

providing performance modeling capability for any given query. The general mod-

eling capability used the recursive definition of a binary tree and the combined op-

eration properties of the normal form query tree to provide a recursive normal form

query tree. This provides modeling capability for any complex multi-step query.

The analytical modeling of multi-step queries involved the determination of

the affect of the data distribution, the hardware architecture, and the control or

task allocation of the processing, on the performance of the query. The analytical

models developed provide the capability to vary each of these performance variables'

to evaluate the effects on the performance of executing a complex query. For a giveni

set of hardware parameters, various combinations of data distributions, resources

and control structures were used to construct a set of curves depicting the perfor-

mance trends of the interaction of data distribution, resources available and how

the resources are applied to the problem. These results provide guidance for further

research in control structures and task allocation.

The building blocks for the development of a database design are provided by

the analytical models and general form of the query tree. However, the final step

presented showed how the analytical models and normal query form could be used

to develop a design. Using the results of the modeling, a logical architecture of a

multiprocessor retrieval environment was presented.

The logical architecture incorporates parallelism. intranode, independent. and

pipelining, to improve performance. There are two measures of performance - the
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time required to execute an individual query and the throughput of the system. The

throughput of the system depends upon the time to perform each individual query

but also depends upon the capability to provide support for more than one task

at a time. The logical database architecture's logical separation of tasks provides

modularity and flexibility, allowing a one-way data-flow within the primary parts

of the system to reduce the performance delays due to disk accessing contention

delays. This provides the capability for improved throughput in the system because

the retrieval stage supports the processing stage but it also operates independently.

Thus, allowing the queries requiring simple data retrievals to process while more

complex queries are being completed, improving the throughput of the system.

The other performance measure, the performance of an individual query, was

directly compared to an existing benchmark to show the performance improvement

provided by the logical architecture. A benchmark of existing database manage-

ment systems and database base machines [9] provided the means of comparison for

several complex queries. Using the parameters provided from this benchmark, the

performance improvement possible utilizing the parallelism concepts developed was

shown. The results (shown in detail in Appendix C) showed a significant perfor-

mance improvement (a minimum of order 5 decrease) over existing database systems

and database machines. This shows the potential of a database query processor, con-

structed using a structured design approach, to provide improved performance over

database machine designs that used the intuition and experience design approach.

10.2 Recommendations

The results show the the potential for further research to develop an actual

implementation of a multiprocessor database machine using the analytic model de-
"ISveloped here. Therefore, there are several areas of further research required for

improving the design of a database machine. The first research area is actually

* .( continuing the design process to implement the processes modeled by the analyti-
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cal models. This would provide the capability to perform empirical analysis. This

process would also explore the physical limitation presented by physical hardware.

Another area of the database machine design that needs more research is op-

timizing task allocation. The multi-step query models provide the capability to

evaluate the performance of a given query for different control approaches. However.

the analytical models must use estimates of the selectivity factors to determine the

performance of the given query. The process that allocates the tasks within the

system does not have this prior knowledge of the size of the inputs into each node of

the query. If the controller had complete knowledge of the size of the inputs at each

node, an optimal task allocation could be done (but possibly not in real- time). This

implies the need for two different research focuses - size estimation within multiple

step queries and task allocation and load balancing in a dynamic multiprocessing

environment. The normal form query tree provides an environment that provides

-'' the basis for both of these research topics.
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Appeudix A. Multi-Step Quer'y Res ults ,

T[he following graphs represent the results of "he performance modeling of nize

multi-step query models varying the input sizes, number of processors. and allocat ionl

of tasks to processors. '
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Appendix B. Multi-Binary Node Performance Results

The multi-binary query are queries consisting of retrieving multiple relations.

preforming a sel-proj on the base relations, joining the results from the sel-proj, and

then joining the results of the lower level joins. Figure 80 illustrates the structure of

the query performance results presented here.

The multi-binary query has many parameters that could be varied in the pre-

sentation of performance results. The performance parameters that affect the size of

the inputs and outputs and the number of processors and their tasks are the focus of
the results presented. There are four cases presented in the following graphs. Case I

assumes that each relation is distributed across all of the disks and that the proces-

sor assigned to process the binary nodes, use a hash/join. The hash/join assigns ail

of the processors to hash the incoming inputs, then when all of the input is hashed

the processors begin the join of the buckets assigned to that processor. Therefore.

Case 1 is annotated as Case 1 x-y on the graphs, where x is the total number of

retrieval processors and y is the number of join/hash processors assigned to execute

each binary node. For the Figure 80, using Case 1 10-20 means that there are 10

retrieval processors and 20 processors available for each binary node. for a toal of 70

processors executing the query.

Case 2 assumes that each base relation is placed on 1/n of the disks, where n

is the number of input relations. Therefore, for the model presented each relation

is assumed to be distributed on 1/4 of the disks. For Case 2 10-20. this means that

there are a total of 10 retieval disks/processors are available but each relation is

stored on 1/4 of the 10 disks or only 2 of the disks. The possible advantage of usin,..

the smaller number of disks to store the relations is that the retrieval of all of the

* relations can be overlapped. Therefore, for the model query presented both subtrecs :-J

of the root node can begin processing immediately. If the data distribution of Case

1 is assumed. then the left subtree has to complete retrieving both relations before
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Figure 80. Multi-Binary Node Query Model
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the right subtree can begin any processing. Figures 52 and 53 show this overlapping

of processing possible in a multi-binary node query.

Case 2 10-20 continues by using 20 processors to hash/join at each binary node.

The processor tasks are assigned the same has Case 1, where all of the processors first

hash the inputs and then all of the processors join there buckets. Case 3 assumes

the distribution of relations across all of the disk the same as Case 1. But. Case

*. 3 assumes that the processors assigned to each binary node are separated so some

processors only hash the inputs and the processors assigned to perform joins do not

assist in the hashing of the inputs. The notation for Case 3 is Case x-y-z. where x

is the number of retrieval processors, y is the number of processors hashing inputs.

and z is the number of processors performing joins.

Case 4 combines the task allocation of Case 3 and the data distribution of Case

2. Therefore, Case 4 is annotated as Case 4 x-y-z on the graph. For Case 4. x is the

* *., total number of retrieval processors but each relation is stored on 1/4 of the total

disks.

The results presented use the selectivity factors shown in Figure 80 to deter-

mine the size of the relations resulting from each operation. The results are presented

where relation 4 size varies from 100 blocks to 1450 blocks for each graph. The other

relation- have their size fixed for each graph. The graphs also vary the number of

procesors assigned for each task for Cases 3 and 4. Only a small representative set

of results are presented to show the effect of different processor allocation and the

different data distributions.

The results presented illustrate the variance of the preformance depending

upon the processors allocation stategy. The results do not indicate that one data al-

location scheme is better than other but that the matching the number of processors

to the tasks is more important. Although. the join processing is slower than hashing

inputs the balance which makes it seem that more processors should be assigned to

join. the results reflect the opposite of this. But the balance of using more hash pro-
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Figure 81. Multi-Binary Node Performance Graph - 1

-V cessors provided a better balance of processing. However, the allocation here was the

same for each binary node. Futher investigation should be done to determine what

the optimal number of processors at each node would provide the best performance.

This should include considering varying number of processors to each binary node I
to try to achieve balance.
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Appendix C. Benchmark Performance Compariso .,

Bitton. DeWitt, and Turbyfill have done a benchmarking of current database

management systems and database machines [9]. This benchmark provides the pos-

sibility to compare the projected performance times for complex queries generated

:)y the multi-step query models with actual execution times of systems. The purpose

Of this is not to directiv compare the performance times. but to show the potentla ,'

,t ising parallel processing in the construction of a database machine.

To compare the benchmark results with the results of the analv'ical models

:or multi-step query, some parameter translation must be done. The benchmark

exercise used relations consisting of 10,000 tuples. Each tuple consisted of 132 bytes. -

This (using the performance parameters of Table 3) translates to a relation wili

approximately 140 blocks. Where each block contains 71 tuples of 182 bytes.

The next value to be considered was the number of processors to be used

in computing the performance results. The benchmark compared single processor

,vstenis will multiple processors systems. However, the multiple processor system

was limited to 3 or 4 processors because of controller constraints. Therefore. there ]

was no direct comparison for the number of processors to use. The number of'

processors used was just an arbitrary number, but the total number of processors

involved was limited to what is currently available in a multiprocessor environment.

Th.is. the number of processors used was 10 retrieval processors and 10 processors

at each node of the complex query. This is more processors than used by any of the I
systems benchmarked, but the purpose of this exercise is to prove the capability of

parallel processing.

Three queries were used for the benchmark. The first query, joinAselB. first

',lect 1000 tuples from relation B and then joins this with relation A, which has
S

l')(Wo tuples. The second relation assumes that the selection process on relation B

31,14
S
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lias been done prior to performing he join. Therefore. the join is a simple join of .5

a 10.000 tuple relation and a 1000 tuple relation. The final query performs a selec"

operation on both relations A and B that reduces the 1000 tuples each. These two VI
%W1

1000 tuple relations are joined and produce 1000 tuples. These 1000 tuples. from

the joining of the relations A and B, are then joined with a 1000 tuple relation. C.

To approximate the number of tuples produced. a selectivity factor of .1 was

used for the selections performed on A and B and a projection factor of 1 was used

to provide the sel-proj operation the necessary parameters. Experience of executinz

.the multi-step queries indicated that using a join selectivity factor of .0001 produces

-p slightly more output blocks than the sum of the input blocks for a join operation.

This is more than the number of block produced in the benchmark, but provides a -A

value that is not less than the value used in the benchmark.

Figure 86 shows the results of the benchmark performance for the three queries.

In Figure 86, Table 5 assumes the systems do not have any existing indices for the

relations used. Table 6 shows the optimized retrievals for each system for performing
the three queries. The performance models of the multi-step queries do not consider

the data structure. Therefore, only one time parameter is expressed for each query.

The results produced for joinAselB was .08 minutes. This retrieval used 10

retrieval processors and 10 hash/join processors for a total of 20 processors. Th,-

result ofjoinABprime was .079 minutes. This also used a total of 20 processors. The

final query joinCselAselB produced results of .083 minutes. This query utilized 10

retrieval processors and 10 processors at each binary node for a total of 40 processors.

These results compare very favorable with the results presented from the benchmark

in Figure 86. The results also illustrate the capability to improve the performance

through the effective use of multiple processors such as the more complex query

joinCselAselB being completed in approximately the same time as the less complex
queries.

The results presented for the analytic performance models are not exact nui-
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. .9.

Join Queries Without Indices

Integer Attributes
Total Elapsed Time in Minutes

Query
System joinAselB joinABprime joinCselAselB
U-INGRES 10.2 9.6 9.4
C-INGRES 1.8 2.6 2.1

ORACLE >300 >300 >300
IDMnodac >300 >300 >300
IDMdac >300 >300 >300
DIRECT 10.2 9.5 5.6

Join Queries With Indices
Integer Attributes

Total Elapsed Time in Minutes
Primary (clustered) Index on Join Attribute

Query

System joinAselB joinABprime joinCselAselB

U-INGRES 2.11 1.66 9.07
C-INGRES 0.90 1.71 1.07
ORACLE 7.94 7.22 13.78
IDIMnodac 0.52 0.59 0.74
IDMdac 0.39 0.46 0.58
DIRECT 10.21 9.47

Join Queries With Indices

Total Elapsed Time in Minutes
Secondary (nonclustered) Index on Join Attribute

Query
System joinAselB joinABprime joinCselAselB

U-INGRES 4.49 3.24 10.55
C-INGRES 1.97 1.80 2.41
ORACLE 8.52 9.39 18.85
ID.Mnodac 1.41 0.81 1.81
IDMdac 1.19 0.59 1.47
DIRECT 10.21 9.47 5.62

Figure 86. Benchmark Results

(Reproduced from Reference 191)
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bers but an estimation based upon a given set of performance parameters. T,

performance parameters used are easily obtainable values for today's state-of-the-

art hardware. The only definable difference between the benchmark cases and the

performance models is the use of multiple processors utilizing parallel processing.

This comparison encourages the modeling and design considerations presented in

this document to be extended to a physical implementation to provide the capabil-

itv for further analysis of of the effectiveness of parallelism in database operations.
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